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This practicum involved the development of a culturaUy relevant trainhg program 

on confiict resolution and mediation. This is a new social work practice model in 

Ukraine, and was designed to promote the development of family-centered community- 

based senrices in Lviv, Ukraine. The training program was implemented under the 

auspices of the Department of Social Work at Lviv Polytechnic National University, and 

was targeted towards social service providers and social policy males. The design of the 

training program was based on Canadian content and eqmiences, and was defivered 

with assistance fiom an expert in the field of mediation. 

The activities of the pracîicum included: a review of the literature on conflict 

remlution and mediation, with particular attention to family mediation; participation in 

mediation training events and confiences in Canada; and the development, 

împlernentation, and evaluation of the training program. 

The practicum context reflected the need in Lviv and the smouflding area to 

develop a model for social work education and practice and to establish a network of 

quality social services. This need is addressed through international assistance, 

specifically the "Reforming Social Services: Canada-Ukraine Project", which is an 

important part of the practicum setting. 

The resuits of the program evaluation suggested that the mediation model created 

interest and enthusiasm among trainees. It also promoted ideas regarding M e r  

development of education in the a r a  of mediation and the development of mediation 

services, specifically in Lviv area. The training program emphasized the capacity of 

mediation to contribute to fulfilling the mission of social work in the post-communist 



date and its ability to addrPss crucial social and human problems in relation to the needs 

and culture of the country. 

Implications suggest that the training program developed in this practicum can be 

used as a basis for other programs and courses on mediation to be developed and 

delivered in the Ukrainian context. This mode1 of service delivery is consistent with the 

principle of empowennent and is important to the goal of social development reforrn in 

Ukraine. The content fhm the training program will be iacorporated into a course on 

mediation and conflit  resolutïon, which will be taught to undergraduate social work 

students of Lviv PoIytechnic National University. 
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Chaptet 1 

Introduction 

Practicum Goals and Obiectives 

The generai purpose of this prafticum project was to develop a culturally relevant 

training program on mediation for implementation in Ukraine- The haining program is 

based on the material on interpersonal contlict resolution as weli as managing conflicts 

through the use of rnediation, particularly in family matters. It was delivered to promote 

the development of family-centered and community-based services in Lviv. 

There were two generai practicum goals. The leaming goal was to leam enough 

about mediation to develop, deliver and evaluate a training program on conflict resolution 

and mediation with particular attention to family issues. The ta& goal was to design and 

deliver a culturaliy relevant three-day training program and a revised one-day 

introductory module with assistance h m  an expert in the field of mediation. 

These goals are interrelateci and reflect the overall purpose of the practicum. The 

following objectives apply to both of these goals. 

To explore the social and cultural context for social work and mediation 

practice in Ukraine in generai. 

To explore the d e  of mediation in the context of social work practice 

as a genenc method that has specific implications for social work. 

To leam about mediation, specifïcally about confiict and codict resolution 

processes, as well as managing and resolving the codicts in families, 

To expand my knowledge, my learning the concepts, processes and skills 

necessary to design and deiiver a training program to meet the multiple tasks 



that mediation practice and training encompasses while participating in 

mediation training events during the practicum. 

To design and deliver a training program with assistance h m  an expert in the 

field. 

To evduate the program developed and delivered. 

To translate the program materials into Ukraïnian. 

As a follow-up to the practicum, to incorporate the product created by the 

practicum activities into a course on confiict resolution and mediation, which 

will be taught as a part of the Social Work curriculum to social work students 

of Lviv Polytechnic National University- 

Backnround and the Role of Social Work in Ukraine 

Ukraine, as weil as other newly independent states of Eastern and Central Europe, 

has been struggling through a difncult period of economic restnicturing. The transition to 

a market economy has been marked by major challenges, including changes to the 

political, economic and social structure in the country since its Independence in 1991. 

Most of Ukraine's expenences during the transition period are common to other 

pst-communist countries. However, Ukraine also has its own pecdiarities. The present 

day situation in the country has been aggravated by the udavorable Legacy of the past 

Ukraine traces its historical development to the founding of the prosperous Kyivan Rus 

State in the 9~ century. Throughout its history Ukraine has been subject to m e n t  

invasion due primarily to its geopolitical position, abundant mources and feaile soii. 

Wth the exception of the Kyivan Rus period, subsequent periods of Ukrainian statehood 

were relatively short-lived, having been gained at high cost to the Ukrainian people. 



NOW, aAer centuries of subjugation (Hnishevsky, 1934; Subtelny, 1988), Ukraine has a 

unique historïcai chance to build a civil democratic society. 

Socio-Economic Problems and Related Lack of Services 

The economic situation in the country has been characterized by a continuing major 

economic downturn. In the former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) the 

economy of Ukraine was nmily tied into the centralized Soviet economy. With the 

collapse of the USSR, those structures were lost. h addition, Ukraine feu heu to aU the 

Us that characterized the Soviet Union: inefficiency of production, poor management, 

outdated social programs, and corruption. Partially as a consequence of this heritage, the 

transition to a market economy has been coupled with decîining productivity, low 

incomes and inflation, and increased social costs, particdariy for vulnerable groups 

(Faculty of Social Worlc, University of Manitoba (FSWUM), 1 999; Ryabchuk, 2000). 

Inefficiency and the low quality of production, resulted ed the coliapse of industrial and 

other methods of production, have resulted in growing unemployment, and as a 

consequence, the rise of social problems in the rapidly changing society. There are dso 

reduced govemment resources avaiiable to address new and growing social problems. 

Social indicator data illustrate the growing scope and urgency of social problems (United 

Nations, 1996; United Nations, 1998). There are continuing concems surroundhg family 

breakdown and the high rate of divorce, child neglect, the gmwing number of children in 

residential settings, and the increasing number of homeless children and adolescents. 

New approaches are required to respond to the needs of families and children (FSWUM, 

1999). W l e  social work might n o d l y  be expected to play a key role in addressing 

these issues, the profession is only now in the early st&e of king developed. 



During the Soviet period, the oppressivenes of the totalitarian regime with respect 

to human and sociai neeâs, coupled with a lack of true democracy, and severe restrictions 

of civil nghts prohibited the development of social work (Constable & Mehta, 1994). 

Today, the absence of a well-established netwok of services, the lack of service 

providers with appropriate training, no professionai standards of social work practice, and 

insufficient agency resources are the critical issues to be addressed in the social services. 

The Role of Social Work and Social Services 

The disappearance of authoritarian controi demands reconstruction of the substance 

and d e s  of work and weIfare, of family and co~nmunity, of every institution. The 

development of a difZerent kind of the social welthre systern, related social work practice 

methods and education is centrally positioned in the process of change. The 

reconstruction of society cornes h m  people who rediscover their own vital energies. 

Helping people to look to the future with hope, to reshape and detennine to some degree 

the events and circumstances of their Lives in an enlightened way is the restoration of the 

refational ties that are a part of o u  humanity. Understanding that this restoration is not 

j u s  possible but inevitable in the face of common hurnanity, that making each of us 

human to the other is hdamental to social work practice. The mission of social work in 

the pst-communist state is therefore to deal with crucial social and human problems, to 

begin to relate to the needs and culture of the country (Constable & Mehta, 1994, p.104). 

There is a hope that social work can help in the management of change taking place at the 

personal, family, institutionai, comrnunity and societal level. The partial assignment of 

the responsibility for social reconstruction is in itself a radical change (Constable & 

Mehta, 1994, p.Yi). Local senlce development is an important component of this process 



(Imbrogno, 1994). Social senlces will help individuals and fsmilies use and develop 

supports including their own personal and network resources (Constable & Mehta, 1994, 

p 105). This is fundamental to civil society, and empowerment is the key issue at ail the 

levels. The new service system must be family-centered and community-based. The 

family focus is particularly important, especially because the family bas traditionally 

been the basic resource for people in Ukraine. 

The development of new social seMces depends upon the availability of qualifieci 

s e ~ c e  providers who promote international professional standards of practice, as well as 

system change efforts that meet international standards of services (Edwards, Roth, Davis 

& Popesku, 2000). There is a need to develop a model for social work education and 

practice with due regard to local pecuüarities, and to establish a network of commmity- 

based services. International collaboration and assistance can play a major role in this. 

"The Refomllng Social Services: Canada-Ukraine Project" appears to be the first 

formal social initiative in Lviv and the Lviv region, aimed at having this vital need met. 

The Project was initiated as a result of a long-tenn partnership between the University of 

Manitoba and Lviv Polytechnic National University, and between other Canadian and 

Ukrainian organizations. The Project responds to the needs of Western Ukraine in 

particular. There is a clear match between social welfare needs in Western Ukraine and 

the goals of the Canada-Uktaine Project. The Project Ntcds Statement reflects the 

problem existing in Uktaine, in that two major impedirnents to social reform are 

identified - "an outdated medical model of service delivery and the lack of professiondy 

trained social workers to work coiiaboratively with government, commuaities and groups 

to develop new policies, programs and S ~ M C ~ S " ( F S W ~ ~ ~ ,  1999). There is an emphasis 



on social development as both a rnodei for education and for practice (Sanders, 1984; 

David, 1991 ; Midgley, 1995; Ferguson, 1999; FSWUM, 1999). It is dc ipa ted  that the 

Project wil l  contribute towards democratic refomi thtough the development of 

decentralized fdy-centered and communïty-based agencies and seMces in Lviv. 

Ern-wwerment and the Immrtance of Mediation 

Empowement is an important attribute of new services as ''personal power refers 

to individual's abïlities to control their destiny and influence their surroundings"(Miley, 

1999, p. 3). One that is arguably of importance is mediation. However, these services 

have k e n  slow to develop. 

Mediation is a generic, strengths-based approach fostering "empowerment" and 

"recognition". Conflict exists as a fact of life in society at various Ievels and in various 

degrees of intensity. By facilitating a process whereby individuals and groups can 

respond to conflict in a positive and goal-oriented way, mediation offers individuals the 

opportunity for growth and positive change. It means encouraging and helping parties 

involved in contlict to use a positive response to conflict, as a vehicle for growth on a 

personal level, to realize and actualize their inherent capacities both for strengthening self 

as weli as in relation to others. A positive response to conflict helps transfonn individuals 

fiom fearfbl, defernive, or self-centered beings into confident, responsive, and caring 

ones, thereby ultimately contributhg to the transformation of society as well. Thus, the 

scope of mediation reaches far beyond resolving individual conflicts, in that there are 

implications for society as a whole. Mediation is connected to a developing vision of self 

and society, aimed at achieving full integration of individual k d o m  and social 

conscience, and estabüshing a new social order enacted through new forms of social 



processes and institutions. The empowerment dimension of the mediation process 

involves the development of ~e~respect, seE-reliance, and seE-confldence among 

participants. The private, nonjudgmental character of mediation provides disputants an 

opportunity to explain and "humanize" themselves to one another, express concem and 

acknowiedgment for each other as human beings, it being ''the recognition dimension" of 

the process of mediation (Bush & Folder, 1994). Mediation is unconditionally 

constructive. The high moral content of mediation is a bonus (Fisher & Brown, 1989). In 

my view, mediation will harmonize with the major cultural s~engths of Ubainians, 

including our sirong, deeply rooted religious traditions, and the family tradition of 

providing support to its members in need (Jarmus & Jarmus, 1995; Jarmus, 1998; 

Armstrong, 2000). This is m e r  discusxd in Chapter III. 

Practicum Rationale 

1 find mediation to be of primary importance to me, a citizen of Ukraine, grievhg 

for its current situation and the fùture. As one of those who wiU be teaching social work 

courses and promoting social service delivery in our country 1 am deeply interested in 

developing this area of social work, in promoting international professional standards of 

theory and practice, and in applying Canadian expertise in particular, to this new field of * 

practice in Ukraine. The focus of my practicum, therefore, was the development of a 

training program in cooflict resolution and mediation with particular attention to family 

mediation and, as a precondition, the development of my own knowledge and skills in 

this area 

The training program on connict resolution and mediation was developed h m  

Canadian content and experience and delivered in Lviv under the auspices of Lviv 



Polytechnic Social Work program. The training program was targeted at social service 

providers and social policy makers. 

Conaict resolution and mediation is directly relateci to the needs in Ukraine and its 

culture; it is also consistent with the mission of social work in Ukraine. The training 

program on conflict resolution and mediation, as developed and delivered, was envisaged 

as contributing to the development of family-centëred and community-based services in 

Lviv. 

The activities of the practicum included: a review of the Literature on contlict 

resolution and mediation, with paaicular attention to family mediation; pariicipation in 

mediation training events and conferences in Canada; and the development, 

implementation, and evaiuation of the training program. 



Chapter II 

Literature Review 

The focus of this literature review is to offer a synopsis of the Literature addressing 

the goals of the practicum, which are leaming about rnediation, and designing and 

delivering a training program on conflict resolution and mediation with particdm 

attention to family mediation. A litemture review is a common element of a practicum 

report in developing the design of the practicum. The review of the literature in this 

chapter is more extensive in that this was one of major methods of meeting the practicum 

goals. 

There is a large body of literature, which covers conflict resolution and mediation, 

specificaily, in the family context n e  foiiowing review is not exhaustive; however, it 

represents a review of the issues, which are relevant to the goals and objectives of this 

practicum. 

The literature review has been divided into seven areas of examination, It begins 

by denning conflict and providing an o v e ~ e w  of confiict management and resolution 

approaches, with mediation being one of those, in the first section. The second section 

examines aegotiation between disputing parfies to turn to mediation as an extension of 

the negotiation process in the third section. ï h e  third section of the literature review 

attempts to address the whole spectmm of the most important issues relevant to theory 

and practice of mediation. Specificaiiy, it provides an excursus into the history of 

mediation, defines mediation as disthguished h m  other f o m  of dispute resolution, 

presents approaches to mediation, a variety of goals this nonjudicial conflict resolution 

process pursues, key mediation values and principles, and mediator d e s ,  as well as the 



issues of mediation context. The forth section inttoduces the mediation mode1 and the 

process, strategies and skilis, which chanicterize i t  Family mediation issues are explored 

in the fifth section including contlict within a marriage, the goai of divorce mediation, the 

children's perspective within separated and divorced familes, phases of divorce 

mediation, and mediating with high-conflict couples. A review of the resuits of the recent 

research in the area of divorce and custody mediation is h e d  as a separate section, and 

some aspects of training mediators are considered in the nnal section. 

Conflict Mana~ement and Resolution A~~maches 

At the tum of the dennitun, no more cntical challenge faces the people, than 

how to get along. Of ali the factors innuencing the success of marriage the single most 

critical one is the ability to resolve conflicts cooperatively. The same holds tme in every 

other relationship - between fiiends or business partuers, neighbors or nations. So much 

depends on the ability to get along: our happiness at home, our performance at work, the 

livability of our communities, aud, in the age of m a s  destruction, the survïvai of our 

species. Destructive contlict is widely accepted as an inevitable and prominent part of 

human existence. However, most of the tirne, most people get along. Therefore, one can 

argue that, in fact, peace is the nom. People couid transform theù confiicts if they 

choose to get along (Ury, 1999). 

There is no one definition of codict  Confiict is complex, and definitions focus on 

a combination of various factors. Conflict is defined as "a problem or disagreement 

between two or more peuple" (Picard, 1998, p.127). Rubin, Pruitt & Kim (1994) give a 

M e r  explanation: "Confikt means perceived divergence of interests, or a belief that the 

parties' current aspirations cannot be achieved simultaneously"(p.5). in their definition of 



conflict Hocker and Wiiot (1995) place the emphasis on the struggle between the 

parties: ccConflict is an expressed srniggle between a -  least two interdependent parties 

who perceive incompatible goals, scarce resources, and interence h m  others in 

achieving their goals (p.2 1). 

Conflict emerges "when disagreements, ciifferences, anwyances, cornpetition, or 

inequities threaten something important"@eer & Stief, 1997, p. 1 1). Conflict is a nahaal 

and inevitable part of me. DEetences can be of value. As our world becomes 

increasingly interdependent, more and more people bump into one another in a rapidly 

changing international context. In itself, conflict is neither bad nor good. It is an 

inevitabIe consequence of change, particularly in the face of uncertainty. However, 

disputes could be viewed not as problems at al1 but as oppominities for growth and 

transformation. Conflict can be constructive if handled well, destructive if handled poorly 

(Ury, 1999; Fisher, Kopelman & Schneider, 1994). It is ultimately a question of how 

conflict is viewed, and how it is approached. 

Conflict resolution application dates back to simpler societies. In our societies, 

conflict is conventionaily thought of as two-sided. However, no dispute takes place in a 

vacuum. The third side is the surrounding cornmunity, which serves as a container for 

escalating conflict. It has also invested in the fial outcome of the conflict In the 

absence of that container, senous conflict can gradually be transformed h m  

confrontation into cooperation. Thus the third side serves as a kind of social immune 

system preventing the spread of the virus of violence. The third part is people using the 

power of peers to support a process of dialogue and nonviolence aiming for a certain 

product - a "triple win". We are shifting away h m  passivity toward the active 

11 



intervention of the surrounding community. We are the third party. Abused children and 

battered spouses are no longer mated as a 'Yfamily matter". Support groups, marital 

counseling and f d y  mediation are becoming much more common in Europe and North 

America (Ury, 1999). 

nius, old perceptions of human confiict are being radically r e h e d ,  and powerful 

approaches for dealing with human ciifferences are presented. These approaches are 

aimed at transfomiing destructive conflicts into profitable cooperation. 

Moore (1 9%) generaüzes existing conflict iesolution approaches and provides a 

detailed List in which thex approaches are subdivided into the groups as given below. 

Private decision making by parties: (1) conflict avoidance, (2) informal 

discussion and problem solving, (3) negotiation, and (4) mediation; 

Private fhird-parîy decision making: (5) administrative decision and (6) 

arbitration; 

Legal @ublic), auihoritative fhird-par@ decision making: (7) judicial 

decision, and (8) legislative decision; 

Extralegal coerced decision making: (9) nonviolent direct action, and (10) 

violence. 

These approaches are placed by Moore on the "Continuum of Confiict 

Management and Resolution Approaches" with respect to a number of charactteristics, 

which provide rationale for their differentiation. Specifically, the extremes of the 

continuum are conflict "avoidance" on one han& and '%iolence" on the other hand. The 

approaches belonging to groups (b), (c), and (d) illustrate increased coercion and 

Iikelihood of C'win-lose" outcome (Moore, 1996, pp. 6-7). 



The ccConflict Resolution Continuum" presented by Picard (1 998) is a specrmm of 

such conflict management approaches as negotiation, mediari-on, conciliation, 

arbitraiion, and judicial processes (See Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Conflict Resolution Continuum 

- Parties bave most conml - Parties bave least control 
over process and outcorne. ovet process and outcome - Informal - Focmal 

- Interest based - Legal nom based 
- Less expensive - Expensive - Ri- - Aiblk - Voluntary - hvollmtary 

negotiation mediation conciliation ditration sdjudication 

Note: Adapted h m  Picard, 1998, p.8 

Picard lays the extrernes of the "Continuum of Confiict Management and 

Resolution Approaches" aside, narnely, conflict avoidance, and informal discussion and 

problem solving on one hand, and the whole group of exûalegal coerced decision making 

approaches such as nonviolent direct action, and violence on the other hand. She places 

the emphasis on distinguishing between (i) alternative and (ii) urÿudicative methods of 

dispute resolution, actually dividing al l  the approaches in the "Confiict Resolution 

Continuum" into the relevant two categories of confiict resolution approaches. Picard 

introduces conciliation as belonging to the nrst category of the approaches into the 

Continuum as a mid-point between the alternative and adjudicative methods of dispute 

resolution. 

There is a logical relationship between the confiict resolution approaches. The 

processes on the left side of the continuum give parties the most control, have the most 



flexibility and privacy, and are the least expensive. As the dispute resolution processes 

approach the right side of the continuum the relevance of legai noms becomes greater 

while flexibiüty, privacy and the levels of control by the parties are diminished. 

Negotiation is a pmcess whereby the parties try to resolve a disagreement or plan 

a transaction through discussion and reasoned argument. These discussions may be 

conducted between the parties themselves or thn,ugh representatives. 

In rnediation a neutrai third party - the mediator helps disputauts resoive a 

confiict. However, the mediator does not have the power to impose a solution. 

ConciZiation is simiiar to mediation but the neutmi person acts as a shuttie for the 

parties who never meet Conciliation can also be defined as the process of biïnging 

parties to a point where they can manage their conflict without a third Party. 

An arbitrator's decision cm be non-binding or binding. Arbitrarion is used to a 

large extent in labor relations for it is less formal. 

A&udication is a formal arbitration process, which is conducted by a judge or jury 

in a court of law. Decisions are based on legal principles rather than on conceptions of 

moral right or wrong (Picard, 1998, pp. 7-8). 

Isenhard, and Spangle (2000) bring informa2 discussim back into the s p e c t m  

of confiict resolution approaches as well as introducing facilitation into it. This makes the 

category of alternative approaches to conflict resolution broder. 

FaciZitation is reiated to a group problem solving process in situations where 

individuals cannot solve the problem alone. Group failitation is definad as "a process in 

which a person who is acceptable to all memkrs of the group, substantially neutral, and 

has no decision making authority intemenes to help a group improve the way it identifies 



and solves problems and makes decisions, in order to increase the p u p ' s  effectiveness" 

(Schwartz, 1994, p.4). The facilitator is an impartial leader, trained in conflict resolution, 

who helps parties make decisions or negotiate solutions to problems through dialogue. 

There is an overlap between facilitation and mediation, the key diffierence king  in the 

e m p h i s  placed by the facilitator on group processes to create consensus (Isenhart, & 

Spangle, 2000, pp. 107-108). 

Isenhart and Spangle (2000) anange the approaches to conflict redution at 

different levels of intervention in a system (such as an agency, organization or enterprize) 

for managing conflict. 

Figure 2: Levels of Intervention for Dispute Design 

Informal discussion + 
Negotiation between disputing parties 

Facilitat f discussion 

Mediation + 
Advisory arbitration (review committee) 

Forma1 arbitration 
@y leadership or review committee) 

I + 
Fornial, judicial grievance procedures 

More 
formal 

Higher 
CO* 

Note: Adapted fkom Isenhart & S p g l e ,  2000, p.5 



In a system ''di~cus~ion'~ and 'cnegotiation" between disputing parties involves the 

least cost, the least need for assistance fiom the third party, and the greatest level of 

informatity. Facilitation, mediation, or review cornmittees can be low cost if the systern 

can train its own stafE When there is a need to look outside the system for third - party 

assistance, costs and the degree of formality go up significantly. Budget (available 

fîmds), Iegal issues, the willingness of disputants to wgotiate, and availability of third- 

party neutrals belong to the factors, which determine the level of intervention fkom 

extemal sources (p. 166). 

While the "Conflïct Resolution Continuumn arranges all the apptoaches to conflict 

management at the same level, the system of 'Zevels of Intervention for Dispute Design" 

establishes a hierarchy at the top of which alternative dispute resolution approaches are 

found. 

Alternative Dimute Resolution 

Aitemative Dispute Resolution (ADR) is defined by Scimecca as '%ose non- 

coerçive processes, which are alternatives to the formai legal or court system9'(1993, 

p.212). The beginnings of ADR are rooted in the desire for harmony, efficiency and 

access to justice. It has k e n  argued that adversariai processes are too costly, too painful, 

too destructive and too inefficient for a truly civiiized people. To rely on the adversariai 

process as the principle means of resolving conflicting claims is a mistake that must be 

corrected (Burger, 1985, pp. 34) .  In 1850, Abraham Lincoln recammended, "Discourage 

litigation. Persuade your neighbors to compromise whenever you can. Point out to them 

how the nominal winner is often a d loser - in fees, expenses and waste of time9'(Stern, 

196 1, p. 1 5). Knebel and Clay (1 987) point out tbat it took more than a cenniry for 



sufncient refomis to occur in the judicial system to make nonlitigated settlements readily 

available. 

The informal justice movement gained momentum fiom concems generating h m  

inconsistencies in sentencing; the dienation of victims h m  their offenders; and, in the 

case of young offenders, the influence of labeling theory, which sought to minimize 

stigmatization. In the 1975 Law Refonn Commission of Cauada report, "Snidies on 

Diversion", the use of ADR was supporteà based on the conclusion that adjudication was 

not always appropriate as the underlying probiems of crime were not ddressed. In the 

Report it was indicated that most of the crimes against persans involved people who 

knew each other and that the adversarial process contributed to creating a '%mer and a 

loser", thus darnaging human relationships (Picard, 1998, pp. 9-10). 

Today, ADR is increasingly king sought as an administrative solution for an 

ovemorked court system. Critics of ADR suggest that it expands state control (Abel, 

1982), that it is a product of the changing nature of state power and form of law (Spitzer, 

1 982) and, that it re-legitimïzes the formal legal sytsem (Harrington, & Merry, 1988)- 

These as well as other arguments made by cntics of ADR show that the ideais of ADR 

may not have k e n  fûlly borne out. However, it is fair to say that in a relatively short 

period of time alternatives to the traditionai court trial have become a signincant factor in 

modem day dispute resolution. As ADR continues to grow in popularity, advocates will 

continue to seek to improve its procedures and techniques (Picard, 1998, p. 10). 

Many proponents of ADR envision the courihouse of the futim as a "muhidoor 

courth~use'~ that offers a whole selection of options from which people will select the 

most appropnate way to resolve a con£iict (Isenhart, & Spangle, 2 0 ,  p. 147). 



The "Continuum of Conflict Management and Resolution Approaches" by Moore 

(1 996), the "Contlict Resolution Continuum" by Picerd (1 W8), and the "Levels of 

Intervention for Dispute Design" developed as a system for managhg connict by Isenhart 

and Spangle (2000) appear to be reflecting the move away h m  adjudicated methods of 

conflict resolutioa These concepnializations encourage consideration of Alternative 

Dispute Resolution: innovative, nonjudicial conflict resolution processes aimed at 

achieving harmony, efficiency and justice. 

Negotiation 

A large body of literatwe on confiict resolution provides an o v e ~ e w  of 

negotiation between disputing parties. However, there are several authors (Le., Fisher, 

Ury & Patton, 1993; UT, 1991, Fisher & Brown, 1989; Jandt, 1985; Lewicki & Litteret, 

1985; and Fisher & Ury, 198 l), who have Wntten specificaily about negotiation. 

General Considerations 

Negotiation is dehed  as "the process of bringing together those who are opposed 

on some issues and aminging for them to comrnunicate clearly and fairly, to bargain and 

compromise, and to arrive at m u d y  acceptable agreements" (Barker, 1999). It is the 

process that creates and fiels collaboration enabiing people to live and work together 

hannoniously (Lsenhart & Spangle, 2000, p.45). Keltner (1987) describes negotiation as a 

'@aceful procedure which rezonciles and / or compromises clifference anci which 

depends on good faith and flexibility" (p.68). 

The authors defhe negotiation as a strategic choice for managing problems. They 

distinguish between integrative and distributive negotiation. Integrative negotiation is a 

constructive, problem-solving process, the goal of which is to mavimize interes& of both 



parties while protecting the relatiomhip. Disputants who choose to negotiate begin in a 

spirit of cooperation and a climate of respect. They identify ohared problems and interests 

through the exchanging of information. An attitude of integrative negotiation differs fiom 

bargaining (distributive negotiation) by the impact each has on disputantS. 

The "bargainer" seeks to achieve goals at the expense of the other, plays games in 

order to gain advantage in the processes, and coerces through demands and threats. The 

approach of the bargainer is positional, rigid, and insensitive to the interests of others. 

The "bargainer" approaches the resolution of dinemices or conflict with n m w ,  one- 

sided perspective and regards outcomes as fixed goals. 

Integrative negotiation approaches conflict as a joint venture, and a .  opportunity 

for mutual gain. A negotiator seeks to achieve a goal compatible with the goal of others 

and rarely uses threats or demands. Conflict is appnxrhed with an attitude of cteativity 

and flexibility. Integrative negotiation seeks to build coilaborative discussion so that in 

addition to meeting needs or interests, a process is created for resolving M e r  problems. 

The goal of negotiation is dialogue with mutually s a t i s e g  outcomes (Isenhart & 

Spangle, 2000, p.46). 

Fisher and Ury (198 1) distinguish between positional bargaining and interest- 

based negotiation, and suggest that: 

Arguing over positions produces unwise agreements. 

Arguiog over positions is inefficient. 

Arguing over positions endangers the ongoing relationship. 

The authon state that traditional, positional strategies for negotiation oRen leave 

people dissatisfied, worn out, and/or alienated. They produce either agreement, or 



breakdown. In either event, the process takes considede time. The authors define 

positional bargaining as king either sofi or nmd, 

nie M negotiating game emphasizes the importance of gaining victory. &ch 

negotiator asserts what s/he won? do. The disputants see themselves as adversaries. The 

task of jointly devishg an acceptable solution tends to becorne a battie. Hard positional 

bargaining can strain or even shatter the relationship between the parties- Many people 

recognize the high costs of hard positional bargaining on the parties and their relationship 

in particular. 

The so# negotiatinggame ernphasizes the importance of mainaining relatiomhips, 

but ofien at the price of the Legitimate interests of the parties. Negotiation primarily 

concemed with relatiomhips, nuis the risk of produchg a "sloppy" agreement based on 

simple compromise, possibly leaving one or both parties feeling like they have not M y  

dealt with their legitimate issues, 

In contrast to positional bargaining Fisher and Ury suggest "changing the game" in 

favor of Cbrin~ipled negotiation". This involves shifting the focus of the negotiation 

process from the parties' positions to a consideration of their legitimate interests. The 

authoa see positional bargaining as a "win/losen approach, and propose the basis of a 

"win/winl' approach: 

( i )  People. Separate the people from the problem. 

The participants shouid come to see themselves as working side by side, amking 

the problem, not each other. Every negotiator has two kinds of interests: in the substance 

and in the relationship. Positional bargaining puts relationship and substance in conflict, 

because the participants tend to identify themselves and each other with their positions. In 



order to address the legitimate interests of the parties and safeguard their relationship, the 

issues need to be separated h m  the egos of the parties. 

Conflict lies not in the objective reality, but in people's heads. "Tmth" is simply 

one more argument - perhaps a good one, perhaps not - for dealing with differences. 

People tend to see what they want to see. The ability to see the situation as the other side 

sees if as dif3icuit as it may be, is one ofthe most important skills a negotiator can 

possess. 

in communication, dehed by Moore (1986) as "a centrai component in 

negotiation", Fisher aad Ury (1 981) s p e c e  three big problems. They are: (1) fiequently 

each side has given up on the other and is no longer attempting any serious 

communication; (2) one side is not hearing what the other side is saying; and 

(3) misunderstanding. The authors provide the foilowing recommendatiom to resolve 

these problems: 

Listen actively and acknowledge what is k ing  said. 

Speak about yourself, not about them. 

Prevention works best. 

Build a working relationship. 

Address the problem, not the people. 

(ii) Inrerests. Focus on interests, not positions. Explore interests and avoid 

presenting a bottom line. 

Compromising between positions is not likely to produce an agreement, which will 

effectively take care of the human needs that led people to adopt those positions. Behind 

opposed positions lie shared and compatible interests, as well as confiicting ones. 



hterests define the problem. The most powerfùi intemts are basic human ne&. The 

purpose of principled negotiating is to serve the legitimate intetesfs of the parties. The 

chance of that happening increases when the interests rather than positions are 

commuaicated and acknowledged as a part of the problem. 

@) Options. Generate a variety of possibilities before deciding what to do. 

Develop multipIe options to choose h m ;  decide later. 

"Skilîed negotiators generate five options or alternatives for every problem they 

can anticipate"(Isenhard and S p g l e ,  p.50). Creative options can be generated by 

brainstorming: (1) separate the act of inventing options h m  the act of judging them; 

(2) broaden the options on the table rather than look for a single answer, (3) search for 

mutual gains; and (4) invent ways of making decisions easy. 

(iv) Criteria. Evaluate the relative vaiidity of options using realistic criteria 

Reason and be open to reasons; yield to p ~ c i p l e ,  not pressure. 

Ultimately, in order to be successful, an agreement must reflect some fair standard 

(such as market value, expert opinion, or law) independent of the naked will of either 

side. The basic points to remember are: (1) &une each issue as a joint search for 

objective criteria; (2) reason and be open to reason as to which standards are most 

appropriate and how they should be applied; (3) never yield to pressure, only to principle; 

and ultimately (4) Focus on objective criteria firmly but flexibly: "Please correct me if 1 

am wrong". 

The four propositions of " p ~ c i p l e d  negotiation" are relevant h m  the t h e  the 

person party begins to th.& about negotiating until the tirne either an agreement is 



reached or the decision is made to break the effort. This pend is divided into thrpe 

stages: analysis, planning and discussion. 

The method of ' 3 ~ c i p l e d  negotiation" permits parties to reach a consensus 

efficiently on the basis of a joint decision maLing process thus making possible an 

"amicable" agreement (pp.3-84). 

Strateaies to Promote Mutuai Gains in Nenotiation 

Various strategies are suggesteù to move negotiators on constructive paths for 

resolving disputes. 

Fisher and Brown (1989) M e r  dwelop the concept of  cipie pied negotiation" 

and offer a straightforward strategy to creating relationshIps that can deai wiîh 

difficuities as they arise. They state that effective working relationships have a high 

degree of rati~naiity~ understanding, communication, reliability, noncoercive means of 

influence, and acceptance. Each of these elements is part of the process of interaction 

between parties (iividuals or groups) and independent of their substantive interestS. 

Practical advice is given for making a working relationship between "them" and 

"us" succeed, such as: 

Be unconditionaily constructive. 

Do only those things that are both good for the relationship and good for fvus", 

whether or not "they" reciprocate: 

Understanding. Try to understand them. Always assume a need to leam more; 

While Fisher and Ury (198 1) state that in negotiation, particuiarly in a bitter 

dispute, feelings may be more important than taik, and emotioas need ta be made 

explicit and acknowledged as legitimite. Fisher and Bmwn (1989) give practicd 



advice to be rational and balance emotions with reason, Too much emotion cm 

cloud judgment. Too liale emotion Unpairs motivation and understanding; 

Commnicatim Thne barriers to effective communication identined by Fisher 

and Brown (1 989) and three big problems specified by Fisher and Ury (198 1) as 

presented above are similas: (i) We assume there is no need to talk; (5) We 

communicate in one direction - we '%eiî'' people; (ii) We send mixed messages. 

Three ways to strengthen the relationship are in order with the %ree barries f 

''three problems" in communication, and are as follows: (i) ACBD: Aiways Consult 

Before Deciding; (ii) Listen actively; and (iii) Plan the communication process to 

minimize mixed messages. 

Reliability. Under the concept of reîiability the authors suggest that it is 

important to be whoiiy tnistworthy, but not whoiiy m g .  It is ais0 important to 

help "them" to be reiiable. The advice is given to be open to persuasion and try to 

plusuade "them" as weii as to accept "them as worthy of our consideration. Behave 

as if "we" care - and "we" wiii. 

The best strategy to adopt without knowing the other person's strategy is 

cooperative tit-for-tat: Cooperate and be "generous" the first tirne. 

Moore (1986) recognizes negotiation as a psychologicd process creating an 

atmosphere of trust and cooperation. 

Fisher and Ury's emphasis on relationship is important, specifically in situations 

where continuhg discussions are necessary, such as disputes that involve commhty, 

farnily, public policy, or ongohg business negotiations (Isenhart & Spangle, 2000). 



A successfùl negotiation uses a process in which all parties have confidence in the 

results. The ultimate goal of negotiation is found in the following statement by Jandt 

(1985): "The goal of any negotiation should not be merely to get to "yes" - not merely to 

bend the other party to your will by whatever means you c m  - but rather to get past "yes" 

by resolvhg the conflict in a way that serves the best interests of both parties and 

encourages a harmonious, long-term relationship (p. 143). 

The strategy to buiid trust and share information as presented by Isenhard and 

Spangle (2000) appears to be a furthet development of the strategy to create worlchg 

relationships as described above. Kimmel, Mt, Magenau, Konar-Goldband, and 

Carnevale (1980) found that when people trust each other, they are less likely to engage 

in positional statements and threats. People are more ükely to share information or 

express openness to trade-offs if trust is present. 

Another strategy to move negotiators on constructive p a h  for resolving disputes 

as presented by ïsenhard and Spangle (2000) is to begin by agreeing in principle. The 

more complex the issue, the more important it is for parties to first agree in principle 

before moving to problem solving, Le., to declare their intention to agree. 

One more strategy shared by effective negotiators and also presented by Isenhard 

and Spangle (2000) is the practice ofasking many questions. Skilled negotiators ask, on 

average, twice as many questions when compared to average negotiators. The questions 

uncover underlying issues, opportunïties for options, and areas of potential agreement. In 

addition, questions create a perception that the negotiator is actively listening and is 

concerned about the interests and goals of the other parties. Effeçtive wgotiators do more 

listening, whereas average negotiators tend to do more arguing (p.49). 



Jandt (1985) found that one ofthe most important skills of negotiators is the 

ability to mirror back tentative understanding. This accomplishes three goals: (1) it makes 

sure that al l  the parties are talking about the same issue; (2) it irnpresses others that the 

negotiator understands them; and (3) it encourages others to eliminate arnbiguities 

(p.227). Negotiators demonstrate understanding throughpmaphrasing clar~mng, and 

summarking the contributions of others. 

Negotiators must be patient as they move toward reaching a conflict's break point, 

the moment when parties who feel hopelessly stuck finally see possibilities for resolution. 

Following the sharing of idormation about interests and goals, tension increases to a 

point where parties feel pressure to capitulate to bring the tension down or to entrench in 

positional statements. It is at this point, when ail feel lost, that some of the most 

hovative, constructive solutions will occur. Negotiators need to remain hopefbl and 

coliaborative, in spite of unbearable tension, and look for the break point at which new 

possibilities will emerge spontaneously. Isenhard and Spangle illusirate the escalation of 

confiict and how it then fiequently moves to coliaborative discussion. 

Figure 3: Collaborative Approaches to Resolving Conflict 

Break Point 

Sharing of Discussion Innovative 

Information of Options Solutions 
- - - - -- - - - 

Note: Adapted h m  Isenhart & Spangle, 2000, p.52 
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From Adversaries to Partners 

Uxy (199 1) M e r  develops the concept ofprincipled negotiation by outlining a 

five-step strategy to get a reiuctant partner to negotiate mutually satisfactory agreements 

This strategy is described below. 

The essence of the c'breakthto~gh" stnitegy is indirect action to go around the 

opponent's resistance. The term CC~pponent" as denned by the author does not mean an 

enemy but someone who has taken a position opposite to the other person. A "stone waii" 

tactic is a refusal to budge. The phrase "going to the balcony" is a metaphor for taking a 

step back and getting some perspective. BATNA is a person's Best Aitemative To a 

Negotiated Agreement. In each negotiation it is important for each of the parties to have a 

sense of the point beyond which the interests cannot be met. A g d  BATNA does not 

already exist; it needs to be developed. In summary, the five steps of breaktbrough 

negotiation are: 

1. Go to the balcony. The fïrst step is to control your own behavior. When your 

opponent says cWo" or launches an atîack, you may be stunned into giving in or 

counterattacking. Suspend your reaction by naming the game. Then buy yourseiftime to 

think. Use the time to figure out your interests and your BATNA. Throughout the 

negotiation, keep your eyes on the prize. hstead of gemng mad or gerring men, focus on 

gerting whaf you want. In short, take a long perspective, or go to the baicony. 

2. Step to their side. Befote you can negotiate, you must create a favorable climate. 

You need to defuse your opponent's anger, fear, and suspicions. He/she expects you to 

attack or to resist. So do the opposite: Listen to him/her, acknowledge the point, and 



agree with himher wherever you can. Acknowledge hidher authonty and competence, 

too. Disarm himher by stepping to hisher side. 

3. Don 't Reject ... Refimne. The next step is to change the game. Insted of rejecting 

your opponent's position - which only reinforces it - direct hidher attention to the 

problem of meeting each side's interests. Take whatever he/she says and r e h e  it as an 

attempt to deal with the problem. Ask problem-solving questions, such as Tan you 

explain why is it important that you waut that? or "What wodd you do if you were in my 

shoes? or "What if we were to ...?" Ask for your opponent's advice. Ask "What makes 

that fair?" Make your questions open-ended. Tap the power of silence. Rather fhan trying 

to teach m e r  yourself, let the problem be hisher teacher. R e h e  hisher tactics, tw: 

Go around Stone waüs, deflect attacks, and expose tricks. To change the game, change 

the h e .  

4. Buiid Them a Golden Bridge. At last you're ready to negotiate. Your opponent, 

however, may stail, not yet convinceci of the benefits of agreement. You may be tempted 

to push and insist, but this will probably lead m e r  to harden and resist. Mead, do the 

opposite - draw himher in the direction you would like himmer to go. Think of yourself 

as a mediator. Involve himher in the process, incorporating hisher ideas. Try to identifjr 

and satisfy hisher unmet interests particuiarly hifier basic human needs. Help h i d e r  

safe face and make the outcome appear as a victory for himher. Go slow to go fast. In 

sum, make it easy for himher to say "yes" by building himher a golden bridge. 

5. Bring Them to Their Seme, not Their Knees. If your opponent still resists and 

thinks helshe can win without negotiating, you must educate himher to the con-. You 

must make it hard for him/her to say no. You could use threats and force, but these often 
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backfire; if you push h i d e r  into a corner, hdshe will likely lash out, throwing even 

more resources into the fight against you- Mead, educate him/her about the costs of not 

agreeing. Ask reality-testing questions. warn rather than theaten, and demonstrate your 

BATNA. Use it ody if necessary and minimize his resistance by exercising restraint and 

reassuring hunmer that your goal is mutual satisfaction, not victory. Make sure hefshe 

knows the "golden bridge" is always open. in short, use power of persuasion to bring 

him/her to his/her senses, not hisher knees. 

The strategy of c'breakthro~gh" negotiation, enables a person to change the game 

nom face-to-face confkontation to side-by-side problem solving. 

Destructive Tactics 

Some people approach the negotiations h m  a destructive perspective. They 

engage in tactics, which some people c d  dirty tricks and others cal1 unethical behavior. 

These tactics include lies about information; using gifts or bribes to get opponents to 

soften their position; using spies to learn about confildentid information; undennining 

opponents in the eyes of their constituency; trying to demean or humiliate an opponent 

through public charges; or misrepresenting credentials, reputation, or expertise (Lewicki 

& Litterer, 1985, p.326). Dealing with tactics desigwd for deception or manipulation 

requires fhn, reasonable responses. ''Just because others have lefi the high road of ethicd 

behavior does not mean that we must leave it as weîi. We always have the power to walk 

away or Say c'no'y to whatever possibilities are before us. Our response should be to point 

out the dismptive nature of the tactics and return to a discussion about p u n d  d e s .  After 

trust has been broken, one may need to rquire confidence -building measUres, such as 



small moves or concessions, on which one can build new trust" (Isenhard & Spaagle 

2000, p.58). 

The goals of coercion or manipulation are to exertpower over others. In extreme 

cases, a party may even resort to violence as a way to demonstrate power over others. 

The benefits of manipulation, iitigation, and violence appear strong in the short tem. 

However, the long-temr costs of loss of relationship, cooperation, and community are 

great. 

Collaborative power involves power with others to resolve dBerences and 

achieve interests. Hovingpwer with others involves an orientation based on principled 

negotiation, Le., sharing power. If we can create conditions in which others are highly 

motivated to share information, engage in give-and-take, and believe that our intentions 

are genuine, then there will be less need for others to retaliate or fiel conflict spirals. 

Collaborative power values the opinions and the interests of both parties as core elements 

for settlement. Sharing power means that we are just as willhg to aiiow others to 

influence us, as  we desire to influence them. We may be fïrm on interests and needs, but 

we can be flexible about how we achieve them (Isenhard & Spangle 2000, p.25). 

Craig and Craig (1974) describe this perspective as synergic power, in which the 

goal is '30 increase the satisfaction of al1 participants by intentionally generating 

increased energy and creativity, ali of which is used to CO-create a more rewarding 

present and fiiture"(p.62); An orientation of coilaboraiive power enables parties to focus 

more effort on joint problems and less effort on designhg ways to force opponents into 

cornpliance. "Whenever there are two positions in a negotiation, the solution will never 



be one of those two positions. A successful solution depends on finding a thini position 

that must be created or discovered"(Hargrove, 1988, p.223). 

Successful negotiation depends on information gathered before a negotiation 

begins. Many proponents of ADR consider prenegotiation to be critical for later success. 

It may uncover reiationship problems that, if resolved before discussions, enhance the 

potential for success @senhard & Spangle, 2000, p.55). Saunders (1985) describes 

prenegotiation as the actuai iïrst phase of negotiation. In this phase, parties de& the 

problem, develop a commitment to negotiate, and rnake arrangements for negotiations. 

Principied negotiation is a u n i v e d y  applicable method for negotiating personal 

and professional disputes, which applies whether the other side is more or less 

expenenced, a hard bargainer or a fnendly one. It is an empowering process, which 

moves the escalation of conflict to "the break point" and collaborative discussion, 

demonstrating "power with others". Rincipled negotiation as a C'win-win" concept of 

resolving ciifferences and a powerful tool in the ADR pmcess is an dl-purpose strategy- It 

can be used at al1 levels of conflict resolution fkom domestic to business and international 

disputes. 

Pers~ctives on Mediation 

When direct problem solving or negotiations break down, disputants fkquently 

seek the assistance of a third party to help them resolve their ciifferences. This is the 

mediation process. 

Since the 1970s, the percentage of cases going to trial has been in a steady decline, 

largely becaw of the growing number of cases settled out of court (Isenhart & Spangle, 



2000, p.71). In a relatively short period of time, the use of mediation has come to be 

regarded as a Iegitimate means to deal with many social and legal conflicts in Empe  and 

north Amenai. In 1995 more than five thouand dispute resolution professionais were 

known to practise in Cana& (Picard, 1998, p. 18). 

Historv of Mediation 

Mediation is not a novel invention.. It is one of the oldest and most common fonns 

of conflict resolution. Its current practice has evolved h m  that, which existed in other 

cultures and d e r  times. For exampie, the Bible =fers to Jesus as a mediator between 

God and man. In one of the earliest recorded mediations, Moses went to the top of Mount 

Sinai to intercede between the early Israelites and God. During the Middle Ages, the 

Catiiolic Church served as a prominent center for mediation activity in Western Europe 

(Isenhart & Spangie, 2000). In ancient China, mediation was the principle means of 

resolving disputes. It has a rich history in Japanese Law and customs. In parts of Anica 

the moot, or neighborhood meeting, has long provideci an informal mechanism for 

resolving a variety of interpersonal disputes. The Early Native Arnerican tribal cultures 

used mediation to resolve theu co~xunerciai disputes and marital disagreements. 

The church or temple has played an important part in resolving conflicts arnong its 

members for centuries. The local parish pnest, minister, or rabbi has fkquently been 

called upon to serve as a mediator, particularly in f d y  disputes, to suggest ways that 

the disputants might leam to live with each other or reorganize their relationship. 

Mediation is consistent with, if not central to, the biblid values of forgiveness, 

reconciliation and commun@ (Garrett, 1994). 



Much of what is known about the historical roots of mediation tells us that it has 

grown out of strong moral and social concems. Early practitioners in the modem Western 

era were ateacted to mediation for the bettemient of socie~; albeit with mering 

motives. Social activists were interesteci in community empowemient Legal reformers 

sought legai equality and access to justice. Church groups, especially the Mennonites and 

Quakers, were interestecl in reconciliation and restoration of harmony- Peace activists 

were drawn to coilaborative problem solving by their concem about nuclear war and 

Early mediation programs in Canada evolved fiom court-based programs that were 

ideologicdy Iinked to restoraîive justice. Rooted in social activism, early proponents of 

mediation sought to assist individuals and groups to use non-violent and more effective 

problem-solving strategies with hope to r e m  justice to the community. While mediation 

in labor disputes has been long useci, it was not until the 1960's that mediation realized 

wider acclaim in the realms of community, family, public policy, and legal contexts. 

Mediation now commands the attention of schofars, researchers and legislators. 

Professional associations boast large memberships (Picard, 1998). For example, the 

Association of Family and Conciliation Corn,  founded in 1963 in the US, to promote 

court-comected farniiy conciliation, began promoting the use of mediation as an 

alternative to family court litigation. In Canada f d y  mediation has more recently 

become an active area of private practice that has given biah to the new national 

organization, Family Mediation Canada, established in 1984. Most provinces and 

temtories in Canada also have founded their own professional organizations to promote 



custody and divorce mediation at a local level (Garrett, 1994). Similar organizations exist 

in the US and other countries. 

Universities offer graduate and undergraduate degree programs in conflict 

resolution and rnediation, and professional conferences abound. Corporations and 

individuals nom a variety of occupations have responded to the growing demand for non- 

adversarial dispute resolution (Picard, 1 998). 

Definina Mediation 

The word mediation is derived h m  Latin word '?nedi'' or c3nedio", which means 

middle. It is defined as "intervention in disputes between parties to help them reconcile 

clifferences, find compromises, or teach muhially satisfactory agreements" (Baker, 1999, 

p.295). Mediation can aiso be defined as "a process of assisted or faciïïtated negotiation 

where the mediator controls the process and the parties determine the outcome" (Picard, 

1998). This echoes the definition of mediation as an extension of the negotiation process 

provided by Moore (1986): "Mediation is generaily defineci as the intervention in a 

negotiation or a confiict of an acceptable thkd party who has limited or no authontative 

decision-making power but who assists the involved parties in voluntarily reaching a 

mutually acceptable settiement of issues in dispute. In addition to addressing substantive 

issues, mediation may also establish or strengthen relationships of trust and respect 

between the parties or terminate relationships in a manner that minimizes costs and 

psychological harm9'@. 15). Mediation is "a process in which a third party - who is 

impartial, has no stake in the outcome, and has no power to impose a decision - guides 

disputants through a nonadversariai discussion process that has as its goal the settbg of 

disputes" (Isenhart & Spangle, 2000, p.72). 



Golberg, Sander, and Rogers (1992) point out that 'hedîation is a by- 

product of failure - the inabiiity of disputants to work out theu own ciifferences through 

direct negotiation. Each party typically cornes to mediation locked in a position that the 

other(s) will not accept" (p.105). The critical q d t y  of mediation is said to be "its 

capacity to reorient the parties towards each other, not by imposing d e s  on them, but by 

helping them to achieve a new and shared perception of their relationship, a perception 

that wiii redirect their attitudes and disposition toward one another (Fuller, 1971, p.325). 

Thë success of mediatim depends on "the disputants' willingness to accept the 

mediator's role as a pmess expert for resolving differences, as weil as disputantsy 

willingness to share information that might lead to a m u M y  beneficial agreementyy 

(kenhart & Spangle, 2000, p.72). Bush and Folger (1994) add, The mediation process 

con& within it a unique potential for tnuisfomiing people - engendering moral growth 

- by helping them wrestle with ciifficuit circuxnstances and bridge human differences, in 

the very rnidst of contlict"(p.2). 

A review of the literature focwd on key issues in the area of mediation as related 

to above and also including Fisher & Brown, 1988; Cummings & Davis, 1994; Emery, 

1994; Beer & Stief, 1997; and Ury, 1999 suggest the foIIowing: 

Mediation as distinguished fiom other forms of dispute iesolution is a brief, non- 

adversarial, task-onented, interventive approach to the resolution of conflict It is 

designed to leave the maximum possible control of decision making in the han& of the 

primary participants, while at the same tirne placing the management of the facilitative 

process in the han& of a third party -the mediator. ï h i s  management fhction is the 

defining characteristic of mediation in relation to other forms of dispute resolution. The 



principle of selfiletermination c m  assis in facilitating the empowement of each 

participant without disempowering anyone in the process. Mediaiion is a generic, 

strengths-based approach fostering empowerment and recognition. 

M~roaches to Mediation 

A new surge of interest in mediation has brought it to the fore of modem dispute 

resolution practice. Increasingly mediation is king used in an array of social and Iegal 

venues. There are those who believe that mediation presents a powerful opportunity to 

express and achieve a higher vision of human We. The more dominant approach, 

however, emphasizes mediation's capacity for fïnding solutions that are expedient, less 

costly and more satisfyùig than formai adjudicative processes (Picard, 1998). 

Until quite recently, mediation has ken  considered more an art than a science. 

Early mediation approaches were described as king either content interventions (which 

focus on substantive issues), or process interventions (which focus on communication 

and relationship issues). The cornmon practice when classifjing approaches to mediation 

has been to situate them as polar approaches and use binary classification schemes. One 

of the early studies on mediation was canied out by Sibey and M e q  (1986) who 

coostnicted a typology consisting of two ideal - type descriptions of mediator approaches 

- the bargaining style and the therapeutic style. In their Mew the bargaining style reflects 

a greater measure of control of the process and focuses on settling the dispute based on 

what parties 'îvant", while the therapeutic mode1 focuses less on setilexnent and more on 

communication and relationships. Schwerin (1995) classified interventions as contrasting 

schools of thought about a mediator's role - one as facilitator, the other as activist. Riskin 



(1 996) described mediators as behg either facilitative or evaluative. Kolb (1983) labeled 

the different hctions of a mediator as a deaimaker or orchestrator. 

A more recent, and controversial, account of mediation approaches bas been put 

fonvard by Bush and Folger (1994) in their book 'The Promise of Mediationy'. Similar to 

Sibley and Merry, Bush and Folger describe mediation as haWig moved toward a form 

that encompasses a directive andproblem-solving approach where reaching agreement is 

paramount. They contrast the directive approach with a tramformative model of 

me&ation that gives individuais a greater seme of their own efficacy and a greater 

opemess to others. Bush and Folger suggest that as mediation bas developed, the 

problem-solving potential of mediation has been emphaskd to such a .  extent that a 

directive, settlement driven model of mediation has become the more dominant form of 

practice. 

m e r  authors have posited mediation approaches as dichotomous. For exampIe, 

Camevale, Lim, and MclaugMin (1989), and Kolb and Associates (1994) found that two 

primary fiames, settlement and communication, reflected the tendency of mediators to 

define their roles and structure their activities. The approach used by a mediator is 

influenced by his or her past experience, training and ideology as weli as the context in 

which mediation takes place. When mediators describe their role as "an art not science", 

they are referring to their role in the process. This focus on role-takùig suggests that 

mediation approaches are dependent upon the mediator's perspective of his or her part in 

the process as well as their perspective of the other players. A mediator's perspective 

informs his or her choice about the order and use of particular tactics for the resolution 

process at hand (KoIb, 1983). 



The choice of the approach to be foliowed by a mediator may also be influenced 

by hdings indicative of favorable attitudes toward mediation stemming largely fiom 

how the process works, not h m  the outcome of the process. Two features are 

responsible for this: the degree of participation in the decisîon making that the parties 

experience, and the M e r  the opportunity to express themselves and communicate their 

views (Bush, 1996). Parties are generally more satisfied with solutions that are mutuaily 

agreed upon than those imposed by a third party, and therefore cornpliance with 

mekation is high. In a study by Cook Roehl and Sheppard (1980)- eighty to ninety 

percent of disputants in vaned criminai and civil disputes were satisfied with the 

mediator, the terms of the agreement, and the mediation process. For many, the attraction 

of mediation is much more than utilitarian. It is a vehicle for empowering individuais and 

groups to manage theû own disputes without recourse to professionals or formal 

institutions, It allows them to regain control of theù lives and achieve greater access to 

justice. Mediation goes beyond the ''quick fix" to become an opportunity to strengthen 

retationships by fostering mutual recognition and gain (Picard, 1998). 

W l e  emphasizing the capacity of mediation for problem-solving remaias the 

more dominant approach, there is Wrely to be a shift toward balancing directive and 

transfomative approaches. This could be considered a reflection of the historical roots of 

mediation having grown out of strong moral and social concems and its consistency with 

eternal values of forgiveness, reconciliation and community. For many, mediation 

promises justice and a new form of community and holds the potentiai to traosform 

society. This shifi is reflected by Bush and Folger (1994), with the authors raishg the 

issue of rethinking the problem-solving orientation. Fisher, Kopelman, and Schneider 



(1994) dso argue that we need to move beyond one-shot "solutions" toward a 

constructive way of dealing with ciifferences when faced with any conflict. They 

introduce an idea of the new paradigm in conflict management. These authors believe 

that it is more useful to think about a goodprocess for handling a flow of problems than 

to t W  about ccsolWig" a particular problem once and for aiI. Injluid and turbulenr 

times, it is better to think in tenns of coping with conficts than resolvùlg them. 

Understanding our task as confict management rather than conjict resolution is a 

&adigm shifi - away fiom a conception of conflict and negotiation that stresses static 

substantive solutions and towmd un upproach that stresses the pwer  of processs. Fisher 

et al. (1994) see the di81iculty in most cases lying not in the lack of potentiai substantive 

options but in the failure to design, negotiate, and pursue a process that moves us fonvard 

from where we are now to where we would like to be. The authors are not lwking for a 

perfect solution. They do not assume that ail conflicts car, be settled peacefully or that ail 

negotiations will - or should - lead to agreement. Nor do they assume that we operate in 

a rational world. On the contrary, they are trying to remon about confict with al1 its 

irrational components. 

The fact that mediation has received the most attention of al1 of the ADR 

processes, and is said to have emerged as the single most powerful tool in the ADR 

movement (Bush, & Folger, 1994) can be explained by both, directive and transfomative 

approaches having contributed to the evolution of mediation. The binary nature of 

mediation is reflected in the definitions of mediation as presented above, specincally in 

the definition provided by Moore (1987). lt m u t  be due to both approaches that 



mediation has k e n  brought to the fore of modem dispute remlution practice as both of 

them have shaped today's mediation movement 

According to Bush and Folger (1994) the mediation movement can be 

characterized by four "stories" - the Satisfaction Story, the Social Justice Story, the 

Transformation Story and the Oppression Story. Each of these presents a view of 

mediation and its development fbm the perspective ofdifferent social interest groups. 

According to the Safilrfuction S- mediation facilitates collaborative problem- 

solAg rather than adversarial distributive bargaining. It is seen as a powerfbi tool for 

satiswg human needs, and has led to more efficient use of private and public dispute 

resolution resources. 

The Social JWce Story tells of mediation helping to form effective grassroots 

community stmctures by reducing dependency on professionais and e m p o w e ~ g  

individuals to participate in civic He. 

According to the Tramformation Story, participation in mediation helps 

individuals gain a greater sense of self-respect, self-reliance, and selfsonfidence. It 

strengthens their inherent capacity to acknowledge their concem for each other as human 

beings and promotes individual moral development. 

Finally, the Oppression Story tells the tale of mediation that produces outcornes, 

which favor the stronger parties by i g n o ~ g  or undermîning the efforts of weaker parties. 

This version of mediation sees it as neutralizing social justice gains by helping to 

reestablish the privilege of the stmnger class and perpetuating the oppression ofthe 

already disadvantaged. 



Bush and Folger (1994) propose thaî two ideoiogies currently dominate the 

discourse on mediation - individudistic and rational. The individuahtic fhmework sees 

the world as made up of separate beings of equal worth but different needs who naturaüy 

seek satisfaction of their individual desires. This h e w o r k  tends to produce a problem- 

solving or directive approach, associated mainly with cost-effectiveness, timeliness, and 

satisfaction. A rational framework views the world as made up of pemm with individuai 

consciousness and diverse needs but who are also inherently connected to each 0 t h .  

Th& h e w o r k  is associated with transformation or empowerment. Whatever 

perspective is taken, however, it is genrrally agreed that mediation is both diverse and 

pluralistic and that no one approach or ideology represents the 'full story' of mediation 

Mediation Gods 

"Knowing when to use mediation and for what purpose is cntical to the successfiil 

mediation" (Picard, 1998, p.2 1). 

Mediation is eclectic and multi - discipiinary. It has been developed in the fields 

of antbropology, communications, economics, political science, social work, psychology, 

law, management, and industrial and international relations. Mediation is used to resolve 

issues in a variety of forums including the courts, business, schools and institutions of 

higher education, neighborhoods, families, and organizatioos. However, mediation is not 

a panacea. It should not be used when one party appears to be more interested in w-g 

than collaborating, when the interests of one Party cannot be fully repmsented, or, when 

one party would be placed in danger through his or her participation. Mediation should 

not be used as a substitute for therapy or counseling, as a coercive means to an end, as a 



substitute for the proper exercise of authority, when competent mediators are unavailable, 

when power should not, or cannot, be balanced, or, when the goal is repressive. A useful 

caveat to remember is that "pmries who participe NI ntediaron should never leave 

worse o f f t h  when they came" (Picard, 1998, pp10-21). 

Mediation pursws a variety of goals. Cupach and Caaacy (1997) point out that 

"While there is an agreement conceming the basic principles that defhe mediation, the 

goal of the process is a matter of some dispute"(p.207). Mediator styles range from very 

directive, when the goal is reaching an agreement, to nondirective, which emphasizes 

dialogue, relationship, and organïzational change. The mediator's choice of goals has 

concrete effects on techniques chosen. 

The most common goal of mediators is reaching an agreement that will resolve 

differences or end confiict. Mediators h m  a variety of disciplines view problem solving 

as the ideal orientation for managing conflict. Mediators focus on problem - solving 

work in context, such as familes, psychology, communication, labor unions, businesses, 

govermental groups, and churches. Rough assisted negotiation, parties resolve 

differences and f o m  agreements about specific, well-defined problems. The g w l  is an 

eficiently produced agreement, either in principle or formally written, that will be both 

durable and beneficial to disputants (Ise- & Spangle, 2000, p.74). 

In a review of literature about successful mediations, Folger, Poole, and Snitman 

(1993) found that mediators oflen play a major role in breuking aitacWdefend 

communication cycles that create stalemates. The task here is to manage the discussion 

between disputants in a way that minimizes threats and fears. The assumption is that if 

the destructive cycle can be broken, the parties possess sufficient slall to resolve confïict. 



Among the ways that mediators accomplish this task are (a) emphasizing their irnparthl 

role, @) equalizing the parties' communication by perfonning in a referee - like role, and 

(c) renaming disputants' hostile or blaming language (Tracy & Spradlin, 1994). Muldoon 

(1996) suggests that this is accomplished by changing the conflict into a dispute and then 

tuming the dispute into the wgotiatiion of a deai. 

Facilitating dialogue is another goal pusueci / or described by mediators. These 

mediators emphasize process, communication, and the importance of relationship. Kolb 

and Associates (1994) report that "They see themselves as behhd - the - scenes catalysts 

or orchestrators of the parties' own coping and problem solving skilis.. . [who] foster in 

the parties a more immediate sense of ownership and a better foundation for deaiing with 

each other in the friture" (p.477). 

The most fa- - reaching of the goals expressed by mediators is organizatioml 

change. This is a difficult, cornplex, and hard - to -mesure goal. Kolb and Associates 

(1994) describe these mediators as fwilitators of change who espouse a transformational 

vision. The goal is to create bdamental changes in people or processes so that conflict is 

managed more effectively. 

Mediators will oflen have primary and secondary goals. For many, reaching an 

agreement is primary, although they hope that they can create dialogue that prevents 

friture problems. Other mediators downplay the afhievement of specific agreements and 

speak of the importance of creating dialogue for building relationships and trust. 

However, these same mediators list as a secondary goal the breakhg of destructive cycles 

or an agreement about how decisions will be made or conflict resolved. It is context 



which often directs the choice of primary or secondary gods (Isenhart & Spangle, 2000, 

pp -74-75). 

Mediation Values and Princi~les 

A number of principles guide successful mediation. The list presented by Isenhart 

and Spangle (2000, pp. 76-77) summarize studies that lwked at values most common to 

the best mediators. These are describeci beiow. 

ImpartiaZi@ - hevitably, mediators bring their own biases and predisposition, but 

these beliefs need not unduly infiuence the course ofa mediation. Mediators may not be 

neutral, but they must khave profes~ionaiiy~ They m u t  be, and must be seen to be 

impartiai. Unless mediators are tnrsted, mediation will not iikely succeed. 

Empathy - Parties who feel judged will become defensive, which is a barrier to 

achieving integrative solutions. The best mediators display empathy at appropriate points 

to let parties know that their concerns matter. When parties feel heard, there is a greater 

chance that they will be candid with their contributions and more confident about the 

process. 

Efictiveness as a Questioner - Successfûl mediators are adept at asking probing 

and c l m g  questions. They ask insighaul questions that uncover concems and 

interests, which underlie positionai statements. Questions are used to teach rather than 

lecture, expose inconsistency rather than openly confiont, and seek understanding rather 

than argue. 

Vahed Reputation - Two related atûibutes of the best mediators are good 

reputations and demonstrated records of success. Once a mediator loses a reputation for 

being fair, honest, genuinely concerned, and impartial, it takes a lot of work to rebuild it. 



Confidentiality - The ability to h c t i o n  effectively heaviiy relies on the ability to 

honor the confidentiality of information shared by disputants. This includes information 

shared privately in a caucus and information shared with others in the community &et 

the mediation is completed. A mediator serves as a safe listener and one with whom 

parties can share information that they would not otherwïse share publicly. This is a 

matter of hard principle in negotiation. Exceptions to this pruiciple occur, however, in 

situations where child abuse is revealed or Iaws have been broken. In such cases the 

mediator is bound by ethics and in many cases by Law, to report to appropriate 

authorities. 

Process SMs - Because the level of conflict is high when parties corne to 

mediation, disputing parties expect the mediator to use a process that manages tension 

and destructive conflict behaviors. 

In a study that involved i d e n t w g  characteristics of effective mediators in labor 

disputes, Landsberger (1956) found that successful mediators also possessed: 

- an appropriate sense of humor; 

- the ability to act unobtnisively in conflict; 

- the ability to create the perception of "beng with" disputing parties and 

k ing  concemed about their well-being; 

- persistence and patience; and 

- specific knowledge about the subject area in which they are mediating. 

Rubin and Brown (1 975) point out that the mere presence of a third party who is 

independent of parties in a dispute serves is a significant factor in the settling of disputes. 



Mediator Roles 

There is no clear conse11sus on mediator d e s .  DBierences in background, training 

and professional discipline, as well as area of practice are reflected in ditXering and at 

times competing views of what it is that mediators do. One view is that a mediator is an 

active but neutrai facilitator. Some of the tasks pefiormed by a mediator involve 

structuring the process, managing emotions, organin'ng information, facilitating 

communication, helping parties to develop and evaluate solutions, and producing a 

written agreement. 

Mediators play a number of roles including that of a catalyst, communicator, 

educator, translater, expander of resources, bearer of bad news, agent of reality, protector 

of the process, and in some cases, scapegoat. To serve these fûuctions, a mediator should 

be capable of appreciating the dynamics of the environment in which the dispute is 

occurring; be an intelligent and effective listener; be articulate, patient, non-judgmental, 

flexible, forceful and persuasive; be imaginative and resourceful; be a person of 

professional standing or reputation; be diable and capable of gaining access to necessary 

resources; be non-defensive and a person of integrity, as well as be humble, objective and 

neutral with regard to the outcome of a dispute (Stulberg, 1987). 

Mediation Context 

The mediation session provides a setting that alters how outcornes are achieved. 

First, the mediation setting serves as a sa& conrext for sharing information that might not 

otherwise be shared. Disputants fiel protected as the mediator minimizes threatening 

behavior, regulates the length of time people talk, and specifies the marner in which 

disputants treat each other. 



Second, the mediation context changes the focus of discc~ssion h m  positional 

statements to interest statements that express needs, concerns, and fears. Discussions 

based on merits of choices have a greater potentiai for creating durable and long-lasting 

solutions than do discussions ~Laracterized by defensive positions and blaming. 

Additiody, the focus changes as each party expresses cornmitment to engage in 

assisted negotiation. Agreement to participate in mediation symbolicdy communicates 

to other parties a willingness to resolve Merences. 

Md, the mediation context provides a setting in which a neutral party who is 

emotionaiiy uninvolveci with the dispute is able to idenni and c l m s  the underlying 

issues of a complex situation. The thinking of quarreling parties often becomes distorted 

by their emotional involvement. They become overwhelmed by the complexity of the 

situation, and this prevents them fiom seeing ways out of a demate. As an impartial 

third party, the mediator provides an objective, outsider's Look at what is keeping parties 

stuck in destructive, unproductive, patterns of conflict. 

A fourth factor is the absence of a "leader" who might impose a solution on the 

disputants. Guided by a process expert, the disputants have an opportuni*. tu ussume 

greater responsibility for finding ways to resolve differences. Because disputants make 

significant contributions to potentiai solutions, there is greater possibility that they will 

suspend hostilities or hplement an agreement to which they contributed (Isenhart, d? 

Spangle, 2000). 

An o v e ~ e w  of confiict resolution and mediation theory suggests that mediation 

has received the most attention of al1 non-adversarial processes. It is the single most 



powerful tool in the Alternative Dispute Resolution movement7 and both, directive and 

transfomative approaches have contributeci to it 

The Mediation Model: Process. Strategies and Skills 

A large body of fiterature on conflict resolution provides an o v e ~ e w  of the entire 

process of mediation. There are several models of mediation, which have been developed 

over the last decades. These models often Vary in how the authors structure the tasks and 

stages of the mediation process. However, the overall proces, strategies, and skiils 

remain mostly the same. For the purposes of this practicum7 the models utiked by the 

stao of Famiiy Conciliation and Mediation Services, two social s e ~ c e  agencies of 

Winnipeg, the Province of Manitoba, Canada have been used as  a guide. Influentid 

authors, such as Ining (1980), Irving and Benjamin (1985), Saposnek (1983), Blades 

(1 984), Milne (1985), Moore (1987), Beer and Stief (MW), Stein and Ernst (1997), 

Picard (1998) and Lang and Taylor (2000) have shaped the mediation practices of these 

agencies. The foUowing synopsis of the mediation model is a reflection of "Mediation 

Training Manual"(l996) by Kostiuk and Zurawsky and Manuais of Mediation Services 

(2000) distributed to workshop participants, as well as my own conceptualization of the 

mediation process based on my readings and training. 

Stages of the Mediation Process 

The stages of mediation process fa11 into two broad categones: preliminary stage 

prior to the beginning of the joint sessions, and the process once the mediator has entered 

into formal negotiations (Moore, 1987). 

The process of mediation is organized into the following distinct stages 

constituting the mediation model: 



1. Pre - mediation (Preliminary stage) 

IL Mediation Forum: 

Stage 1 : Introductio~~ (Joint orientation and contracting) 

Stage 2: Issue identification 

Stage 3 : Uncovering underlying interests 

Stage 4: Closure 

The stages of the mdation mode1 are considered to be basic guideiines for the 

mamer in which mediation as the process of building and testuig hypotheses progresses 

(Blades, 1984). 

Pre-mediation (Prehinary stage) 

In the pre-mediation stage, cornmitment to the mediation pmcess is encouraged. 

The mediator is involved in screening the participants and orienting them to the 

mediation process. 

The screening process begins with the nrst contact. It includes engaging the 

prospective participants to mediation, orienting the participants to the mediation process, 

responding to their concerns, anxieties, resistance, motivating the participants, gathering 

information regardùig demographics and background issues, and assessing readiness for 

mediation, viability and appropnateness of mediation as a forum for dispute resolution. 

The screening process will not end in the pre-mediation stage. In essence, it continues 

throughout the mediation, as it is not always possible to determine the appropriateness of 

the mediation process in a given situation during the initial contacts. OAen critical 

information impinging on the feasibility or appmpriateness of meàiation emerges only 

later in the process. 



The orientation to the mediation pmcess is aimed at educating the participants 

either individually or through the group format about mediation in a broad sense, 

normaiizing the individuai's experiences and reactions to them, and softening the more 

extremely held positions. 

Mediators use several procedures to coilect &ta: direct observation, secondary 

sources, and interviewhg - prior to the commencement of mediation pet se, the 

prospective participants are seen individdy. 

This stage is viewed as an opportunity to begin transforming adversarial attitudes 

and positioning into more cooperative orientations (&utman, 1989) for the parties to shift 

nom unilateral solutions to mdtilateral or muhial gains solutions; move h m  adversarial 

behaviors to cooperative behaviors; begin to believe that trade-offs might facilitate 

solutions; evaiuate costs of concessions and failure to reach a settlement before 

commitments need to be made; and change the dynamics of the contlict into a c e s - f i e  

for the duration of the discussions (Isenhart & Spangle, 2000). 

Introductions (Joint orienîation and contractin@ 

The purpose of this stage of the mediation process, which is the beginning ofjoint 

sessions, is to set the stage for exploring the issues. 

This step requires a basic understanding of the mediation process by the 

participants as well dieu ability to cover the necessary idonnation. This is accomplished 

by explaining the goals and expectations of a collaborative process, the role of the 

mediator, and the ground mies that wiil guide discussions. Two of the strengths of the 

mediator's role are the mediator's impartiality a d  the codidentiality of discussions. 



These factors should be emphasized in the opening statement Typical guidelines for 

mediation could be the foiiowing: 

Oniy one person speaks at a tirne. 

No interruption while someone is speaking. 

No personal attacks are allowed. 

Information shared during the mediation session will be treated as confidentid 

(Iseahart & Spangie, 2000). 

The mediator shares the guidelines, which offer predictability and safety for 

discussions. The participants should be asked whether they would abide by the principles 

as stated, and whether they would like to add any M e r  d e s .  

The mediator also needs to emphasize the infonnal nature of the discussions. There 

are usually no tape recorders or formai minutes. Discussions are expected to be honest, 

open, and focused on problem solving (Picard, 1998). 

Setting the stage is also instrumental in reducing participants' anxiety, through the 

creation of a safe environment, wherein they can begin to feel cornfortable enough to 

discuss matters openly. This is accomplished by the mediator by setthg a coiiaborative, 

cornfortable tone for the session, assessing resistance and working with it, as well as 

anùming. As part of ''setting the stage" the mediator assesses the participants' readiness 

to proceed, and elicits their colxunitment, formulating either an informal or formal 

contract. 

While the mediation process usually involves joint sessions, at times individual 

sessions or caucuses may be necessary. A caucus ailows strong feelings to be expressed 

in private, helps the mediator determine if there are mediator-party issues, which should 



be addressed, allows a breather or cooling offperiod, and the possibility for the party to 

discuss options while not under the scrutiny of the other Party. Caucuses are also 

important in that they allow for the exploration of fears and possible threats that could not 

be discussed in face-to-face meetings (Picard, 1998, pp.23-24). 

Issue idenrification (Sros, - teIlin& 

The purpose of the stage of issue identification is to: get the parties talking and 

involved; give the mediators a basic understanding of the conflict; let the parties hear 

each other's story as it is told to a third party; define issues a d  set an agenda; and give 

the mediators some idea of what to expect. The stage, described by many as storyteiiing, 

offers the mediator the opportunity to moàel active listening for parties and encourage 

constructive negotiation about the issues. The mediator mdels a constructive mode1 of 

communication and dispute resolution, which in tum encourages the participants to deal 

with each other in a respectfid manner. 

This stage of the mediation process is highiy structured. The two major 

components to this stage in the process are (i) opening statements and (ü) goal sumxnary- 

Note taking is highly important for the mediator to analyze the positions, identify the 

content of the issues, and accurately reflect back to the participants their statements. 

Interests on the part of the parties that are shared in discussion may fall into one of 

four domains: (i) procedural, (ii) substantive, (iii) relationai, or (iv) philosophical. 

Procedural concems involve beliefs about the way things should be done, and some 

parties will not engage in tak  about substance Uiterests until they trust that the process 

will meet their expectations. Substantive interests involve tangible items such as money, 

cessation of a behavior, or changes to an existing agreement. There are intangible 



interests that fall within a third domain of interests, that is relatiomhip. A party may be 

seeking respect, a sign that he or she is king heard, or a belief that he or she wiU have 

greater power in the relatiomhip. 

Philosophical interests occur when people beiieve they have to prove a point before 

they will listen to anything M e r .  They want other parties to demonsirate respect for a 

principle or value before they are willing to go on with discussions. For example, a 

husband in marital dispute responded to a request for more sharhg of the housework 

with, "1 just want you to understand what it means for me as a male." This may be a 

dificuit request for the wife, but her respect for the principle might increase his 

willingness to iisten to discussion about division of the housework. When philosophical 

discussion gets in the way of dealing with concrete issues, the mediator may have to 

redirect the discussion, for at tùnes philosophical discussion might even serve as a 

stalling tactic to prevent discussion of more immediate issues, ie., this may reflect a 

position. 

Occasionaily, this stage includes the venting of emotions. Venting addresses a need 

identified by Folger, Poole, and Stutman (1993) of uneaahing the histoncai mots of a 

problem. 

Mer the participants have been given the opportunity to express their concerns 

(opening statements) the mediator gives a detailed feedback of what each person bas said. 

The mediator then proceeds to formulate a goal summary, which is distillation of the 

issues presented by the participants. The goal surnmary is a neutral restatement, which 

begins to define the agenda for the mediation process, and identifies common ground 

where it exists. 



Goal surnmary includes fkmbg the issues, which are neutral aud stating common 

ground hitially, the mediator gives a detailed feedback of what eafh person has said in 

his or her opening statement 

The participants will be asked to agree on an agenda. "To get buy-in for the 

process, it is essential for mediators to involve parties in estabiishing the agendayy 

(Isenhart & Spangle, 2000, pp.79-80). Yarborough and WiImot (1995) state, "It has been 

our expenence that framing and ordering the agenda set the stage for transforming 

negative confiict into a productive expenence. Agreeing on priorities begins the process 

of cooperationY9(p. 120). 

To complete this stage a general statement summa&ing what the participants may 

expect to accomplish in mediation is made. 

Uncovering underlying interests 

Having helped the parties to i d e n w  issues, the mediator helps the parties to begin 

to understand what is motivating them and what is important to the other party. The 

purpose of this stage is to continue to have the parties hear about the conflict h m  the 

other's point of view, explore the parties' uaderlyuig interests, have each party realize 

that it is possible to resolve the conflicî. 

Underlying interests cause a person to take a particuiar position and make 

demands in negotiation. Exploration of interests is the hemt of the mediation process; it 

is where the "magic of mediation" occurs, Le. shifting people fiom their positions (theh 

wants), to their interests (their needs). Shifting nom positions to interests is crucial for 

working towards creative solutions, which will work for each person in the conflict- 



Disputants often have not previously talked about their interests with one anothet, and 

may not have consçiously articulated their needs to themselves. 

While uncove~g  interests is not the only work of the mediator, it is often the 

hardest because of the elusive nature of interests. k u g h  the s k .  use of questioning 

the mediator attempts to discover the needs and concems that are at the base of the 

participants' position and make hem accessible to assesment, validation, and fbWment 

(Picard, 1998). "Better questions are not about who is right and who is wrong, or about 

one-shot solutions, but about the process for dealing with inevitable changes that lie 

ahead.. .The quest for better and better questions is going to be endless" (Fisher et al., 

1994). Picard (1 998) proposes an acronym that helps define interests. CHEAP BFV 

stands for the concems, hopes, expectatiom, assumptions, priorities, beliefs, fears and 

values of each party. Asking CHEAP BFV questions cm help to uncover the interests 

giving rise to a conflict. T ' u g h  the process of refioming, the mediator helps the 

participants to state their concerns in non-offensive ternis, and terms that lend themselves 

to the consideration of options that are not mutualiy exclusive (Picard, 1998). Renaming 

is one of the crucial skills of a successfbl mediator. 

Closure 

M e n  the parties have successfUiy clarified the problems, identified their 

interests, and established common ground for reaching a mutually acceptable solution, 

they are ready to explore alternatives for resolving problems and satismg interests. 

The purpose of this stage is to assist the participants in the generation of the best solution 

of each issue, stmmarize the progress made and highlight areas of new understanding, 

develop a detailed agreement, and negotiate closure of the session. AUowing for a 



thorough auing of issues, feelings and options for resolution empowers the participants 

(Stein & Ernst, 1997). 

The mediator's job during the entire mediation process, is to M y  place 

ownership of the decision making with the participants. This process d o w s  the 

participants to achieve a graduai sense of accompiishrnent, and eventual autonomy nom 

the mediation process, through a final agreement. Finally. the mediator assists in cirafting 

the terms of agreement and facilitates the termination of the process. 

Effective speahg, active listening, questioning, paraphrasing. refkamhg, 

summariziDg and brainstorming are egective communication sralls used in the process of 

mediation. 

Manaaina the Emotional Clirnate 

Through the iitemture the need ''to irnprove the process of coping well with 

conflicts" (Fisher, et al., 1994) is explored. 

Coping with codlict means coping with the way people think and feel. In any 

conflict people think and feel differendy fiom one another and the issue is whose 

perceptions are c'true" and whose are "false". In a confiict situation, particdarly if it has 

involved violence, feelings are likely to be more important than thoughts. Participants in 

a dispute are more apt to be ready for battle than for cooperatively workhg together on a 

common problem. Angry people often fail to hear what others have to Say. And whatever 

they hear, they are Likely to put the worst possible interpretation on both the words and 

actions of someone who is seen as an adversary. Feelings are l ik& fo drown r ~ f i 0 ~ l  

arguments. 



If the objective is to &éct what is going on in the h d  of others, there is a neeà to 

be aware of emotions and motivations taat may be surging through the min& of these 

people. The most direct approach is to focus on the perceptions of those whose min& we 

trying to change. Understanding is not simply an inteiiectuai activity- Feeling 

empathetically how others may feel can be as important as thinking clearly about how 

others may think. 

Copiag well with conflict also tends to strengthen a wodring relationship and to 

improve the ability of parties to deal with ciifferences. A focus on the process tends to 

Ieave the parties on the same side (Fisher et al., 1994). 

Dealing with anger 

Anger is defined as "a cornmon and usually normal emotion that occurs in 

response to an individuai's perception of king threatened or harmed"(Barker, 1999, 

p.25). Anger is a secondary emotion often triggered by the emotion of fear. It ofien plays 

a central role in conflict situations, and there is a n e d  to recognize anger as a façtor to be 

rnanaged by the mediator. 'Tts manifestations often inciude imtability, physicaI or verbal 

attacks, increased heart rate and respiratory activity, and rage and negativism"(Bad<er, 

1999, p.25). It is important to know that anger is a legitimate feeiing and that it is okay to 

be angry. When understood and managed properly, anger can be a c d  to action, give 

energy and strength and indicate that something is wrong or needs attention. However, 

when anger is not channeled constructively, it can have devastating effects. There is a 

need to recognize and hanciie anger, specincally in mediatioa. 



Trigger Stage- When a person begins to feel emotionally or physicaliy 

threatened by an extemal event or intemaiiy, his / her physiologicd system begins to 

prepare for it. There is something in the immediate situation that "triggers" the anger 

response. 

EscaZation Stage. The body prepares for the fight response by pumping 

adrenaiine into the blood Stream cauçing: increased respiration (rapid breathing); 

increased heart rate and raised b l d  pressure; tense muscles (jaw, neck, shoulders, 

hands); voice pitch to alter and get louder; eyes change (pupils enlarge, brow fds). 

Crisis Stage. Crisis stage is the presence of uncontrolled anger. Uafortunately, 

people's quality ofjudgement is low and decisions are not made with the best reasoning. 

Recovery Stage. After action is taken the body begins to recover. Adrenaline 

does not leave the blood Stream at once and it takes time for normal levels to be reached. 

Quality of judgement begins to retum- 

Post-Crisis Depression Stage. The body enters a short period when the heart 

rate slips below normal. Awateness and energy return. Assessment of what occurred 

often leads to feelings ofguilt, regret and depression. 

The mediator's task is to help the parties negotiate di&cult emotional issues with 

increased self-control and respect to other person. It is much easier for the mediator to 

prevent the parties fiom losing control than it is to regain control once it is lest. 

Mediators need to be directive and intervene immediately to deal with accusatory, 

blaming, and critical statements. It is very important to be supportive and aclaiowledge 

the valid feelings before redirecting the destructive angry behavior (Picard, 1998). 



Creatinn Favorable Mediation Environment 

Creating a favorable mediation environment, an aspect relative to managing the 

process of mediation, is an important consideration. These issues are discussed by Stein 

and Ernst (1997), and a summary of their major recornmendations foliow, 

When making preparations for the mediation setting, there is much to remember. 

Everything matters: the style of mediation; the furniture and its arrangement; the colors 

of the room; the lighting; and seating orientation. 

Location. The location of the mediation setting should be perceived by both 

parties as neutrd and private. The imblance ofpwer  by meeting on either of the 

disputant's turf is enough to sink a battleship. When pnvacy is threatened, 

confidentidity-one of mediation's prime features - is threatened as weli. 

Lighting. Harsh spotlights make people feel as if they are king  interrogated. 

Dim Lights make people feel vuinetable and threatened. Florescent lights can feel cold 

and harsh. Wam, moderate lighting invites cooperation, or at least does not inhibit it. 

Color. It is recommended that one avoid red because it has been associated 

with anger, violence, animosity and temper. Reds work to provoke emotions, increase 

energy, and create highly charged environments; greens impart feelings of practicality, 

tranquility, and healing; Iight blues calm emotions and are supportive; dark blues are cold 

and businesslike; yellows promote feelings of sharing and facilitate communication; and 

browns are stabiliMg colors that add w m t h  and feelings of security. It is in the best 

interest of the mediator's objective to avoid antagonizing hues. 

The great table debafe. From a physicai standpoint, a table could be 



considered a barrïer between the members of the session, It could interfere with an act of 

physical aggession. A table offers a comforting barrier of security. The authors fïnd 

tables to be mecessary and interferhg with the process because a table is a ba , e ry  and 

the job of îhe mediator is to remove baniers. 

Indicators of aggression und onriety are eyebrows drawn inward (tension), 

sirting on the edge of one's seat (doesnyt intend on staying longy or is prepared to 

ponnce), nervous idiosyncrasies (nail biting, knee bouncing, general fidgeting, etc.). 

Don't expect a physical conbntation, but be ready for anything. 

Seoting mangement. The chairs should be cornfortable. Avoid the extremes: 

no granite slabs and no bean bag chairs. More important than the type of chairs is how the 

mediator and the participants are arrangeci, Avoid seating the disputants opposite each 

other: they won't be cornfortable looking each other straight in the eye. Such settings are 

considered confrontationai and in mediation, confrontations are counterproductive. The 

seating orientation for a mediation session is an excelient opportunity to put symbolism 

into practice. Think circles. Circles - a symbol of piece, unity and love - have penneated 

events and rituals in many cultures for generations. Wedding bands, the intersecMg 

Olympic rings, halos, even the way we encircle with our arms those whom we embrace 

are dl symbols of unity. 

Keep the disputants about threefeet oport so as ta discourage physical contact 

in the event the situation gets out of hand. 

Ifa CO-mediutor parricipales in the session, he or she is suggested to sit 



dvectly opposite the lead mediator. This facilitates good eye contact and d o w s  the 

mediaton to experience the session fiom opposite viewpoints. Positioning both mediators 

together presents an c9s-against-them" orientation and codd fwilitate antagonim. 

The Mediation Model presents a highly strucîured process of mediation, ''where" 

the "magie of mediation" occurs. The issues of managing the emotional climate and 

creating a favorable environment contribute to uncovering "how " the mediation process, 

a science and art, works. 

Mediation in the Famiiv Context 

This section of the literature review is related to family mediation, and outlines 

the role of mediation in divorce and separation. The foilowing represents a review of the 

issues of mediation in the family conte- which are relevant to the g d s  and objectives 

of this practicum. 

Over the course of the last two decades in C d a  mediation has evolved as a 

resource for families in resolving their connict situations. Family mediation has gone 

tbrough a penod of examination and professional growth. The legai system has been 

called into question as a system that is too expensive, too slow and cumbersome, and too 

adversarial for relationship disputes. Alternative dispute resolution mechanisms have 

increasingly been employed often at less monetary and emotional cost, and with great 

emphasis on cooperative problem solving. Many juridictions now require that clients be 

informed about, and in appropriate cases, attempt mediation before they proceed to 

litigation. 

Women's advocates questioned the process followed by many mediators of only 

seeing the couple together and not screening each party individually before deciding 



whether they were able to negotiate as equals. Their cnticism was the catalyst for the 

most significant changes in fiimily mediation over the past decade. 

The concept of family has gone through important developments in the past 

several decades. Present day f d y  Iaws reflect a change in social attitudes to marrïage 

breakdown. It reflects the concept that adults should be fiee to choose whether or wt to 

remah in the marital union. Fault is no longer a necessary ingredient for being granted a 

divorce, and support and custody are no longer used as part of the social sanction against 

divorce. The govenunent has beea faced with the question of how best to ensure that 

children are adequately supported. Mediation encourages parents to cooperate - a distinct 

contrast to the traditional method of adversarial settlement. The direction is towards 

greater control by parents and less intrusiveness by the legal system, unless there are 

concerns about abuse, intimidation, or serious inequality of bargaining power. Hence the 

increasing interest in family mediation as a cooperative, empowering, and expeditious 

choice for families undergohg separation (Landau, Bartoletti & Mesbur, 1997; Emery, 

1994; Irving, & Benjamin, 1985; Saposnek, 1983). 

The need for changes in the traditionai and legal approaches to addressing divorce 

and custody issues has arisen as a result of the relatively recent exponential increase in 

divorces, with the attendant increase in custody disputes. Such increws have revealed 

and highlighted the inadequacies of adversarial treatment of these issues (Saposnek, 

1983). 

Divorce is a symptom of the deep-seated distress of society as a whole, a condition 

whose causes are deeply imbedded in our collective social history. Divorcing couples are 



not responsible for the general malaise ofsociety. Rather they are prominent and 

nuznerous victims (TWhg, 1980). 

Farnily mediation and therapy share the historical antecedents, however each has a 

very different theoretical objective. Whereas family therapy is a process to assist families 

working to remain together, family mediation is a process to assist f d e s  where there 

has been a decision to separate a d o r  divorce (Landau et ai., 1997). It helps parents to 

redefine new boundaries in their relationships (Emery, 1994), and it builds on the new 

perception of the family as continuhg in a tedehed form, even after a spousal 

separation. 

Conflict Within a Marriasze 

Conflict wilhin a d a g e  in itself does not indicate marital distress. Confiict in 

families is inevitable, and fighting often is adaptive. Problems cannot be resolved without 

conflict. How couples fight and the sources and contexts of the fighting are more 

signifiant indicators of marital distress. Couples benefit fiom constructive processes and 

strategies that move toward negotiation and the resolution of marital problems. So, the 

goal is not to avoid fighting. Rather the goal is to fight constructively. Well-rnanaged 

marital disputes can lead to outcornes that are not inevitably negative. Dealing with 

conflict is a continuous task, not necessarily a situationally defied one (Cummings & 

Davis, 1994). 

In the majority of adversarial divorces there is a great deal of codicf pain and 

loss for the entire family. Three quartea of divorces involve children and al1 divorces 

affect the total family and friendship networks. Divorce will continue to exist, but it is not 

necessary to drive the confiict into destructive and expensive chaaaels (Irving, 1980). 



The goal of divorce medioron is to provide a basis whereby marriages can be 

terminated without destroying the couple or their children. It reflects ancient religious 

law in which the intent was not only to dispense justice but also to make peace among 

Mgants. Divorce mediatiou does not offer a panacea to end or reduce divorce. It 

describes a method of mhimhhg the damage. It deals only with constructive conflict 

resolution. No one "wins" when using divorce mediation. Nonetheless, everyone benefits. 

When a matriage is over, it is not time to retaliate and take revenge. It is t h e  to strike out 

for a new Me whüe pmvidhg for and protecting the üves of chüdren. 

The mediator aims to help the divorcing couple focus on the m e n t  relatiumhips 

to provide a mutual fhmework for negotiation, compromise and resolution of differences 

to serve the best interest of the couple aad their children, and for the good of all family 

members. The approach grows out of experience with the adversarial system. A dispute, 

which is settled by court, often leaves a "winnerY' and a "looser~', and eventually the 

couple is back in court trying to change the decision. A dispute, which is settîed by 

mutual agreemenf is more Likely to stay settled. There is Iess resentment because the 

involved parties made their own decision with the help of the third party, and the 

resolution is not defhed in terms of 'trin-lose". The benefits to the children and to the 

farnily unit as a whole are real and tangible. Divorce mediation lessens the possibility of 

serious ham. If the parties are able to agree on division of their property, custody, child 

support, and similar matters, this will decrease the chances of fbture litigation and they 

can then go about the important job of rebuilding their lives (Irving, 1980). 

The task for the divorcing parents is to separate theu marital and parental roles 

that are bound together in marriage but must be disentangled in divorce (-mery, 1994). 



ChiIdren in the Divorced Familv System 

Emery (1 994) notes that the children's perspective is a major perspective within 

separated and divorced families. The parent - chiid relatiooship is describeci in terms of 

intimacy and power. Four parenting styles are distinguished. Authoritative parents are 

warm and loving, yet they are strict but fair in disciplining their children. Authotitarian 

parents also are strict in discipline, but they are autocnitic and offer their children 

relatively little love, understanding and support. Indugentparents are the opposite of 

authontarian parents. They give their children much love, but they provide them with 

Iittle in the way of discipline. NegIectficIpurents offer their children iittle in the way of 

either affection or discipline. They show iittle concem for their children and have scant 

interest in parenting. In the context of divorce these appmaches have a more critical 

impact on the children. The mediator needs to be aware of them. 

Some parents who become involved in custody or visitation disputes have 

difnculty focusing clearly on the needs of the children; these children can be the real 

losers in marital disputes. Confïict distresses children even though the dispute may not be 

directed toward them. Children are affected by mere exposure to marital discord. Anger 

between adults, which is termed background anger, is stressful and emotionally arousing 

for children of al1 ages, and it also increases their own aggrpssiveness. Nonverbal 

expressions of anger are as distressing to children as verbally expressed anger. Chroaic 

nonverbal expression of anger could possibly pose even more problems than verbal 

expression of anger over tirne. Intense expressions of anger are more distressing to 

children than non-intense expressions. Children are paaicularly disturbed by confîicts 

that include physical aggression. Children do not get used or accustomed to conflict; 



rather they are sensitized to it and as a result become more vulnerable. Chiidren benefit 

fiom observing the resolution of coaflict. The degree of resolution matters (Cummings & 

Davis, 1994), in the context of divorce in particular, as children's adjustment to divorce is 

greatly Hected by their parents' ongoing confüct or, conversely, cooperation (Emery, 

1994). 

The literature suggests that a sense of security for children be derived fiom the 

maintenance of a bond in which confidence in the availability of attachment figure@) 

predominates over fears conceming the unavaüability ofthis figure (s). In contrast, 

anxiety, sadness, depression, and anger may be produced by the threatened or actual loss 

of attachment relationship 4th principal care @ver@) or by unresponsive and 

unpredictable attachment relationships (Angeliki & Grigoris, 2000). 

The impact of marital confiict on children must dtimately be understood in ternis of 

the family system. Other subsystems may mediate the impact of exponm to marital 

conflicts on children and in some instances may even b s e r  children h m  negative 

outcomes. 

As family systems theory would suggest, a child can at times be an innocent but 

functional contributor to conflict between the parents. From this perspective, it appears 

that the child, in attempting ta get his or her needs met, initiates and participates in a 

behavioral sequence that results in overt parental conflict- Thus, the child behavior 

fùnctions as a strategy to communicate distress and to escalate the family conflict to a 

climax and resolution. Added to the children's general manifestations of emotionai 

distress are more specific and individuaiized reaction patterns, which are referred to as 

coping strategies. The clarity of meaning of children's strategis is age-linked. The 



following are the common reactions by children in the context of fiunily separation of 

which the mediator has to be aware, and fhd a way to interptet to the parents if 

necessary. 

(1) Reuniting. The desire for parental reunion is moa intense for the children of divorce, 

and the strategies for anainuig it are quite diverse. Underlying emotion is fear of 

abandonment, anxiety about his / her OWQ survival without his mother and fatber 

together, 

(2) Reducing separation disness. For some time &et the marital separation, young 

children often experience separation distress each tirne they make the transition 

between their parents. Each t h e  such a child leaves one parent to go to the other, d e  

experiences the emotional loss of the parent dhe is leaving. Because of the increased 

emotional stress foliowing divorce any lack of adaptability is Likely to be 

exaggerated. 

(3) Detonating tension. Very often, the tension between hostiie separated parents feels 

the children like a volcan0 waiting to erupt. In effect, the child unconsciously or 

consciously offers himself / herseIf as a scapegoat to absorb the hostility between his 

parents. 

(4) Testing love. Both parents are fiequently emotionally mavailable to their children for 

about a year foilowing the separation. During this phase, children feel emotionally 

neglected and will occasionally test their parents' Love for them. 

(5) Proving loyalty. Not in&quently, the emotional unavailability of both parents, or 

hi& level of conflict frightens a child enough to willingly sacrifice a relationship 

with one parent, at least temporarily. n i e  child feels tremendously tom between the 



parents and feels that she cannot love both of them ifthey do m t  love each other. 

The child feels that dhe has to choose between the parents, withdrawing love fiom 

one and investing it ail in the other. This results in the development of a 

dysfùnctionally close bond with one parent and a dysfiinctionally distant one with the 

other. 

(6) Seeking foirness. Chilciren of almost aay age will often attempt, to the point of self- 

sacrifice, to make everythllig corne out exactly even between their parents. They fear 

confrontation between their parents and repress their needs and sense of individuality 

in order to keep their parents h m  overt conflict 

(7) Protecting seZjksteem- In the case of divorce, when parents are just looking for places 

to vent their anger, children are easy, avdable targets. Hence, they WU commody 

resort to strategies that protect their self-esteem. 

(8) Proiectingparents ' self-steem. Children often are acutely aware of the fiagiiity of 

their parents' self-esteem, especially following a marital sepmation. Partly out of 

genuine empathy and love for each parent, but mostly for their own emotional 

survival, they will make efforts to protect the self-worth of each parent. Children 

using these strategies generally are not aware of the resulting inconsistencies of their 

actions toward theu parents' feelings. 

(9) Permissive living. Some older children and adolescents appear to deal with the 

divorce by manipulating the maritai dissolution to their own immediate advantage. 

The motivation for their strategies may be a lack of any particular bond with parent, 

an exceptional degree of manipulative ski11 or self-centeredness, or a simple 



withdrawal in response to feeiing trapped between conflicting parents. This is often 

exacerbated by the parents' inability to set reasonable limits. 

The mediator is in a position to utiiïze this information to reduce acrimony 

between parents. Because the chilci's pmbiems are embedded in the family's dynamics, it 

is important that those problems be vieweâ within the context of the family system. 

Mediators need to be well vetsed in child development and in marital and f d y  

dynamics. Moreover, they need to be thoroughiy f W a r  with the legal practices and 

procedures of family law within their local areas of jurisdiction, In particular, they need 

to be Wy aware of the various legal options l d y  available to couples who are making 

postdivorce parenting arrangements. Working together with an experienced attorney who 

specializes in family law is a wfid way for the mental health professional to get access 

to legal information and advice on the pertinent legal literature (Saposnek, 1983). 

Phases of Divorce Mediation 

Irving and Benjamin (1985) describe three sequentid phases of divorce mediation: 

(1) exploration, (2) problem solving and (3) resolution. Kr& (2000) identifies five phases 

of mediation process: (i) renegotiation, (ii) beghnhg? ci) middle, (iv) endhg, and 

(v) follow-up phases. 

The phases of family mediation process as presented reflect Re-mediation and 

Mediation Forum stages of the Mediation Mode1 as described above. However, the 

mediation process has its own specificity in the family context mainly due to the issues 

related to children. 

Exploration 



Emery (1994) stresses the importance of careful evaluation and implementation of 

a number of policies and procedures involving important Legal and ethical issues before 

mediation begins- 

Initial discussion during mediation is usuaiiy carrîed out with each spouse alone. It 

is critical for the mediator to thoroughly exphin the process at this t he .  By listening to 

what is said and observing what is done the mediator tries to understand where each 

v u s e  stands as well a s  what each wants to accompiish. The focus is not only on how the 

individual feels about a specinc problem at hanci, but also on serf-perception. This 

process creates an amiosphere of trust between the client and practitioner. The major 

intent is to iden* and clar* problerns, while offering constant emotionai support. Each 

relevant family member is approached in the same way (Irving and Benjamin, 1985). 

Pro blem-solving 

Emery (1 994) presents the problem-solving model of the divorce mediation. The 

major steps in the model include: 

(1) identûying problems by focushg on issues rather than emotions; 

(2) brainstorming alternatives, while suspendhg evaluation so that creative 

solutions can be invented or voiced for the first t h e ;  

(3) evaluating options in ternis of children's needs and parent's underlying 

interests; and 

(4) allowing for experirnentation, a stance that reduces pressure by aliowing 

parents to alter agreements in the near or more distant fiiture. 

Irving and Benjamin (1985) stress the significance of helping parents see how 



important it is that they set aside their personal interests when these conflict with the best 

interests of the children. 

Resolution (FolIo w-up) 

This snai phase of divorce mediation usually takes a highly-sûuctured fonn. It is 

nearly contractuai in nature and details what parties will do. Each step is monitored so 

that everyone concerned knows what action is king taken on any agreements made. If 

anyone does not act as agreed, there will be almost immediate feadback. This reduces the 

ckesolving door syndrome" in which couples repeatediy r e m  to court to resolve issues 

in dispute (Irving & Benjamin, 1985). 

Mediating with Hiah -Conflict Coudes 

Models of mediation assume that participants can think and act rationaiiy, whereas 

in reality, when anger and pain ovenuhelm individuals, theu capacity for reason and logic 

diminishes. Many people in the midst of a stmsfid separation or divorce feel more 

inclined to cry or shout at the partner who has left rather than to sit together for a 

civilized discussion. Mediation about ftture arrangements may be very necessary d 

constructive, but it makes the ending of the mawiuge or relutiomhip more reul and ucute- 

Agreements are Looked for to pave the way for a divorce one partner may not want at dl. 

This is expecting a great deal of people, especially if the t h e  allowed for mediation is 

short 

Divorce is highiy stressful. It scored the second highest score, next in level of stress 

to the death of the spouse. Redundancy, imprisonment, or the death of a close niend were 

al1 rated as less stresshl than divorce. It is questionable how far people should be 

expected to take major decisions at a time of great distress and emotional vulnerability. 



Mediators need to be able to recognize levels ofpsychological trauma in which mediation 

is not appropriate. They must also be aware of the degree of upheaval and change for 

both partners in every area of their Lives and the different stages each m e r  may be at in 

coping with this upheaval. The emotional impact and psychological processes involved in 

separation and divorce are profound and far-reaching. 

Emotional and psychological adjustment u s d y  begins earliet for the partner 

who leaves than for the partner who is lefi* A partner who is abandoned is left behind 

emotiondly as weli as physically. Acute feelings of shock, rejection, and betrayal often 

spiIl over to children and financial issues. Many partners corne to mediation in a very 

angry and fiagile state. Yet, they are expected to negotiate over arrangements for chiidren 

and financial matters in a reasonable way at a time when theù ability to think rationally 

may be temporarily diminished. Outrage and anger can quickiy spread fiom one issue to 

another. On the other hand, cooperation and agreement in one area help to maintah trust 

and increase cooperation in other areas. 

Couples involved in relationship breakdown rnay be divided into three categories: 

(i) cooperative couples (those who are able to talk and work things out), 

(ii) high-conflict couples (those who argue and fight), and 

(iii) noncommUIUlcating coupies (those who cannot talk at dl). 

If there is nct enough help and support, the partner who feels abandoned can slide 

from depression into despair. It is described as a downward spiral movement iike an 

airplane that loses a wing and falls through the air like a leaf. 

Mediations with high-conflict couples need more active and empowerhg 

interventions by the mediator and more careful stmchuing of sessions. An understanding 



of systems theory is paaicularly helpful in considering the fuactions of connict and 

varying needs to maintain it. 

It is important for the mediator to be aware of the issues of violence and abuse in 

the family context. Ali f d y  mediators should be trained to screen for domestic 

violence and abuse. 

Rehmhg  is one of many skilIs that mediators use differentiy nom family 

therapists. 

Although mediators are not coumelors or therapists, they need to show 

understanding by achowiedging both partnets' fears and stress. The power of 

acknowledgement is considerable. It is important, however, not to achowledge 

distress in mediation in a way that increases or exposes one party's vulnerability to the 

other. 

A mediator who is well centered c m  contain the conflict in the room with greater 

ease, maintaining eye contact with both partnets and glancing h m  one to the other to 

see how each is reacting and noting their expressions and body language. "Flowing" with 

the person rather than "head on" opposition is important A well-balanced position and 

centered body position also enables the mind to movefieely. Instead of meeting force 

with counterforce, the mediator has aflexibiliiy of mind that seeks to understand 

codicting views so that they can be recognized, reviewed, and possibly resolved. 

Humor is often more effective in reducing tensions than are reasoning and 

A smaller de- of change may be less threatening and produce less resistance; 

pacing and pnoritizing are important. 



The mediator must be able to decide that enough is enough and temiùiate a 

mediation where no progress can be made or where progress is regularly sabotaged. The 

practitioner needs to take care not to let himself/ herselfbe drawn into other people's 

con£Licts. Theü conflict belongs to them, and theu choice of ending it belongs to them 

too. Family mediators need to appreciate the intensity of the irrational feelings and 

teactions they see in mediation and to consider their personal impact. They need to take 

into account underlying needs: what appears irrational is often rooted in fears and 

concerm that may or may not be conscious (Parkinson, 2000). 

Mediators can help to contuin fmi ly crises by adapting the methods as described 

above to fit different levels and patterns of codict. Underlying issues such as grief or 

hopes for reconciliation can also be addressed during this process, at least briefly (Emery, 

1994). 

As an alternative to the adversarial legal tradition, family mediation is constructive, 

sensitive and effective confiict resolution method, which offes guidance to famüies 

experiencing a marriage breakdown and minimizes the damage of divorce. Mediation is 

an optimistic perspective regardhg conflict resolution in families with regards to 

children. It is a usehl tool for helping parents renegotiate their relationship. 

Mediation is of value because it encourages parents to cooperate - a distinct contrast to 

the traditionai method of adversary settlement. 

Familv Mediation Research 

A brief review of recent publications presents the r e d t s  of research whkh 

generated data on a broad range of issues and concerm regardhg the process of family 

mediation and the extent of variability of current family mediation practice. It 



summarizes what has been leanied to date about divorce and custody mediation. Some 

implications in relation to salient issues and debates in the field are suggested, 

The use of mediation has expanded considerably fiom its beginnings in divorce 

mediation, which appeared two decades ago. Divorce mediation was advanced as a mode1 

for reducing confiict, improving communication and parental cooperation, producing 

better agreements in less time and expense, enbanchg psychologicai adjustment for 

parents and children, and leading to more compliance with agreements. Currently, 

mediation is used for all types of famiiy disputes in both the public and the private sectors 

(Kelly, 1996). 

Supportive information about the effectiveness of mediation has emerged b m  a 

number of different outcome studies. Speciîically, it is reported that, "when compared 

with non-mediated clients, those who mediated are more satisfied with their custody, 

access and financiai arrangements, are more likely to reflect lower levels of contlict in 

dealing with other parent and conflicts that put children in the middle, are more likely to 

have a positive and supportive CO-parenting arrangement, and are more likely to be 

jointly involved in CO-parenting" (McKenzie, 2000, p 10). Although the overall number of 

studies has been limited, resemh has helped to advance the field and mediation's general 

acceptance to this point (Hahn, & Kleist, 2000). 

Divorce mediation research has focused mainly on outcornes such as settiement 

rates, cost efficiency, client satisfaction, effkct on levels of conflict and cooperation, 

psychological adjustment, and compliance. It is reported that variations in the amount and 

duration of change in CO-parental behavior rnay be related to the number of hours in 

mediation. Most court-based custody rnediation averages less than 4 hours of service, 



whereas private mediation services typicaiiy report more hours and sessions. In generaf, 

lengthier processes appear to promote more fiequent, less codicted communication 

(Kelly, 1996). 

It was found that postdivorce parentïng disputes entail a longer process than the 

mediation of financial disputes in divorce. In regards to outcornes, two thirds of cases are 

reported to be successflll, meanhg that some fonn of settlement is reacbed via d a t i o n .  

The majority (65%) of postdivorce parenting disputes resdt in mediation agreements in 

which the primary residence is with motha, patemal residentiai arrangements are made 

in mediation 12% of the tirne, and s h e d  parenting or joint custody account for 22% of 

mediated agreements. 

Niue factors appear to influence settlement rates in family mediation: 

(1) The age of the mediator (the older the mediator, the higher the rate of agreement). 

(2) Professionai background (mental health mediators report higher settlement rates than 

Iawyer mediators). 

(3) Practice setting (independent mediators indicate higher levels than court-based 

mediators). 

(4) Mediation experience (more experienced mediators report higher rates). 

(5) Level of mediation practice (the more one mediates in one's current practice, the 

higher the rate of settlement). 

(6) Mediation training (the higher the level of training, the higher the rate of agreement). 

(7) Those working with voluntary clients have more success than those worhg  with 

mandated clients. 

(8) Those charging fees indicate higher levels of agrrement than those not charging. 



(9) Those directiy involving chiidren in the mediation process report higher agreement 

rates. 

Fifty percent of family mediators agree with the statement that the role of the 

mediator shouid be thenipeutic, 42% disagree (the temainder indicated "no opinionyy or 

bbne~trai"), denoting a marked division in the field with respect to the place of therapy in 

rnediating f d y  disputes. Mediators generuZZy do no? consider the rherapeutic and 

structuraI negotiation d e s  as mutually exchnIe or incompatiibe: many s a  the role of 

the mediator as including both d e s ,  with the f d y  mediation process as therapeutic in 

focus and structured toward setdement of the dispute. 

Most mediators disagree with the statement that divorce d a t i o n  is never 

appropnate in spousal(66%) and child (56%) abuse situations, Ody 32% wodd use 

caucusirig regularly. Only 36% feel that children should be dkctly included in the 

rnediation process (Kruk, 2000). 

Women were likely to view mediation as m o n  helpful in empowering them to 

stand up to their spouses than using attorneys, and they rated themselves as more 

financially capable and knowledgeable as a result of the mediation process. This may 

positively alter womenys patterns of communication and problem resolution. 

in al1 of the research, there is no empirical support for the claims advanced by the 

critics of mediation who purport that mediation forces women to give away custody or 

p h a r y  care entitlements or that women are disadvantaged financiaiIy by the strategic 

use of custody conflicts by men (Hahn & Kleist, 2000). 

Parents using divorce mediation reported less conflict during the divorce process 

than do parents using litigation. Aud, at final divorce, mediation parents reported 



signüicantly less conflict, more cooperation, more child-focused communication, and 

more noncustodial parent participation in decision-making about the children, compared 

with the adversaria sample (KeUy, 1996). 

Positive features ofmediation for clients in custody mediation center on the ability 

to communicate to the other spouse in a contained setting and include the opportunity for 

parents to express their viewpoint, tak about children, bave their concems taken 

senously, and hear helpful ideas h m  mediators about parenting issues and plans (Hahn 

& Kleist, 2000). There are some indications îhat d a t i o n s  thaî focus on communkation 

and relationai issues are more successfùi in achieving settiement and behavioral change 

(Kelly, 1 996). 

Faimess and satisfaction have been determined to be key factors in increased 

cornpliance and decreased relitigation. Most studies report higher rates of compiiance 

with mediated agreements when compared with agreements reached in the adversariai 

process. Studies indicated that client satisfaction with both the mediation process and 

outcornes was quite high (Hahn & Kleist, 2000). Mediation parents are more likely to 

report that they each had c%von" some of what they wanted; in con- iitigation parents 

significantly more often described a '%vin - lose" outcorne. 

Mediation may be more beneficial than detrimental for couples among whom 

domesiic violence has ocwred.  When compared to lawyer negotiations, mediation 

makes a greater contribution toward reducing postprocess verbai and physicai abuse 

(Kelly, 1996). 

However, less attention has been devoted to what is achially said and done in the 

nediation session - to the mediation process itself. There is a Iack of suicien! empirical 



understanding of whaî mediators do, how mediator interventions affect clients and 

outcomes in f d y  disputes, and whether mediator behaviors are innuenced by different 

contexts. 

Most practicing mediators d l  consider the structured negotiation approach to be 

the foudation of family mediation. However, experienced mediators see this as a 

sturtingpoinl. They have rejected an exclusive reliance on the stnrctured mode1 they 

were initially taught and have embraced a variety of approaches. Mediation training 

pr~grams and ceaification standards need to ernphasize the application of a range of 

practice theones to allow mediators to adequately understand a d  deai with a greater 

diversity of client and dispute characteristics (u~vesolved d t a i  attachent, situations of 

high conflict, abuse a d  power imbalance, cultural diversity, extended famïiy relations, 

etc.). Currently the emphasis is placed on the necessity for rnediation to ident* and M y  

describe different practice models, so tàey can be evaluated for their effectiveness in 

specific dispute-resolution settings, for the type and complexity of dispute, and in relation 

to the dynamics of the disputants. There are still many challenging issues to address if 

mediation is to mature m e r  as a field and take its place arnong the major service 

interventions offered to clients in need (Hahn & Kleist, 2000; Kruk, 2000; Kelly, 1996). 

Research on the mediation process and mediator behavioa has received very 

limited attention, and shudd be the focus of the next decade of research to elevate the 

mediation field to a more sophisticated, effective level of practice. 



Some As~ects of the Ttaininp: of Mediators 

A~proaches to Training Mediators 

The perception of mediation as an emerging profession and growth industry raises 

various questions about standards, ethics aud certitlcation, particularly in the area of 

education and aaining of mediators. Because mediation encompasses different 

approaches, the field needs to develop a discourse that reflects both the approach and 

ideology of the s e ~ c e  being pmvided. Creating a distinct discourse that sets out the 

Iï&ts of mediation will make more explicit the value-baseci and ethicd viewpoints of 

individual mediators (Picard, 1998). However, at this point opinions vary. There is a 

perspective in accordance with which definhg mediation as a single entity WU require 

pnvileging a particulas set of ideological views. Setting out the limits of mediation could 

restrict the practice of mediation and pose a threat to its divenity at a time when diversity 

is perhaps needed most (LeBaron, 1997). 

Thus, todayys mediators must be reflective and be able to think "outside the boxy'. 

They must take a broad perspective in attempting to understand the dynamics of conflict 

and the impact of using mediation to resolve social and legal disputes. Finally, they need 

to utilize holistic and elicitive approaches in their work. To realize the full potential of 

mediation requires that there be more and easier opportunities for cross-fertilization of 

ideas and practices. 

As the education and training of mediatoa moves toward professionalization it 

reflects a variety of approaches to mediation as a maturiog profession. This has resulted 

in a diversity of training approaches ranging from intensive skili-focused courses to 

doctorate level programs. 



A significant increase in the number of course offerings is found in Canadian 

colleges and universities. Students now learn about effective management and resolution 

of conflict in business, public administration, criminology, law, education, human and 

social development, nwing, psychology and social work. The hallmark of al1 these 

courses and programs is the utiiization of theory and skiU development, a unique 

combination in academic approaches (Picard, 1998). 

The fiterature provides an overview of various ideas regardhg the needs of 

mediation training and education. Some of these needs are dehed as given below: 

Citizens should begin conflict resolution work in elementary school, expand to 

peer mediation, and do advanced work thri,ugh college peace programs and professional 

training programs and, eventuaUy, at the workplace. 

Training participants need to be oriented about mediation training as a Lifetime 

process. 

A deep understanding of conflict and its ramifications is essential for any 

mediation-training program. 

Mediatoa must be aware of societal and professional forces outside of the 

mediation room. Movements conceming regdation, certification, and ethics affect 

training. 

Mediators must be oriented to the fast-developing technology that affects 

mediators' work. 

Mediators must have training in working with a diversity of mediation participants. 

The roles of mediators must be expandecl so that they go beyond resolving present 

conflicts to case management and prevention of fûture disputes (Moslen, 2000). 



Training Mediators in the Area of Social Work 

The '%vin-win" thrut of mediation fit. weii with social work's values of the 

dignity and worth of each person, the importance of human relationships, and the pursuit 

of sociai justice (Bonta, Wallace-Capretta & Roowy, 1998). Evidence of this fit is seen 

in mediation outcornes. Parties to mediation report a higher level of satisfaction with the 

process and lower financiai costs than parties who employ the traditionai two attorney 

adversarial system to resolve theu dispute (Hahn & Kleist, 2000; Kruk, 2000; Kelly, 

1996). S U ,  mediation is a relatively tmknown field of practice for many social workers, 

even though National Association of Social Workers in the United States published the 

Standards of Practice for Mediators in 1991 (Severson, 2000). 

Severson (2000) presents a mode1 for teaching mediation to university students, in 

which the emphasis is placed on the need for social work education programs to get 

ûivolved in the training of mediators. Severson suggests that the University cm help 

sociai work students become more effective mediators by designing electives that 

concentrate on three areas of ski11 development: 

(i) Advanced inte~ewing techniques and good communication skills, including 

active Listening, mphrasing, mutualizing, and summarizing (basic communication 

skills ofien taken for granted and not stressed enough in either legal or social 

work curricula); 

(ii) Strategies for assessing the distribution of power in a relationship and ability to 

balance power adeptiy when it is skewed; 

(Ki) Good writing skills, as the mediator is always responsible for creating an official 

document that accurately details the agreement reached by the disputing parties. 



The document must avoid ambiguity, cover every area of the dispute discussed in 

mediation, and contain ody the terms of the agreement, including nothiag of the 

process. 

Finaily, midents need to have a clear ethical base h m  which to practice and an 

equally good sense of the laws of the temtones in which they will practice. 

As mediation services become recognized around the world as viable methods of 

dispute resolution, the demand for social work erhrcation propams to get involved in the 

training of mediators becomes greuter. The university needs to develop comprehensive 

programs that wiil produce Imowledgeable, comptent, and experienced practitioners in 

al1 areas of mediation practice. This can readily be accomplished within the 

undergraduate social work cunicuium, which, in addition to its focus on human behavior, 

has historicaily emphasized the d e  of supe~s ion  in the development of the social work 

professiond. 

Parsons (1 99 1) substantiates the idea of geaing social work education progrmm 

involved in the training of mediators, and suggests that mediation ought to assume a very 

important role in fulfillllig social work tasks in socieîy. 

Sociai workers have the s u s  and tools for taking the mediator role because they 

assumed this role historically in the array of intervention puits in social work practice. 

The theoretical base for the mediator role is conflict theory. Systems theory has been 

used heavily as a theoretical base for social work practice. The promotion of interaction 

between systerns such as individuais and groups, organizatons, or communities does not 

necessarily resuit in mutuai recipmity. Instead., M e r  oppression on the part of the 



more powerhl system of the less powemil system may occla. The recognition of 

inherent confîict between systems provides the context for the mediator d e .  

The mediator promotes reconciliation, xttlement, compromise, or understanding 

arnong two or more conaicting parties. The mediator role assumes that the mediation 

process creates choices whereby the quaiity of life for participants can be improved 

significantly. The promotion and facilitation of problern solving with parties in conflict is 

a power-retaining intervention; it can be thought of as an intervention with empowerment 

qualities. The mediation pmcess has empowerment qualities not prewnt in other 

problem-solving strategies. One is its educatiod nature. Participants are taught to 

ident* theu needs, interests, and solutions and to present them to the other Party. The 

mediator educates participants to negotiate to g& their needs met. It is joint advocacy 

wherein the social worker promotes the interests of each participant. Another 

empowering quality of the mediator role is the emphasis placeci on each participant's own 

responsibiiity for decision making and outcorne. 

The social worker d e  of mediator is w t  just that of an objective, disinterested, 

nonbiased third-party intervener, but a role taken to help b ~ g  problems and issues to the 

bargaining table and to promote communication toward resolution withh the value base 

of the social work profession. Mediation's purpose and place in problem solvhg are 

inherent in the definition of social work practice. Helping client systems assume power 

and efficacy to negotiate problem resolution is a needed empowennent4nted strategy 

in social work practice. 



The conclusion suggests itselfthat at the time when training in mediation moves 

toward professioaalization, schools of social wodc must prepare to notch out a criticai 

role in this development pmxss. 

Advancement Throuah the Stanes of Professional Development 

Lang and Taylor (2000) present a dynamic four- stage model of professionai 

development in the area of mediation by discussing the methods, principles, and practices 

that assist mediators dong the path of their professionai development toward artistry- 

The authors present the principles that support the development of artistry and describe 

methods and practices that lead to excellence in mediation practice. The major areas of 

their focus are aaistry, reflection, and interactive pprocess, which are closely interrelated. 

Artist~y. Not al1 professionals are artists- The InanSestation of artistry will be 

unique, reflecting the individual's innate abilities and talents, which have been enhinced 

through the acquisition of speciaiized knowledge and skills. Artistry develops over time. 

The four-part model presented by Lang and Taylor (2000) depicts the developmental 

stages through which professionals advance: (1) Novice - (2) Apprentice - (3) 

Practitioner - (3) Artist. nie process of professionai growth is not linear, nor is the end 

stage static or final. Artistry is a joumey, not a destination. This path signifies a 

commitment to lifelong leaming. 

RefIection Reflection is the process by which professionals thïnk about the 

expenences, events, and situations of practice and then attempt to make sense of them in 

iight of the professional understanding of relevant theory. Reflection occm both during 

the performance of professionai practice (reflection in action) and der the experience 



(reflection on action). Reflection on action may be done either individually or with the 

help of an insûuctor, coach, or supe~sor. 

Interaction Interaction is the interplay between the clients, between the clients and 

the mediator, and between each client and the mediator. In the interactive process, 

mediators look at how their clients respond to the techniques and strategies the mediators 

employ. In tum, mediators consider how their professional decisions are affected by how 

their clients are responding to them. The interactive procns tequires a microfocus, 

attending to critical moments in the course of the mediation. In these interactive critical 

moments mediators manifest their artistry. #en the elements of interaction 

(relationship, power, communication, moâeling) are working ar t is t idy and when 

critical moments are handled with skili and sensitivity, the outcome of this artistry in 

interaction is the unique experience of flow for the participants and the mediator. 

Lang and Taylor draw the conclusion that advancement through the stages of 

professional development requires the ability and discipline to integrate reflective 

practice methodology and interactive process. Conceptual knowledge and ski11 

cornpetencies are prerequisites for attaining artistry. 

The mode1 suggested by Lang and Taylor reflects the proposition that mediation is 

an art as weli as a science. This mode1 is an example of utmikation of theory and skiIl 

development in the process of mediator's professiod development, 

A Focus on Emotion in Mediation Training 

Lund (2000) gives concrete expression to some of the ideas expressed by Lang and 

Taylor in te- of assisting mediators in the pmcess of their professional development 

toward artistry. Spe~ificaiiy~ the author prexnts information on trainhg mediators to 



hancile high confüct participants, on the dynamics of conaict in particular, and on 

directing trainees toward information available on the process of divorce or other 

prolonged conflict, 

Trainee mediators mut leam to understand their own emotions and the emotional 

reactions of mediation participants to inte~ene effectively in contlict. To intervene 

strategically in the conflict, trainees need preparation and training so that they are not 

overwhelmed by emotion. 

Most mediation training includes de-plays that can be used to increase a trainee's 

sensitivity to a participant's emotional issues. Trainees playing the role of participants in 

the mediation wili expezience emotion that wili help them understand how mediator 

interventions are perceived. Discussion of role-plqys that includes debriefing the 

participants is a simple way to include a focus on emotion in the training. It is important 

for trainers to give information about how the trauma of being in codlict produces 

behavior that is not necessarily characteristic of the participant's long-texm hctioning. 

Borrowing nom systems models of family therepy training, mediation training c m  help 

trainee mediators develop a visual meta-perspective, an ability to detach fiom the 

emotiomiiy charged experience of king with the participants by observing their patte- 

of interaction. This detached meta-perspective helps the mediator to not be overwhelmed 

and stuck with the participants in their cycle of emotion, and to focus on the pmcess, not 

on the content. The mediator can then choose which way to respond and focus the 

participants back on the issues. Mediation trainings can easily include visualization and 

observation exercises rhst will begin to give trainee mediators a framework for 

understanding the complex dynamics of behaviorai interaction during conflict. It is 



important to spend some time getting the trainees to i d e n w  theu own reactions to 

conflict and how those feelings can lead to the response in the mediation. Most 

commody reported are feelings of sadness for the participants and helplessness, which 

- can lead to the mediator withdrstwiag Grom the case. Trainees can reaiize their own 

investment in what they may have defined as a satisfactory outcome and I or need for 

control over the case. Sometimes anger of one or both parties is reported, which can lead 

to the mediator becoming emotional in the session and / or trianguiated into the conflict 

on one side instead of remaining neutral. 

The theoretical information provided in mediation tmhhg might help trainee 

mediators deal with the extremely strong emotions usuaiiy shown in such cases by 

making them aware of the part the mediator plays in a very high conflict case. It is very 

usefüi to include in training a presentation of how mediation fits into the whole spectnim 

of dispute resolution and the possibility that a high-conflict case rnay use dif5erent 

methods of dispute resolution over tirne. Kwwledge about the course of conflict over 

time equips the trainee mediator not ody with the cognitive tools to intervene but also 

with patience and hiimility. Not all confiicts can be resolved fdiy in session with the 

mediator. Some WU stall and then retum, some will need partial decision-meking, and 

some wïil escalate to the point that they need traditional litigation to resolve them. 

The demand for social work education programs to get involved in the training of 

mediators becornes greater. The pmcess of professional development reflects the 

proposition that mediation is an art as well as a science, and signifies a cornmitment to 

Lifelong learning. A focus on emotion in mediation training is a way to provide trainee 

mediators with realistic understanding of the specincity of worlang with very high 



confiict cases in order to help them respond with more empathy to participants on one 

hand, and to prevent mediator's stress and buniout on the other hand. 

Conclusion 

The literature review was organized into seven distinct subsections to explore the 

theory and application of confiict resolution and mediation, with particular attention to 

family mediation in a wide spectnim of issues. This is related to the goals and objectives 

of this practicum in that it provides the necessary uiformaeion useâ in designing and 

delivering the trainhg program in Lviv. The large body of fiterature reviewed will aiso be 

used in developing a university course on conflict resolution and mediation to be taught 

to social work students of Lviv Polytechnic National University. 

The continuum of conflict resolution presented initially in this chapter reflects the 

move away fiom ad.judicated methods of conflict resolution and elicits the tendency 

toward the ADR approaches in North America and Europe. Examining negotiation as a 

'kin-win'' concept of resolving differences highlights the value of coilaborative power 

and the fûndamental method of '"principled negotiation", which is designed to shift 

people fiom their positions to their interests. Very important in itseIf, the negotiation 

section also serves as introduction to the following sections dealing with the major 

theoretical and practical tenets of mediation. 

It is reported that mediation, one of the oldest forms of conflict resolution, has k e n  

going through a p e n d  of renaissance in North America and Europe. in a relatively short 

period of time this multidisciplinary approach has become a legitimate means of 

resolving disputes in the rralms of community and farnily' public policy, and legal 

conte-. The approaches to mediation, and the mediation gods, values and principles, as 



weli as the mediator roles and mediation context reflect the diverse and pluralistic a a e  

of mediation. This effective, non-adversarial, bnec task-oriented, and strength-based 

approach to the resolidion of contlict fosters empowerment and recognition. Both the 

mediation process and its outcornes are found to be of signiscauce- The fiterature 

suggests that a better understanding of how the process wodrs is required, and this is 

relevant to m e r  development of mediation. 

The stages of a highly structured mediation process are presented Examination of 

issues of famiy mediation, an optimistic perspective regarding contlict resolution, with 

respect to children in particular, as well as the results of the recent family mediation 

research have dso reveaied the need to place the focus on the mediation process and 

mediator behaviors- 

The literature review attempts to address the need to emphasize the mediation 

process in the sections highlighting the practice elemeuts of mediation. Specificaily, this 

is done through explorhg such issues as managing the emotional cha te ,  creating a 

favorable mediation environment, mediating with high conflict couples, and focusing on 

emotion in mediation training. The finai section of the literaîure review examines some 

aspects of training mediators, in the arut of social work in particular. It explores the 

possible role of mediation as a generic method in the context of social work practice, and 

provides guidelines for developing a training program on mediation. 

The literature review reveals the ne& to be addressed in M e r  development of 

mediation, including family mediation, as a social work practice mode1 in ükraine. 



Chapter III 

Practicum Context and Impltmcntation 

This chapter reviews the g e d  context of Ukrainia. culture and society and the 

practicum context and implementatinn activities. 

In the f h t  section, the context of Ubainian culture and society in general is 

described- This section attempts to contextuallze social work and mediation including 

family mediation to create "a system of meaning that must be understood" (Picard, 1998, 

p. 14). This is necessary in order to apply mediation as a new practice mode1 in Ukraine, 

fkom Canadian content and experience, but with due regard to Ukrainian peculiarities. 

This is aimed at determining how social work addresses the problems this Eastern 

European country is cumntly experiencing, and how mediation, which has developed 

into the most powerfûi approach in the Alternative Contlict Resolution movement in 

North Arnerica and Europe, corresponds to the needs and culture in U h h e .  

In the second section, the practicum context is outlined. It describes the setting and 

the need in Lviv and the Western Ukrainian area for quaiity social services. This need is 

partidly addressecl through international assistance, the Reforming Social Services: 

Canada-Ukraine Project in particda.. This practicum has evolved in the context of this 

Project. 

In the final section, stages of the practicum implementation activities aimed at 

achieving the goals and objectives of the practicum are desdbed. This is done with 

regards to the Ukrainian peculiarities as highlighted. 



Ukrainian Social and Cultural Context 

In order '90 develop practice models that are culturally relevant" (Edwards, Roth, 

Davis & Popesku, 2000, p. 181) and accomplish the task of designing a cuituraUy 

relevant training program applicable in Ukrahian society to reach the task goal of the 

practicum there was a need to explore the historical and contemporary context of 

Ukraine. 

Histoncal and Contem~orary Context of Ukraine 

The restrictive, oppressive nature of the closed Soviet totaiitariaa regime as weU as 

the invasion and subjugation by ne ighbo~g powers Ubaine experienced throughout its 

history, have contributed to the devastating consequences of the current transition to a 

market economy. To better understand how ravaging the effects produceci by the previous 

system were, and to what extent it has aggravated the ~ c u i t i e s  of the present &y, 1 

examined these phenornena h m  a systems perspective. This made it possible to see that 

al1 the levels constituting the ecological system were eroded, those of the individuai, the 

family, the community, the culture and the society. Oppression of the less powerfui 

system by the more powerful system of c d  (Parsons, 199 1). This oppression can also 

be described as occurring dong two dimensions: (a)'liistorical" and (b) 66developmentai". 

(a) Historical Dimension 

In the course of history, Ulrraine suffered frequent invasion, mainly as a 

consequence of its geopolitical position. nie country is strategically located on the Black 

Sea. With the exception of the Carpathian Mountains in the Southwest and the Black Sea 

in the South, Ukraine has no nanual barriers. It is abundant in mineral resources and has 

fertile soil, which eawd Ukraine the name "breadbasket of Europe". There is a history of 



sîatehood in Wkraine but it is relatively short. Ukraine traces its historical development to 

the founding of the Kyivan Rus State in the 9' century. In the 1 3 ~  century the Mongol - 
Tatar invasion wiped the once powemil Kyivan Rus off the political map. Halychyna, the 

Western Ubainian region with Lviv king its center, retained its autonomy for a period 

of time (Hrushevsky, 1934). However, between the 14& and the 16' centuries, Lithuania, 

and later Poland, expanded their d e  in the Ukrainian lands. Under Poland Ukrainians 

were subjected to religious and cultural oppression. In 1648 Ukraine regained its 

independence briefly before a treaty was signed with Russia, which divideci the country 

in two. As a consequence of the treaty the central and eastem regions of Ukraine came 

under total Russian domination. Halychyna, its westem region, remained under Polish 

rule, and was eventuaiîy incorporateci as a part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Both 

Russian d e ,  and Polish dominaace within the Austro-Hungarian Empire, were marked 

by cultural and social oppression. Under Russian d e  Ukrainian political and cultural 

institutions were destroyed, and the population was subjected to serfdom. M e r  a brief 

penod of independence in 1917 Poland and Russia conquered Wkdne again, and the 

W a n  state was abject to invasion and partition by these two countries. In 1939 

Western Ukraine was annexed to the USSR as a condition of the Nazi-Soviet Pact. 

For more than seven decades Ukraine remained sociaily, economica11y, and 

politically integrated as part of the USSR, and subject to the pmess of  sific fi cation". 

The communist system encouraged individuais to subjugate theù own needs to those of 

the society (Edwards, Roth, Davis & Popesku, 2000, p. 163). Under Soviet nile Little if 

any attention was paid to the individual, and to hermis needs. An individuai was "one of 

many". On one hand, individuality was mppressed, set off against collectivism. On the 



other hand, collectivism as an idea, which in theory is an effective one, was distorted. It 

was implemented h m  above by the Soviet regime. One's activities were predetermïned 

long before a person went to school (e-g., obligatory membership in procommunist 

organi;rations: Zhovtenyats'ka Orhanhtsiya - the Chilâren's Great October Socialist 

Revolution Association, and Comsornol - Young Communist League). Ifone hoped to 

pursue a career, she needed to be a member of the Commmist Party. Personal needs and 

wants were neglected, and personal identity was leveled Families were deported to 

remote areas. Any independent co~ll~llunïty effort was eradicated. Ukrainian culturai 

values were disregardeci, and this was particularly the case under Stalin. 

Stalin's campaign to eliminate the Ukrainian nation, which warn't reconciled to 

the Communist system, began in 1929. Dehilakization was the first attack. This involved 

the killing and deportation of weli-to-do farmers (derisively named cCkulaks"-suggesthg 

grasping tight - fistedness) and their families, who were considered the most influentid 

and most resistant to the party plan. Stalin's second measme involved the abolition of 

private property of land through the development of collective farms under the party 

control. The years of 1932-33 were the grim years of the genocidal famine in Ukraine, 

engendered through the setting of impossible grain quotas. This resulted in every handfbl 

of food being taken as a means to reduce the country into submission. Since Ukrainian 

nationalism was blamed for the fdure to surrender al1 the grain, an attack on al1 

Ukrainian culture, churches and intellectual institutions followed. The sheer nurnbers of 

Ulaainians who diai during Staün reign cannot be ignored. Estimates place the nurnber 

who died at consecvatively 3-6 million (Subteiny, 1988). 



Stalin's plan to force the nation of Ukraine into submission was a calcdated 

attempt to prove to other repubiics that resalcitrance in the ffrac of the comunist regMe 

and the USSR would not be tolerated. The strategic geopolitical position of Ubaine, 

dividing Russia fkom the West in particular, was one of the main reasons why the USSR 

was detennined to maintain a stronghold over the Okrainian nation. The man-made 

famine reflects the persecution Ut the Ukrainian nation faced in the attempts to maintain 

its identity and culture (Chalk & Jonassohn, 1990). 

Ukraine suffered the devastating effects of World War II, with the nazi invasion 

and subsequent battlefkonts travershg its temtory. Many of its population were 

impnsoned in concentration camps and deported for forced labor in Germany. 

Under the S W s t  regime and long after World War II many people were exiied to 

Siberia or incarcerated only because their views were out of hine with the officia1 

ideology. Representatives of a certain culture could be exiled h m  the land of theu 

ancestors to elsewhere, as it was the case with the Crimean Tatars, who were moved to 

Kazakhstan under the Stalinist regime. Ukrainian, as well as other national languages, 

was restricted mainly for use in everyday life. The Russian language became a national 

language of ''the new historical identity", namely, the Soviet people. 

Many churches were closed, Some became museums; others were used for other 

purposes, for example, as warehouses. Officially religion was not prohibited, but in 

practice people were not encouraged to go to church. For teachers and students attending 

church meant running risks. On Easter or other nligious holiday schoolteachers would be 

sent to be on duty by the church to prevent school children from going to the temple. 

Atheism was an obligatory University course. National religious traditions were 



substituted by new Soviet traditions, such as Leninist Subotnics (working during 

weekends without pay). 

The Soviets went even fiirther- Genetics as a field of study was prohibited under 

the Stalinist regime. The progres ofpsychology, religion and other sciences focusing on 

the human king was hampered. A whole science could be placed at the service of the 

Soviet repression, as it was with psychiatry, which was used to take dissidents in han4 

with the objectionable person pronounced as a lunatic and isolated h m  society in a .  

asylum. 

Sociai work didn't have any basis for development- ïhe  society was proclaimed an 

ideal social welfhre state. Ideology, economy and social protection principles were 

strongly interrelated. The system was, in part, based on equalization of supports that were 

provided as well as on centraikation in decision-making- There were supposed to be no 

social problems, which was, of course, a myth. However, this contributed to the 

underdevelopment of any notion of social work and social weIfare policy. 

The harmfùi effect produced by oppression has been enormous. Along the 

historical dimension Ukraine has s&fered huge losses. These include the suppression of 

individuality in favor of a distorted form of collectivism. Such cultural losses as the loss 

of the national language, the loss of the faith, and the loss of cultural identity are 

observed in al1 their magnitude in those parts of Ukraine, which were under the Soviet 

domination since the first years of the Soviet power. In Western Ukraine, not annexed to 

the Soviet Union until 1939, the negative cultural effects have been somewhat less. 

Nevertheless, Ukrainian cultural and religious institutions were destroyed. Ukrainian 

intellechial, political and religious leadership was extenninated. Individuals, classes, 



groups, the whole Ukrainian society aot cornpliant with the Soviet t~talita~an agime 

experienced social, politicai and also physical extermination. 

(b) Developmental Dimension 

The hannful effect, prduced by oppression tbughout the history of Ulwine, 

specincally by the oppressive Soviet totalitarian regime, has considerably afkcted the 

cunent social and economic diff?culties k ing  experienced by the Ukrainian society. 

At the personal Level we have many cases of depression, pessimism, apathy, 

passivity, and disillusionment. Significant numbers of the population, particularly those 

raised under the Soviet regime, still carry "a blueprint of the culture's oppressive 

patterns"(Bishop, 1998, p.55). Since independent behavior was punished, the aversion to 

independent behavior is still present and has produced a deeply rooted fear of personal 

initiative, of taking action on your own behalf The idea of shaping one's future appears 

alien to many people (Van Hon, Batako & Kreslavska, 1998). Many people see 

themselves in a distorted fashion, and blame themselves or each other for the troubled 

circumstances of their present day Me. This is an intemalized form of oppression, a 

process that occurs when "the oppressor gets in the head of the oppressedy'(Mullaly, 

1997). 

At the level of the family we observe ineffective f d y  support, f d y  

breakdown and high rate of divorce, an increasing number of children in residential 

settings and a growing number of homeless children and adolescents (FSWUM, L999). 

As an example, it is worth noting that there was no adequate community support under 

the Soviet regime. This situation continues. Coliectivism cultivated in its perverted form 

over a long period of time has considerably distorted the sense of the community. 



Attempts by individuais and groups to take active part in social Me fhquently lead to 

strain and conûict (Zamfir & Ionesku, 1994, p.17). There is a need to develop a structure 

for active social participation. Given historical factors, there is a significant lack of trust 

among people. This lack of trust is a major obstacle to community building and economic 

development (Van Hon, Batako & Kreslavska, 1998). 

If we consider the concept of the c6continuum of health" hem, relying on the classic 

statement given by the World Health Organization that '%ealth is a state of complete 

physical, mental, and social weU-being, and not merely the absence of disease or injury" 

(WHO, 1986), we WU see a continuum of "il1 healâh" throughout the Ukrainian society. 

Environmental poilution, the Chomobyl' catastrophe in particular, has contnbuted to this 

effect The developed bio-psychosocial and economic interaction has produced declining 

health and weli king including incidence of disability related to environmental 

conditions. Recovery is the issue in Ukraine now. And it is not only traditional heaIth 

care, which is needed (Evans, 1990, p.1347). A part of the solution is a social work 

planned change approach, social work intemention, which needs to be applied. 

The systems perspective was applied to create a better understanding of the 

Ukrainian social and cultural context for the purposes of this practicum. In addition, the 

following concepts were assessed as important to a social development mode1 in Ukraine. 

An important goal is to inaoduce a "mengths model"(Rapp, 1998). The focus 

needs to be placed on "strengths rather than pathology" with regards to ali the systems - 
those of the individual, the family, the community, the culaire, and the society. In this 

context, problem recognition can be seen as a strensth, if it becomes a motivation for 

action. 



A second goal is to assist rather than treat the person, the family, the community, 

the culture, and the society. Empowerment is essentiai at all the levels. 

A third goal is community development There is a need for the community to 

corne together. Relying on personai initiative, avoiding using any dictatorial or 

doctrinaire methods in estabiishing partnership relationships wiil promote the 

reemphasizing a 'positive collectivism". Efforts need to be directed '%m below" to 

counterbaiance the fonner way of promoting collectivism %m above". 

A fourth goal is to promote individuaiity. Maximum attention needs to be paid to 

empowering the individual, and to addressing personal ne&. Promoting individuaiïty is 

essential. 

Cultural Stren-gths and Resources 

There are cultural striengths and resources to assist in developing social work 

values and approaches in Ukraine. Religious faith and strong and deeply rooted religious 

traditions is one of them. 

The church as an institution plays an integral role in Ukrainian culture. It is a part 

of a thousand-yearsld history, a source of strength for the Ukrahian people in its 

struggles - "Even before they built a home, they built a church"(Annstrong, 2000). The 

unique value of the human king, the understanding of the needs and derings of the 

individual, and pastoral care focused on the person, have been central in all times and 

situations (Jarmus, 1995). The church has traditionaily been the place to bring community 

together, to get the news, and to support those in nad. 

Having experienced the brutal and total suppression in Ukraine, including 

generations of state-imposed atheism, the UIrrainiaa Church has reemerged. Since 199 1, 



the Ukrainian nation has been experïencing the rebirth of f ~ t h  (Armstrong, 2000). It is a 

precious national resource. 

Another cultural strength is the strong family tradition of providing support to 

family members in need: the elderIy, the disabled, and children of all ages. The famiy 

remains one of the major supports for people in resolving their critical Me situations. It 

has always k e n  the case with Ukrainians thughout the history despite aü the 

dif3ïculties. Lave, hannony, muhial respect and support are essentiai to the heaith and 

weii behg of the Ukrainian family. for the development of the human king (Jarmus, 

1995, p.264)- 

Sco~e  of Problems in Ukraine 

Mer centuries of subjugation Ukraine has a unique histoncai chance to build a 

civil democratic society. As noted, the transition to a market economy has been marked 

by major chaiienges in the light of the changes to the political, economic and social 

structure in the country since 1991, when Ulaaine proclaimeci independence (FSWUM, 

1999; Ryabchuk, 2000). 

The harmful effect of oppression as a major source of social problems is 

docurnented by M d d y  (1997, p.138), and this is particularly apparent in this historically 

disadvantaged society. It is also directly related to the cumnt social and economic 

difficulties king experienced in Ubainan society. 

In the process of social traasfonnation of the post-comrnunist countryy social work 

has been assurning an important role and fiinction. local service development is a 

significant component to this process (Imbgno, 1994, p. 102). 



Mediation is consistent with the task-orïented and strength-based approach 

required in Ukraine. This effective and most powerful model can help to empower 

individuals, develop a new form of community and transfomi society Ulrraine is striving 

for in the process of social development 

Conflict could be viewed as a potentiai occasion for growth in two critical and 

interrelated dimensions of human morality. The f k t  dimension involves strengthening 

the self The second dimension involves reaching beyond the self to others. Responding 

to conflicts productively meam utilizing the opportunities they present to change and 

transfomi the parties involved as human beings, ultimately tninsforming society as well. 

Thus¶ the effects of mediation reach far beyond resalving individual conflicts and have an 

impact on the society as a whole. The high moral content of mediation can help to sustain 

the major cultural strengths of Ukrainiam including strong, deeply mted religious 

traditions (Armstrong, 20ûû), and the f d y  tradition of supporthg its members in need 

(Jarmus & Jarmus, p. 25). Thus, it is directly related to the needs and culture and 

responds to the mission of social work in Ukraine. 

Practicum Context 

Problems that were not acknowledged under the totabrian regime began to be 

recognized in the period following 199 1, when Ukraine proclaimed independence. Such 

issues as domestic violence, alcohol abuse, unemployment and the like began to be 

addressed. It has become apparent that the senous social problems confionthg the 

country require new kinds of public policies and service delivery orght ions .  

Before 199 1 psychiatrists and psychologists were the only professionals available 

to people experiencing personal difnculties. The "meciid model" was the only model for 



evaluating people's problems. The notions of social worL and social weltiue policy were 

uaknown. In resolving theix life problems people could rely just on their families. 

Since 1991 the situation has changed radicdy. The commmity has been very 

active in attempting to provide social s e ~ c e s ,  establish self-help groups, etc. nie outer 

bomdary of the society as imposed by the "iron curtain" was no longer firm. People fiom 

outside the comtry, fiom the West in particular, started corning to Ukraine. 

Many services have been estabiished. However, there is a lack of professionals, 

resources, coordination and professional standards. In m a .  cases, social services are 

being provided by workers without professionai training, which has the potential for 

hannfùl effects. 

Quality seMces depend upon q&ed service providers who promote 

intemationai professional standards of practice, as well as system change efforts that 

meet intemationai standards of services (Edwards, Roth, Davis & Popesku, 2000). There 

is a need for internationai assistance in developing a mode1 for social work education and 

practice and establishing a network of services with due regard to local differences. 

"Reforming Social Services: Canada - Ukraine Project" is one of the fïrst formal 

social work initiatives in Lviv and the Lviv region. It emerged fiom a long-temi 

partnership developed between the University of Manitoba and Lviv Polytechnic 

National University, and between other Canadian and Ukrainian organizations. The 

Project responds to the ne& in Ukraine, Western Ukraine in particular. The goal of the 

Project is to promote civil society and democratic development in Ubaine by 

contributing to the reform of the social work profession, the delivery of social sentices 

and strengthening disability organizations. 



The development of the social work profession is viewed as an element in the 

reformation of the social service sector and the development of faniily-centered and 

community-based services. The Roject's major component is the development of Social 

Work Education Program at Lviv Polytechnic Nationai University (FSWUM, 1999). 

As part of this practicum the training program on conflict resolution and mediation 

with particular attention to family mediation was designed and delivered in Lviv mder 

the auspices of Lviv Polytechnic Social Work Program. However, it was based on 

Canadian content and experience. nie training program was targeted at social service 

providers and social policy makers. These included social agency staffmembers as well 

as Lviv Regional and City Administration officers, specifïcally potential d e n t  field 

placement insiructors and site supervisors undergohg social work professional 

development training. 

Staaes of the Practicum Develobment 

My practicum activities were identified as several different yet inter-connected 

tasks to fulfil in order to achieve the practicum leaming and task goals. These tasks were: 

(1) completing the learning aaivities per&aining to knowledge development of mediation, 

(2) ciesigning the training program, (3) implementation of the program7 (4) evaluation of 

the program, and (5) the program revisions. Aithough these various tasks did not occur in 

isolation, they comtituted difEerent stages of the implementation of the trainhg prognun. 

They will be considered in this section of the chapter. 

Com~letina Leamina Activities 

a) Review of Readings ami Selection of Key Sources 

My reading activities were guided by Mr. Andrew Zurawsky7 MSW. Initially, he 



provided me with a primary list of recommended readings. 1 begaa a review of the 

literature with books by such infiuential authors as  Ury (1999), Fisher and Brown (1989), 

Moore (1 987), Fisher and Ury (1 98 1) and Irving (1 WO), which helped me to acquire 

basic understanding of major concepts of the theory of confiict molution and mediation 

right fiom the very begimhg of the practicum implementation pmcess. Mediation 

training msuluals (1 9%; 2000) were very helpfbi in shaping my concephialization of 

mediation practice. Through the ongoing literature review 1 familiarized myself with a 

whole spectnim of theoretical and practical tenets of conflict resolution and mediation to 

achieve the leamhg and task goals of this practicum. 

b) Participution in Training 

On July 29 - August 2,2000 1 participated in Joint Confmace of the International 

Federation of Social Workers and the Intemational Association of Schwls of Social 

Work in Montreal, Quebec, Canach Participation in this conférence expanded my 

knowledge about social work and its organization in dSEerent countries. I could compare 

the emergence of social work as a aew profession and its entry into the education system 

in Ukraine with similar processes in other newly independent countries. Attending the 

conference workshops and meeting with social workers h m  difEerent parts of the world 

helped me to better understand the cumnt situation in my country, to contextualize social 

work practice in Ukraine in particular, which appeared to be essential for me in order to 

be able to design a training prognun relevant to Ukrainian culture and society. 

To expand my biowledge, to leam concepts, processes and skilis naessary to 

design and deliver a training prognun aimed at fulfilling the multiple tasks that mediation 

practice and training encompasses, 1 participated in mediation training events. 



Specificdy, I took part in training programs offered by Mediation Services includuig: (i) 

"Interpersonai Confiict Resolution" on September 6,7,9,îûûû, (ii) "Mediation Skilis - 

Level I" on September 18-20,2000, and (fi) 'cAdvan~ed Interpersonal Conflict 

Resolution I Negotiation Skills" on October 12- l3,2ûûû. 

1 also attended workshops delivered at the Annual Conference of Family 

Mediation Canada on October 18-2 1,2000. Participation in this conference provided me 

with a wider perspective of sociai practice and empowerment in the area of mediation. 

During the practicum implementation period 1 received consultation and obse~ed  

mediation sessions at Family Conciliation. On November 2 1,2000 1 participated in the 

program "For the Sake of the Children" at this agency. To ptoceed with my mediation 

training, specincally, to observe more mediation sessions and acquire new mediation 

practical skills, 1 maintained follow-up contacts with Family Conciliation in April- May 

200 1. 

Desim of the Training Pro- 

The task of designing a culturaliy relevant training program on mediation to meet 

the task goal of the practicum7 was aimed at introducing a new practice mode1 in the 

context of emergence of sociai work as a new profession and its entry into the education 

system in Ukraine. 

The objectives of the irainhg program were to: 

develop awareness of the dynamics of coaflict, and the importance of 

responding positively to conflict as opposed to reacting; 

develop an understanding of the role of communication in conflict; 





in social life kquently leads to conflict and tension (2amfir & lonesku, 1994). This is 

relevant to the cuirent situation in Ukraine, in that there are many changes occurriog in 

fad ie s  and communities, public policy, and the legal system. 

Positive aspects of conflict were empbasized as opportunities for growth and 

ûansformation (UV, 1999), and this is important to recognize in Ukraine. A focus on 

shifting away fiom passivity toward the active intervention of the surroundhg 

commuliity as a common feature of social life (Ury, 1999) was aimed at empowering 

participants to take a more active role in personal and group involvement in social life of 

the country. Participants were encouraged to revisit old perceptions of human conflict 

and to reframe these into powemil appmaches for dealing with human differences. 

The importance ofresponding positively to confiict as opposed to reacting was 

accentuated through identifying the strategy of catchhg coaflict as e d y  as possible 

before it escalates, iliustrating the confïict cycle and explainhg the importance of 

breaking it, as weii as distinguishing various contlict management styles. 

Mediation was fint inaoduced in a spectrum of such conflict management 

approaches as negotiation, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, and judicial processes 

(Moore, 1996; Picard, 1998). The emphasis was placed on differentiating between 

(i) alternative and (i) traditional ~@udicative me&& of dispute resolution (Picard, 

1998) as two different categones of confïict resolution approaches. Participants were 

helped to identie negotiation, mediation and conciliation as non-adjudicative processes. 

Negotiation was introduced as a constructive, problem-solving process, "a peaceful 

procedure"(Keltner, 1987) of appmaching confiict as a joint venture, an op port unit^ for 

mutuai gain (Isenbart & Spangle, 2000), and a '%-Win" process. This was presented as 



part of the strategy of "changing the game", that is substituting the d e s  of the more 

usmi positional bargaining by those of interest-based negotiation (Fisher, & Ury, 198 1). 

Thus, through the concept of negotiation, a peacefd and empowering process, 

participants were introduced into Wie magic" (Picard, 1998) of interest-based problem 

resolution, "çrossing the line of understanding" and theteby gaining an appreciation of 

the legitimate interests and needs of the other person- For the purpose of malMg this 

concept clear, a chart iiiustrating "changing the game" as adopted h m  the training 

manuals (2000) was used (See Appendk C). Gaother chart "Fmm Positions Through 

Underlying Interests to SolutionsY'(See Appendix C), as adopted and expanded Corn the 

training manuais (1986; 2000), was used to show how a third, i.e. shared position, can be 

identified in the process of negotiation, which helps to molve the confüft situation 

(Hargrove, 1988, p.223). In this way participants of the training program were prepared 

to be introduced to the concept of mediation as an extension of the negotiated process 

(Moore, 1987). 

Mediation was explained as a practice model, which ciiffers fiom law and therapy. 

Mediation was introduced as distinguishable h m  other fomis of dispute resolution, with 

the attention of participants being drawn to notions of "empwennent", "integrity" and 

"respecf' as hallmarks of mediation. It was stated that mediation grew out of a need of 

people to be more involved in their own decision-making. In the context of the 

historically disadvantaged society of Ukrainey the words ccempowermenl"'9 "integriw and 

ccrespecî" have meaningfid and perhaps paidid implications. The idea of involvement in 

decision-making is crucial for people bmught up in the system based on the centralization 

in decision-making, and punishment of personal initiative. 



At the initial stage of the training program, emphasis was placed on the history of 

mediation. Because of the time constraints it was not possible to dwell on this important 

aspect. However, mediation was presented as one of the oldest and most common f o m  

of conflict resolution. Descriptive handout material was pmvided to the participants, 

which suggests that the church or temple has played an important part in resoiving 

conflicts among its members for centuries. The local parish pnest, minister, or rabbi was 

fiequently called upon to serve as a mediator, particularly in family disputes, to suggest 

ways that the disputants might leam to live with each other or reorganize their 

relationship. The values underlying mediation were presented as king consistent with, if 

not centrai to, the biblical values of forgiveness, reconciiiation and community (Garrett, 

1994). This harmonizes with the major cultural strengths of Ukrainians as a nation with 

strong and deeply rooted religious faith. 

An overview of mediation theory was delineated in accordance with the stages of 

the Mediation Model as identifid in Chapter II. To develop awareness of the issues 

involved in deciding the appropriateness of a case for mediation and prepare the parties to 

mediate, the importance ofpre-mediation as a preliminary stage of the Mediation Model 

was stressed. The need for the parties to have sufncient power in order to reasonably 

present  the^ issues in mediation was emphasized, as any signincant imbalance of power 

could render mediation inappropriate. Participants were exposed to the theory of 

mediation as well as the practice of mediation through a case situation. This case 

situation was adopted h m  the mediation manuals (2000), and adjusted to the Ulûaiaian 

context, by means of introducing Ukrainian names in particular (See Chapter IV). To 

develop an understanding of the role of mediator, a demonstration de-play of the 



situation was followed by de-plays of different stages of the mediation process in which 

the traïnees participated. The key management principle of mediation that "parties who 

participate in mediation should never Ieave worse off than when they came"(Picard, - 

1998, pp. 20-21) was accentuated. 

In dealing with the complex dynamics of the mediation process, communication 

was emphasized as "a central element in interpersonal conflict"(Picard, 1998) and "a 

central component in negotiation"(Moore, 1987). Effective communication skills were 

accentuated, and dynamics of ineffective communication were pointed out. f articipants' 

attention was also drawn to strategies of managing the emotional climate and deahg 

with anger. 

The process of helping parties in mediation to reach an agreement as the closure 

stage of the mediation process was explained. The trainees were shown an example of a 

written agreement, asked to brainstom a possible version of an agreement to be arrived 

at in the case situation as discussed, and M y  were shown an adapted version of the 

actual agreement made in the case situation hawig been dealt with (See AppendUc 9). 

Family mediation was presented as an empowerment - oriented approach to 

dealing with conflict in families, particularIy with regard to chiid related issues and as an 

advantageous tool for helping parents renegotiate their relationship and encourage them 

to cooperate. This is in direct contcast to the traditional adversarial approaches to dispute 

settlement. Mediation was presented as a means to empowerment and recognition, and 

participants were encourageci to consider its application in theit professional activities 

and real He situations. The strong Uminian f d y  tradition (of the extendeci family in 

particuiar) of providing support to its members in molving clficuit Life situations was 



accentuated as a strength in using the Mediation Mode1 in Ukraine* specifically, in the 

context of farnily issues. 

To develop an understanding of the applicability of mediation in the f d y  context 

and assist participants in determinhg to what extent the mediator role is applicable in 

theK specific context, mediation was discussed as a portable twl. As a result of the 

discussion, trainees were able to conclude that mediation can be used in a bmad cross 

section of situations, including interpersonal, family* school, workplace, neighborhood, 

business, national and intemational concerns. 

In wrapping up the training program, participants' attention was drawn again to the 

words ccempowennent", "integrity" and ccrespect" as hallmarks of mediation. The trainees 

were encouraged to reconsider the possible implications of these words in the light of the 

knowledge and skilis they acquired in the process of the training. This teaching technique 

was aimed at promoting the development of the trainee's personal conceptuakation of 

the content of the training program on conflict molution and mediation with particdar 

attention to mediation in the family context she  was exposed to, within the Ukrainian 

social and cuiturai context. 

The Training Program Structwe 

The presentation of a vmiety of issues of codlict resolution and mediation was 

structured to accentuate the key points of mediation theory and practice for application in 

the Ukrainian context. The following is the outline for the presentation of the training 

program: 

1. Introduction: Trainees' involvement in interactive activities 

2. Dealing with merences: Nature of codict  / Conflict management styles 



3. Communication and conflict: "Win / Losey' and "Wm / Win" resolutions 

4. Negotiation / Mediation as a form(s) of dispute resolution 

5. Mediation, 
a) Roots of mediation 
b) Mediation as disthguished k m  other forms of dispute resolution: 

Effective communication skills: Exercises 
The Mediation Model: 

Pre-mediation 
Introductions (Joint orientation and contracting) / Skiils 
Issue identification / Skills 
Uncovering underlying interests / Skills 
Closure. Discussion of process / Skilis 

6. Applicability of Mediation: 
a) Applicability of mediation in the family context 
b) Mediation as a transportable tool 

7. Empowerment and recognition in mediation: Applicability of mediation in the 
Ukrainia. conte- 

Each new issue presented in the training program was developed as an extension 

of the previous one. Structurally the presentation was iînked to some common themes. 

These were: 

(a) The discussion based on the CCempowennent", "integrityyy, and Ccrespect" issues 

introduced at the beginning and referred to at the end of the training program. These 

concepts were also stresseci throughout the course. 

(b) Demonstrating the chart 'Rom Positions Thmugh Undeilyiog Interests to 

Conclusions" first and then emphasizing its parts throughout the course. 

(c) Demonstrating and role-playing the rame case situation while elaborating on 

each new stage of the mediation model, and fïnally iilustrating the actuaI agreement made 

in that particular case. 



Approaches to the Training Program Presentation 

The approach to teaching can be characterized "interactive" and "trainee - 

centered". The main principle of the presentation was 'practice to learn9' as opposed to 

"lsarn to practice". T~US, there was an emphasis on doing interactive exercises, role- 

plays, srnail and large group work, encouraging group discussions and promoting 

questions to be asked by the participants, brainstorming new ideas, de-briefing and 

reviewing the matenal already introduced previously. at the beginning of each new day. 

At the end the trainees were asked to evaluaîe the training program. Despite time 

limitations, as much attention as possible was paid to introducing, demonstratiag and 

practicing effective mediation slûlis and techniques, specificdy effective communication 

sms. 

Interactive activities also prornoted rapport between the group of trainees and the 

presenters, and this was maintained throughout the process of the training program 

delivery. 

DiEerent visual teaching aids such as overheads, handouts and flipchart paper 

were used. Each trainee was supplied with a package oftmulated materials providing 

infornation about conflict riesolution and mediation, family d a t i o n  in particdar, 

related readings, as weii as major handouts (See Appendix D). 

ImDlementation of the Trahina Proaram 

The training program was implemented with supervision and assistance provided 

by Mr. Zurawsky, an expert in the field of mediation, in two training sessions: (i) a three- 

day training program, and (i) a revised one-day introductory module as a part of a larger 

training module. 



The Three-Day Training Program 

The three-day training program, as developed fiom the Canadian content md 

experience, was deiivered ut the Social Services for Youth, an agency in Lviv, on 

Decernber 7- 9,2000 under the auspices of Lviv Polytechnic Social Work Program. It 

pursued the training program objectives and reflected the program content and structure 

as identifïed above to achieve the task goal of the practicum. 

Participants of the training program had k e n  recruited by thugh program 

advertising and getting trainees involved through Lviv Polytechnic National University 

and the Social SeMces for Youth, the host agency for the training program- The 

University and the agency distributed the announcement of the program. There were 22 

trainees consisting of 10 social agency staff members, 5 social agency administrators, 

with the host agency director king also an officer of the Lviv Regional Administration, 2 

psychologists, 1 physician, 3 lawyers, and 1 priest- 

The Revised One-Day Introductoty Module 

The revised one-day introductory module was delivered at Lviv Polytechnic 

National University on December 1 1,200 as a part of the second module of the social 

work professional development program. This program was developed and conducted 

nom the Canadian content and experience under the auspices of Lviv Polytechnic Social 

Work Program. The professional development program was designed for potential 

student field placement iastnictors and site supervisors, and was delivered by Canadian 

instnictors within the k e w o r k  of the implementation of "Reforming Social Services: 

Canada-Ukraine Project". The intrductory training module on confiict resolution and 

mediation, delivered to these participants, foilowed the trainhg program objectives and 



reflected program content that was similar to that provided in the thtee-day seminar. its 

structure, however, was modined because of the time constraints. Specificaily, the= were 

no role-plays included in the introductory moduie agenda- Its practical part involved a 

case example demonstraîed as a de-play by the presenters and the inclusion of some 

interactive exercises. At the same t h e  group discussion was encouraged and al1 the 

questions the trainees asked were answered. 

Collaborative Work in Desinn 

1 received on-going practicum supe~sion and assistance provided by 

Mr- Andrew Zurawsw, the Past President of Family Mediation Manitoba, 

a Practicum Comminee member and my Reading Course Instructor. Specificdy, Mr. 

zurawsky 

guided my Reading Course activities, 

introduced me to a number of mediation settings in Winnipeg, 

helped me with i d en twg  the training prograrns on mediation for me to 

participate in, 

provided on-going supervision and assistance to me in designing the 

training program, and 

supervised and assisted me in the program delivery in Lviv. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has explored Ukrainian historical and contemporary context, 

identified cultural strengths and resources and highlighted the scope of problems in this 

newly independent state. The Ulcrainian social and cultural context, as explored, suggests 

that mediation is likely to address the ne& and culture in Ukraine. There is a clear 



match between the orientation of mediation in that it promotes problem solving and 

fosters empowerment and recognition, and the need for dispute sealement and 

empowerment in Ukraine in the process of developing a civil democratic society. There is 

also a match between mediation, a strengtb-based approach, and the Ukrainian cultural 

strengths. The general social and culturai context of Ukraine, as explored, highlighted the 

issues to be emphasizeà in the design of the mediation training program and in ongoing 

development o f  a mediation practice in Ukraine- 

This chapter has also outliwd the practicum sening, which reflected the need in 

Lviv and the surrounding area to develop a mode1 for social work education and practice 

and to establish a network of quaiity social services. 

In the next chapter a general description of the training pmgrarn w i .  be providd 



Chapter N 

Description of the Training Program 

This chapter provides a generai description of the process of the the-day training 

program as deveioped and delivered with reference to four appendices: A) The Detailed 

Outline of the Training Program, B) The Trainers' Preparatory Materials, C) Major 

Overheads, and D) The Trainee's Package in Ukrainian. 

Dav One Traininq 

The objectives of the fkt &y were: 

To develop awareness of the dynamics of conflict and the importance of 

responding to confiict as opposed to reacting; 

To develop an understandcihg of the ro1e of communication in confiïct; 

To introduce the Mediation Mode1, develop awareness of the issues involved 

in deciding the appropnateness of a case for mediation, preparing the parties 

to mediate; and 

To practice the Pre-mediation Stage and Introduction Stage of the Mediation 

Model. 

Introduction to the Training P r o m  

Trainees were introduced into the training program outline and structure. The 

objectives of the training program were identified as well, the trainees were asked to 

identify their objectives. They were invited to participate in interactive activities 

beginning with a wami-up exercise, in which they introduced themselves to another 

penon in pairs, and then each m e r  in the pair introduced the other to the larger p u p .  



Deaiha with Differences 

The trainees were provided with an opportunity to leam new ways to resolve 

conflict C o d c t  was presented as a natural and inevitable part of Me. The sources of 

conflict were explored. Positive aspects of contlict werp emphasized. The need to identw 

conflict as early as possible to prevent its escalation was stated. The conflict cycle (See 

Appendix C) was presented to show how connict operates in Me. Conflict management 

styles were differentiated and fstors that innuence the choice of style were specined. 

The key points emphasized in this part of the training program were the positive 

aspects of conflict as opportunities for growih and transformation, the need to move h m  

passivity toward active intervention of the surrounding comrnunity, and the importance of 

responding positively to a conflict as opposed to reacting. 

The information was introduced through extensive group discussions. Wherever 

possible trainees were encouraged to brainstorrn new ideas before idormation was 

presented. 

Communication and Conflict 

Lack of understanding was dehed as a major source of conflict The trainees 

were asked to do the exercise (See Appendix C) and guess the percentage of the total 

message received as attributed to each of the categories of the act communication, i.e., 

verbal (words), vocal and tonal (tone) or visual (body language)."Win / win" contlict 

resolutions were contrasted with 'W I lose" ones to show that people can solve their 

conflicts and reconciliation is possible in a wide range of situations. 

Bad communication was identifid as blocking conversation and interferhg with 

problem solving. Assumptions were andyzed as a major contributhg factor in the 



breakdown of cornniunication and escalation of conflict The overheads '%terest-Based 

Problem Solution (Changing the Game)" and 'Tmm Positions Inrough Underlying 

Interests To Solutions" (See Appendix C) were introduced to Uustrate the process of 

working towards creative solutions, which will satisfy each party in the conflict The 

latter one was used several tùws throughout the course of the training program delivery 

to emphasize separate stages of the mediation process and to illustrate it as a whole. The 

'Weeds" exercise was completed based on the List of needs provideci (See Appendix C). 

A common, everyday view of conflict is that it involves ciifferences in people's 

positions. The theme emphasized in the training program was that conflict involves 

ciifferences in people's needs, desires, concems and fears. 

Foms of Dimute Resolution 

Following a general discussion of conflict the continuum of conflict resolution was 

introduced. This was done to demonstrate a spectrum of nich conflict management 

approaches as negotiation, mediation, shuttle mediation, negotiation with the help of two 

representatives and arbitration. The degree of control by disputants across various foms 

of dispute resolution was compared. Negotiation  ras presented as a constnictive, 

problem solving and i'win-win'y process, a "peacefid procedure which reconciles and / or 

compromises difference and which depends on good faith and flexibility" (Keltner, 1987, 

p.68). It was defined as 'Vie pmcess of btinging together those who are opposed on some 

issues and arranging for them to cornmimicate cleariy and fairly, to bargain and 

compromise, and to arrive at m u W y  acceptable agreements" (Barker, 1999, p.324). 

The concept of mediation was inttoduced as an extension of the negotiated process. It 

was explained that this practce mode1 was essentidy different h m  law and therapy. 



The notions of "ernpwennent". 'cintegrity" and "respecf' were pmented as key 

concepts in the development of mediation. It was stresseci that mediation grew out of a 

need of people to be more involved in their own decision- rmk~ng. The history of 

mediation was related to to show that mediation is not a new invention but one of the 

oldest and most cornmon f o m  of conflict resolution. Mediation was presented as 

distinguishable fÏom other forms of dispute resolution. The role of the mediator was 

outlined as that of a neutral third party to create the process and the environment, not the 

content. The issues of managing the emotional climate were ansidered aad strategies in 

dealing with anger were identifid 

The key points emphasized in this part of the program were the following: 

ciifferences between alternative and adjudicative methods of dispute resolution; 

acceptance of negotiation and mediation by the participants as non-adjudicative 

processes; negotiation as a constructive, problem-solving and empowering process; the 

principle of shifting people from their positions to their interests; the notions of 

"empowermenf', "integrity" and "respecr" as key concepts in the development of 

mediation; the need of people to be more involved in their own decision-making; the 

history of mediation; how mediation is disthguishable h m  other fomis of dispute 

resolution; and the need for a positive response to anger. 

Effective Communication Skilis 

Communication was emphasized as "a central element in interpersonal 

confiict"(Picard, 1998) and "a central component in negotiationy'(M0ote, 1987). Effective 

communication skills were accentuated, and bad communication skilis were pointed out. 



The list of effective communication skills was introduced, and each of the skills was 

illustrated with an example or exercise as presented below. 

Effective speaking 

An emphasis was made on '?" messages rather than c Y ~ ~ "  messages. An 'T' 

message Lowers the level of escalaîion and tension, while a ccYouy' message raises the 

level of pressure and tension. "You" messages usually blame, threaten, order or make the 

other person feel guiity. An "P' message has three parts: ccWhen" (specific behavior), "I 

feel"(specSc feeling), and " Because"(tangib1e effect). "When" separates the person 

fiom the problem. "1 feel" indicates trust to the List-. c23ecause" indicates the abiIity to 

cornmunicate interest rather than position. The trainees were asked to change a number of 

sentences into "I" messages. One example is: "YOU are always late" to "Men you corne 

late, 1 feel fhstrated because 1 find it difEcuit to make last minute plans for the 

evening"(h4ediation SeMces, 2000, p.36). 

Active listenîng 

The importance of facial expression and eye contact was accentuated. It was 

indicated that there are a number of ways to be a good listener including empathizing, 

validating, c1-g and paraphrasing. 

Questioning 

Questioning was presented as the process of discoverhg the needs and concenis 

of the other person. The importance of discussions to be onented towards "solution taik" 

versus '"problem talk" was emphasized. Different types of questions were introduced, 

''why" questions, close-ended questions and opemendeci questions, in particular. The 

effectiveness of asking questions out of a desire for information as opposed to making 





like.. ." and "So you value.. ." One example of r e h m h g  is: 6'You're always checking up 

on me. It bugs me that you don't believe I'm working."(statement); and "So, you'd reaily 

like to be trusted.. . y y ( r e h e )  (Mediation Services, 2000, p- 32). To demonstrate that 

different people see thing differently the trainees were s h o w  a picture (See Appendix 

D), which could be interprreted differently: as a young woman or an old woman.. 

Brainstorming 

Brainstorming was introduced as a technique aimed at developing new ideas and 

considering altematives or options. Brainstorming is a process (USU811y in groups) to 

generate a wide variety of ideas, without evduating or aitiquing them. The process is 

guided by a facilitator (in mediation, the mediator) who uncovers the fiee expression of 

ideas in a d e  environment, and lists these on a board or flipchart. This is then foilowed 

by a process of evaluating and priorizing the ideas. 

Non-verbal communication (neutrality, balance, attending, preempting) to foster 

good listening was also introduced. 

The stages of the mediation model were introduced as falling into two broad 

categories: the preliminary stage (Pre-mediation) pnor to the beginaing of the joint 

sessions and the joint sessions (Mediation Forum). The mediation model is outlined 

below and then discussed in more detail. 

The Mediation Model 

1. Pre-mediation (Prelhhry stage) 

II. Mediation Forum: 

Stage 1. Introductions (Joint orientation and contracting) 

Stage 2. Issue identification 



Stage 3. Uncovering underlying interests 

Stage 4. Closure. Discussion of process 

Pre-mediation 

In the pre-mediation stage, cornmitment to the mediation process is encouraged- 

The mediator is involved in screening the participants and orienting them to the 

mediation process- 

The screening process includes engaging the prospective participants to 

mediation, orienting the participants to the mediation process, responding to their 

concems, anxieties, or resistance, motivating the participants, gathering Monnation 

regarding demographics and background issues, assessing readiness for mediation, and 

deteminhg the viability and appropriatemss of mediation as a forum for dispute 

resolution. Orientation to the mediation pmcess is aimed at educating the participants (a 

group or individuai format) about mediation in a broad sense, normalizing the 

individual's experiences and reactions to hem and sofiening the more extremefy held 

positions. 

Criteria in assessing readiwss, viability, and appropriateness for mediation were 

considered in the training session. 

The Médiation Forum 

Stage 1. Introductions {Joint orientation and contractin& 

The purpose of this stage of the mediation process is to prepare for an exploring 

the issues. The process is characteriad by setting a cornfortable tone for the session, 

remhding the parties about the purpose of the meeting, describing the mediator's role, 

explaining the d e s  and establishing guideliaes. 



The following guidelines for mediation were presented: 

Only one person speaks at a tirne. 
No interruption while someone is speaking. 
No personal attacks are dowed. 
Information shared during the mediation session will be treated as confidentid 
(Isenhart & Spangle, 2000). 

Setting the stage is also instrumental in reducing participants' auxiety, through the 

creation of a safe environment, wherein they can begin to feel cornfortable enough to 

discuss matters openly. This is accomplished by seaing a collaborative, cornfortable tone 

for the session, assessing resi-ce and working with it, as weii as anirming. As part of 

"setting the stage" the mediator assesses the participants' readiness to proceed, and elicits 

their cornmitment, formulating either an informal or formai contract. 

Introduction ro RoIe-Play 

Guideiines for de-plays were provided and a case example as given klow was 

introduced. 

Ohana: 

1 am one of five employees in an office that tends to be quite busy. I enjoy my 
work and the variety that cornes with working in a smdi office, although sometimes work 
distribution seems haphazard. 1 like the people 1 work with but 1 h d  that people are quite 
sharp with each other because of tirne pressures. One of many tasks that are currently on 
my plate is coordinating the content of the newsletter that the office puts out each month. 
One of my coworkers, Mykola, coordinates the layout, design and printing of the 
newsletter. The other staff assists by writing the occasional content piece or hding 
people to write content pieces. The newsletter has k e n  a constant source of tension 
between Mykola and me: he doesn7t seem to enjoy working on i t  Last Fnday moming 1 
received the last of the content pieces and passed the whole package onto Mykola 1 
w&ed into the staff  room for lunch and 1 was homfied to hear Mykola ninning down rny 
work in fiont of the other staff memkrs. 1 got upset with him, and he accused me of 
being incompetent. 



My office is very busy, demanàing and stressful. I Wre the work 1 do, but very 
often 1 feel put upon to do many different things that 1 think are outside of my job 
description. There are no rneanhgfirl written job descriptions in my office, which is 
another source of fiustration to me. 1 like the people I work with but 1 find that people 
treat each other harshly. 1 believe this is a coosequence of time pressures. One of the 
many C6extras" that is currently on my plate is the layout, design and printing of the 
newsletter that the office produces each month. One of the coworkers, Oksana, 
coordinates the content of the newsletter. The newsletter has been a constant source of 
tension between Oksana and me: she has been getîhg the content to me too late, and 1 
end up scrambllng around at the last minute trying to get the thing done on tirne. It 
happened again 1 s t  Friday morning, and 1 spent the whole morning away h m  what 1 
hoped to work on so 1 could get the newsletter out on tirne. I was blowing off s tem in the 
staff room at lunch when Oksana walked in and got upset with me. 1 felt under attack and 
accused her of king incompetent. 1 would like to work things out with her (Adapted 
fiom Mediation Services, 2000, p. 47). 

Dernonsiration Role-Play 

A demonstration role-play was done by the presenters on the bais of this case 

example. The key management principle of mediation that "parties who participate in 

mediation should never leave worse off than when they camey'(Picard, 1998, pp. 20-21) 

was accentuated. 

To develop an understanding of the mediator d e ,  the demonstration role-play of 

the situation was followed by role-plays of Merent stages of the mediation process. 

Role-play "Stage 1 " 

A role - play of Stage 1 was done in smali groups, with a large group discussion 

having followed it, 

Dav Two Training 

The objectives of the second day were: 

To develop awareness of the mediation process dynamics; and 

To develop an understanding of the role ofmediator. 



The second &y started with reviewing the informaîion of the first &y. Stages 2,3 

and 4 of the Mediation Forum were introduced- 

Stage 2. Issue Identification (Storv - Te- 

This is the participants' statement, which delineates their perception of the issues 

for the first time in joint session - this is the beginning of agenda formation. The purpose 

of this stage is to get the parties talking and involved, let the parties hear each other's 

story as it is told to a third party, begin to identifjr the issues and give each other the 

opportunitty to hem the issues. 

This stage of the mediation process h highly stnictured. The two major 

components to this stage in the mediation process are (i) opening statexnents and 

(ii) goal summary. Note - taking is essential in assisting the mediator to analyze the 

positions, identify the content of the issues and accurately reflect back to the participants 

their statements. Iizitially, the mediator gives a detailed feedback of what each penon has 

said in bis or her opening statement. From those statements, the mediator formulates in a 

neutrai way the goal summary. The goal summary includes fiamhg the issues, and 

identwg common ground where it exists. The participants will be asked to agree on an 

agenda based on the goal summary. To complete this stage a general statement 

summarizing what the participants may expect to accomplish in mediation is made. This 

is the working contract. 

It was emphasized that effective skills and techniques to be used at Stage 2 include 

listening with empathy, restating the party's opening statement, using a minimal amount 

of questioning, and summanzing the issues identified by the parties after the openhg 

stories or statements, forming the agenda and establishing a working contract. 



Role- play "Stage 2" 

A role-play of Stage 2 was done in s d  groups. It was followed by a large group 

discussion. 

The purpose of this stage is to continue to have the parties hear about each other's 

perspective on the issues, develop mutual understanding and empathy, explore the 

parties' underlying interests and begin to develop a sense of momentum. 

Exploration of interests is the hemt of the rnediation process; it is where the 

"magie of rnediation" occurs, i.e., shiffing people h m  their positions (their wants), to 

their interests (their needs) (Picard, 1998, p.22). Shifting h m  positions to interests is 

crucial for working towards cteative solutions. k u g h  the skilful use of questionin& the 

mediator attempts to discover the needs and concerns that are at the base of the 

participants' position. T b u g h  the process of refiaming, the mediator helps the 

participants to state their concems in terms that lend themselves to the consideration of 

options. 

It was emphasized that the effective skiils and techniques to be used at this stage 

include active listeniag, paraphrasing' asking open-ended questions and refhmhg- 

Refiaming was accentuated as a critical tool in mediation. 

Role- play "Stage 3" 

A role-play of Stage 3 of the Mediation Mode1 was done. Debriefing in a large 

group followed it. 



Staae 4. Closure- Discussion of Proçess 

The purpose ofthis stage is to assist the participants in the generation of the best 

solution of each issue, summarize the progress made and highlight areas ofnew 

undetstandingy develop a detailed agreement, and negotiate closure of the session. 

The mediator's job throughout the process is to nrmly place ownership of the decision- 

making process with the participants. FinaUyY the mediator assists in drafting the tems of 

agreement and facilitates closure. Summarizing, questioning, rehmhg and 

brainstorming were accentuated as eff'tive comm~cat ion skilis used at this stage of 

the proçess of mediation. 

Role- play "Stage 4" 

A role-play of Stage 4 was done in srnaii groups. Debriefing in a large group 

followed it, 

Dav Three Training 

The objectives of the third day were: 

To review the Mediation Model; 

To develop an understanding of applicability of mediation in the family 

context; and 

To assist participants in determinhg to what extent the mediator's d e  is 

applicable in their specifïc context. 

Review of the Stages of the Mediution Mo& 

Al1 the stages of the Mediation Model were reviewd The trainees were also 

shown an example of a written agreement, askeà to brainstonn a possible version of an 

agreement to be e v e d  at in the case situation as discussed pnviously, and finally were 



shown the adapted version of the actual agreement d e  in the case situation having been 

dealt with (See Appendix C). 

A discussion on applicability of mediation in the family context was held. The 

trainees were introduced to the area of f d y  mediation by a discussion of developments 

in the Canadian context. A summary of this discussion foiiows. 

Over the course of the last two decades in Canada mediation has evolved as a 

resource for families in resolving their confïict situations. Family mediation has gone 

through a period of examination and professional growth. Altemative dispute resolution 

mechanisms have increasingiy been employed often at less cost, and with a special 

emphasis on cooperative pmblem solving. Many jurisdictions now require that clients be 

informed about, and in appropriate cases, attempt mediation before they proceed to 

litigation. 

Present day family law reflects a change in social attitudes to marriage 

breakdown. It reflects the concept that aduits shouid be kx to choose whether or not to 

remain in the marital union. Fadt is no longer a necessary ingredient for king  granted a 

divorce, and support and custody are no longer used as part of the social sanction against 

divorce. The govemment has k e n  faced with the question of how best to ensure that 

children are adequately supported. Mediation encourages parents to cooperate - a distinct 

contrast to the traditional method of adversary settlement. The direction is towards 

greater control by parents and less intrusiveness by the legal system, unless there are 

concerns about abuse, intimidation, or serious inequality of bargaining power. Hence 

there is increasing interest in family mediation as a cooperative, empowe~g ,  and 



expeditious choice for familes undergoing separation (Emery, 1994; Landau, Bartoletti 

& Mesbur, 1997; Saposnek, 1983). 

The need for changes in the traditionai and legal approaches to addressing divorce 

and custody issues bas arisen as a result of the relatively ment  exponentid increase in 

divorces, with the attendant uicrease in custody disputes. Such increases have revealed 

and highlighted the inadequacies of adversarial treatmet of these issues (Saposnek, 

1983). 

Divorce is a symptom of the deepseated distress of society as a whole, and the 

causes are deeply imbedded in our collective social history. Divorcing couples are not 

responsible for the generd malaise of society. Rather they are prominent and numerous 

victims (Irving, 1980). 

Family mediation and therapy share the historical antecedents, however each has a 

very diEereat theoretical objective. Whereas family therapy is a process to assist f d e s  

working to remain together, fâmily mediation is a process to assist families where there 

has been a decision to separate and / or divorce (Landau et al., 1997). It helps parents to 

redehe new boudaries in their relationships (Emery, 1994). 

Contlict within a marriage in itself does not indicate marital distress. Conflict in 

families is inevitable, and fighting often is adaptive. Couples benefit h m  constructive 

processes and strategies that move toward negotiation and the resolution of marital 

problems. The goal is not to avoid fighting. Rather the goal is to fight comctively 

(Cummings & Davis, 1994). 

in the majority of adversarial divorces there is a grrat deal of conflict, pain and 

loss for the entire family. Three quarters of divorces involve children and ail divorces 

I3 1 



affect the total famîly and fiiendship networks. Divorce will continue to exist, but it is not 

necessary to drive the conflict into destructive and expensive cbannels m g ,  1980). 

The goal of divorce mediation is to p h d e  a basis wbereby &ages can be 

tenninated without destroying the couple or their children. Divorce mediation describes a 

method of mhhizhg the damage. It deals only with constructive conflict resolution. No 

one '%vinsyy when using divorce mediation. Nonetheless, everyone benefits. When a 

marriage is over, it is not tirne to retaiiate and take revenge. It is time to strike out for a 

new life while providing for and protecting the lives of children. 

The mediator aims to help the divorcing couple focus on the m e n t  reIutio~~~hIps 

to provide a mutual framework for negotiation, compromise and resolution of ciifferences 

to serve the bea interest of the couple and their children, and for the good of d family 

membea. The benefits to the chiidren and to the family unit as a whole are real and 

tangible. Divorce mediation lessens the possibility of serious hami. If the parties are able 

to agree on division of their property, custody, child support, and simüar matters, this wili 

decrease the chances of fùture litigation and they can then go about the important job of 

rebuilding their lives (Irving, 1980). 

The task for the divorcing parents is to separate the marital and parental roles that 

are bound together in mamage but must be disentangled in divorce. The chiidren's 

perspective is a major perspective within separated and divorced families. Some parents 

who become involved in custody or visitation disputes have diff?culty focushg ciearly on 

the needs of the children, and in these circurnstances children can be the red losers in 

marital disputes. Codict distresses children even though the dispute may not be directed 

toward them. Children are eected by mere exposure to marital discord. They benefit 



fiom obsening the resolution of confict The degree of resolution matters (Cummings & 

Davis, 1994)' in the context of divorce in particular, as children's adjustment to divorce is 

greatiy afEected by their parents' conflict and cooperation (Emery, 1994). 

Family mediation was accentuated as an optùnistic perspective concerning conflict 

resolution in families with regards to children and as an advantageous tool for helping 

parents renegotiate their relationshîp and encourage them to cooperate. 

A~plicabiliîv of Familv Mediation in Ukraine 

An extensive discussion regarding applicability of family mediation in Ukraine 

was held. The trainees expressed their interest in this area of practice and its development 

in the country. 

Mediation as a Transmrtable Tool 

To develop an understanding of applicability of mediation in the f d y  context 

and assist the trainees in detennining to what extent the mediator role could be adapted to 

their specific context it was stressed that mediation is a transportable tool. It was 

emphasized that mediation is used in a bmad cross section of situations, including 

interpersonal, family, school, workplace, neighborhood, business, national and 

international matters. In each of these contexts, it has to be adapted to meet the needs of 

the ciients. 

Mediation as an Emmwerment - ûriented Method 

In the discussion the comection between mediation and empowerrnent was 

emphasized Mediation was described as a brief, non-adversarial, tasksriented and 

interventive approach to the resolution of conflict. It is designed to leave the maximum 

possible control of decision making in the han& of the primary participants, whüe at the 



same time placing the management of the facilitative pmcess is in the bauds of a third 

party - the mediater. The principle of self-determination can assist in facilitating the 

empowennent of each participant without disempowering anyone in the process. 

Mediation is a genenc, strengths-based approach, which fosters empowerment and 

recognition. Recognition is achieved in mediation, when the parties c%olmtariiy choose 

to becorne open, attentive, sympathetic, and responsive to the situation of the other party, 

thereby expanding their perspective to include an appreciation for another's situation" 

(Ury, 1999, p.89). 

In wrapping up the training program, the trainees' attention was drawn again to the 

words 4cempowerment", "iniegriîy" and "respect" as key concepts of mediation and the 

milestones of the training program. Figure 1 was used to iead this aspect of the 

discussion. 

Figure 4: Strategy of Change 

I Controlling - Empowerment 

1 Position: Position: 

Power-based - Tas k-based 

Rigid - Flexible 

Suspicious - Tnisting 

I secret -  en 

ui discussion that evolved h m  this stage of the program the trainees expressed 

their genuine interest in mediation and its development in the areas of education and 



social practice in Ukdne. They also expmssed an interest in establishing an Association 

for Mediation in Ukraine, 



Chapter V 

Evaiaation of Pncticum 

This chapter addresses the areas of evaluation of the training program, as 

developed and implemented, and m y  learning, specincalïy dealing with the tasks 1 c@ed 

out to achieve the practicum objectives. 

Evaluation of the Traininp: P r o m  

Design of Evaluation Methods 

A questionnaire was designed (See Appendix B) to evaluate the training program. 

The pwpose of evaluation was to ident* the strengths and limitations of the training 

program to enable future modification and improvements, and to test my progress in 

meeting the practicum Iearning goal. 

The sening of the îrahing program delivery af%ected the nnal fonn of the 

questionnaire. In Lviv, training programs are usually delivered at educational 

establishments, and conducting a training program in the comunity is a rather new 

model. Thus, Question # 1 1 about the location of the training program was added to the 

questionnaire. 

The questionnaire includes a set of closed-ended questions (# 1 - 12) aimed at 

getting multiple choice type responses. The open-ended questions (#13-15) were aimed at 

receiving unstnictuted answers and cornments. 

With the closed-ended questions trainees could simultaneously view all the 

response categories, such as: "Strongly Agree", "Agree", 'Weither Agree nor Disagree", 

"Disagree", and "Strongly Disagree", The response options communicated the same 

h e  of reference to aIl the respondents (Royse, 1999). The closed - ended questions 



were developed to provide information about specific dimensions of the training 

program, such as the foilowing: "Meeting the objectives of the program", ccOrganization 

of the program'", "Length of the program", %lethods and techniques used", ccOpportunity 

for discussiony', CcAppropriateness of the level ofthe training materiai", "Responses to the 

trainees' questions", c6Applicabi.Iity of the information and skills", and 

ccRecornrnendations regarding the program continuationy'. The open-ended questions 

allowed the participants to take time to elaborate on their thoughts and communïcate 

without having to choose h m  a set of prepared respome categories. 

Administerinp: the Ouestionmire and Generalizina Results 

The questionnauP to evaluate the training was administered at the end of the three- 

day training program. It was completed by 19 participants. A variety of ideas were 

expresse& The responses provided an important source of feedback on the training 

program, as delivered. 

Response Categories 

The idormation presented in Figure 5 d o w s  understanding the average response 

for the particular question, as reported by the mean. The questions were strucrwd so as 

to allow for the foiiowing response categories: 

1 - ''Stmngly Disagree" 

2 - *Disagree" 

3 - 'Neither Agree nor Dis-" 

4 - "Agree" 

5 - "Sîrongly Agree" 



It is noteworthy that in most cases responses were quite positive with the 

significant exception of items 5 and 8. This denoted some need for modification. 

F i i r e  5: Training Program Evaluation 

Question 

Workshop met my objectives 

Workshop met with objectives 
as stated by presenters 

Content is likely to be valuable 
to me in my work 

Presenters used effective 
techniques to present materiai 

Length of program aiiowed 
adequate Learning opportunity 

Materiai was at an appropriate 
lever for me 

Program was well organized 

There was enough opportunity 
for discussion 

Presenters responded adequately 
to questions 

1 O. 1 intend to apply the 
inforrnation,skills in my work 

1 1. Program Location was convenient 

1 2.1 would recomrnend this training 
program to others 



The data generated by the program evduation feii into three discrete categories: 

(1) program strengths, (2) program Iimitations, and (3) nxommendations regarding the 

program continuation. A surnmary of responses received within each category follows. 

1. Program Strengths 

The program met the objectives of the trainees. 

The program met the objectives as  stated by the presenters. 

The program was interesting* 

The program prompteci ta think about conflict in He. 

The presenters used information h m  different areas of knowledge. 

The program content was valuable, and the trainees intended to apply the 

acquired information and skills in theu wock. 

The material was at the appropriate level for the trainees. 

The program was weli organized. 

AU the parts of the program were vaiuable. 

The presenters used effective techniques to present the materiai. 

There was a good selection of overheads and handouts. 

The presenters responded adequately to the questions asked. 

The location of the program was convenient 

It is worth recommending the program to others. 

2. Program Limitations 

More time was needed for mediation practice, specifically, for demonstration 

and mle-plays, for discussions, for ptacticing stages 3 and 4 of the Mediation 

Mode1 and writing an agreement. 



Generally, two days and a haifwas too little time for this kind of a training 

program- 

The program w o d d  have benefited by using a movie about the mediation 

process. 

New mediation temllnology in Ukrainian sounded somewhat fomalized- 

3. Recommendations regarding the program continuation 

The minimum duration of the program should be 5 days (one week). 

Ideaiiy the program needs to last for 2-3 weeks. 

Such programs need to be conducted on a regdar basis every 3-6 months. 

There is a need to provide professional training in mediation. 

There is a need to estabish mediation services in Lviv including those to deai 

with family issues. 

Evaluation of the Ttainina Proaram bv the Student 

In my own evaiuation of the training program, as developed and delivered, L 

followed the evaluation paneni established in the process of generaliriag the resdts of 

the program evaluation and presented above for me to be able to compare my own 

conclusions with the results suggested by the data generated, and make comments 

regarding the results generalized. 

The feedback 1 received from Mr. Zurawslq, de-briefing and ongoing discussions 

of the program development, implementation and delivery, and the results of the program 

implementation, which 1 had with my Reading Course Iilstnictor, as weii as my own self- 

evaluation aliowed me to draw the conclusions as presented below. 



Program Strengtb fiom the Shident's Perswctive 

The training program met its objectives as identined above in Chapter III, and as 

stated by the trainees, whifh is suggested by the respomes to the close-ended questions 

(See Figure 5) in particular. Al1 the parts of the program were found to be consistent with 

the objectives of the training program as pufsued, and the experience of the training 

program delivery speaks to this. 

Monnation fiom different areas of knowledge was useci, and the trainees' 

questions were answered adequately. Specincaiiy, this was emphasized in the responses 

to the open-ended questions. It speaks to mediation king eclectic and multi-disciplinary 

on one hand, which requîres the presenter to be weli versed in a broad spectnim of issues, 

specificaliy those relevant to conflict resolution and mediation. On the other hand, it is 

relevant to achieving the learning goal of the practicum in particular. 

The program caused interest and enthusiasm among trainees. It encouraged 

discussion about conflict ikom a broad social perspective. Mediatioa values and 

principles were found to be appealing to the trainees right nom their first exposure to this 

new model. The new practice model introduced in the course of the training program 

delivery is likely to be applicable and viable in Ukrainian society. This was accentuated 

in the responses to the open-ended questions and in the oraI feedback received fiom the 

participants of the training program. 

The location of the pro- was good. 

P r o m  Limitations fiom the Student's Perstxctive 

There was lack of time for extending the practicai part of the program, specXcaiiy 

for role-playing of the mediation process and haWig more discussions. The trainee's 



need to observe the mediation process in more detad was not met, which was revealed 

due to the suggestion expressed in the response to the openended questions to use the 

movie in the haining program. New speciai mediation tenninology as introduced in 

Ukrainian sounded somewhat artificial. 

Recommendations Regardhg the Pronram Continuation 

From the Student's Persbective 

The fact that recommendations were given to continw the program could be 

considered a strength of the training program. I agree that the program itselfneeds to be 

Longer. However, taking into account the inhoductory nature of the training, and 

questions of logistics, together with the issues of participants' ability to take tirne off 

work, this time period appeared most appropriate. However, it could be extended to 3 

complete working days versus 2 complete days and a half-day session on Saturday as 

conducted. Consideration should be given to the provision of more beghhg-Ievel 

training programs, as well as advanced levels of training. An expanded training program 

could be used as a basis for the course on conflict resolution and mediation to be taught 

to social work students of Lviv Polytechnic National University. Some ideas regarding 

the development of this university course are presented in Chapter VI. 

Revisions 

Evaluation feedback suggests that no major changes in the training program are 

required. To address the program limitations as identifïed above, the following revisions 

to the training progrgn, specincaiiy to subsequent presentations are suggested. 

The program should be extended to 1s t  for 3 complete working days. More 

tirne wiIi be envisaged for interactive activities, specifically, for role-plays, 



discussions, practicing stages 3 and 4 of the mediation mode1 and writing an 

agreement- 

To address the need of the participants to observe the mediation process in 

more detail, the demonstration role-play part should also be extended. 

Action to address the need for special terminology in the area of mediation 

used in the rUkmhïan translation of the training program materiais has been 

taken. It will be revised and introduced into the English-Ukrainian Dictionary 

of Social Work Terminology currently king developed under the auspices of 

the 6Xeforming Social Services: Canada-Ukraine Roject". 

The revisions to the training program as identified wili be reflected in subsequent 

presentations. 

Evaluation of Student's Leaming 

This practicum had several objectives, outlined in the introductory chapter. They 

are repeated below and provide the structure for this section of the chapter. 

Practicurn Obiectives: 

1. To explore the social and culturai context for social work and mediation 

practice in Ukraine in general; 

2. To explore the possible role of mediation in the context of sociai work 

practice as a generic method that has specific implications for social work 

when incorporated within social work settings rather than a specific social 

work method; 

3. To leam about mediation, specifically about conflict and conflict resolution 

processes, managing the conflicts, and resolvhg conflicts in families; 



4. To expand my knowledge, to leam concepts, processes and skills necessary to 

design and deliver a training program meeting the multiple tasks mediation 

practice and training encompasses white participaîing in mediation training 

events in doing the ptacticum; 

5. To design and deliver a training program with assistance h m  an expert in the 

field; 

6. To evaluate the program developed and delivered; 

7. To translate the program materials into Ukrainian; and 

8. To subsequently incorporate the prduct created by the Practicum activities 

into the cdcu lum to be developed for a course on confïict resolution and 

mediation, which wili be taught to social work students of Lviv Polytechnic 

National University. 

My learning was evaluated on an on-going basis during the whole penod of 

carrying out the practicurn by the following individuals: 

Dr. Brad McKenzie, my Advisor and the Practicum Committee Chairperson, who 

provided general guidance and feedback regarding practicum goals aud activities; 

and 

Mr. Andy Zurawsicy, a member of the Practicum Committee and my Reading 

Course Instructor, who provided on-going supe~sion and assistance to me in the 

design and delivery of the mediation training program. 

The Practicum Advisor provided specinc feedback to me on the iiterature review, 

the training program outlhe, and delivery of the training program. The Reading Course 

Instructor provided me with forma1 supervision of the Reading Course assignments and 



the trainhg program, as developed and delivered. There was evaluation feedback on the 

three-&y training program fiom participants, both in written and oral fomis. Self- 

evaluation is an important part of leaming and th*s was an ongoing process for me. 

The objectives for the practicum were met. The ptacticum implementation 

activities were ali completed. 

nie trahing program was to be introduced as a new practice mode1 in the 

context of the emergence of social work as a new profession and its development as a 

post-secondary educational discipline in Ukraine. To meet the first practicum objective 

and develop a training program r e h t  to Ukrainian culture and society, there was a 

need to explore the social and cultural context for social work practice aud rnediation in 

general. 

As a citizen of Ukraine 1 was aware of the challenges of the period of transition to 

a market economy my country has been stniggling through. Since 199 1, the year when 

Ukraine proclaimed its Independence, 1 have been able to witness the emergence of an 

interest in sociai work and social services in Lviv. However, to meet the practicum 

objective 1 needed to gain more knowledge of the role of social work and social services 

in post-communist countries like Ulcraine and the experiences of introducing social work 

as a new profession there. Participation in the conference of the International Federation 

of Social Workers and the International Association of Schools of Social Work in 

Montreal on July 29 - August 2,2000 provided me with a unique opportunity to expand 

my knowledge about the mission of sociai work in pst-communist States, and the 

importance of adapting social work methods to the needs and culture in those countries. 

Then 1 challenged myself with a question mgarding the particdar situation in my cow~try, 



and how it was different k m  other newly independent states in Centrai and Eastern 

Europe. As a citizen of Ubaine 1 was aware of the haidships Ukraine had experienced 

throughout its history, under the Soviet totalitarian regime in particular. This historical 

context is important because it has influenced the current situation in Ukraine in a 

peculiar way. To explore this fkther 1 applied the knowledge gained since the tirne 1 

becarne a d e n t  of the Faculty of Social Work of the University of Manitoba, the 

systems perspective in particular, to the situation in my country. It made me look at 

Ukraine in a new way and see the peculiarities ofthe situation there. Specifically, it 

enabied me to understand the hamiful efféct, produceci by oppression. Given the extent 

and impact of oppression, another question emerges. How cm one counteract the hamiful 

effect of oppression? Previously, in the s p ~ g  of 2000,I had had a chance to share my 

observations and views with others about the development of social services in Ulrraine 

and the characteristics of this pmcess by maLing several presentations, specifically at 

Kiinic, a social service agency in Winnipeg, where 1 had been doing my placement. The 

feedback 1 had received then was positive. It encouraged me in my M e r  search for the 

ways to approach the situation in my couutry with relevancy to its needs and culture. My 

leaming brought me to the notion of c'empowement'' and the "strengths-baseci" mode1 of 

practice. 1 concluded that empowerment is a key amibute in development of social 

services for 'Ukraine. It is essential for the people to increase their strengths and to 

become personaily and socially empowered to actively participate in the process of social 

transformation of this pst-communist country. The quest for strengths and resources in 

Ukraine enabled me to recognize such cul- strrngths as deep religious faith and the 

strong family tradition, the extended family in pariicular, which can help support its 



members in need 1 am sure that other culnual strengths and resources in Ukraine will be 

identined if one incorporates this perspective as a key element of the assessrnent process. 

In the process of my leamkg 1 tealized that in the ''fiuid and turbulent times" 

(Fisher et al., 1994) Ukraine is experiencing, mediation is a unique and relevant approach 

to Ukrainian culture and society. It fosters empowerment, "the process of helping 

individuats, families, groups, and communities increase their personai, interpetsonal, 

socioeconomic, and political strength and develop influence toward improving their 

circum~fances"(Barker, 1999, p. 153). Tt also fostexs recognition, which is achieved when 

the parties c%oluntady choose to become open, attentive, sympathetic, and responsive to 

the situation of the other party, thereby expanding their perspective to include an 

appreciation for another's situation" (Ury, 1999, p.89). Mediation is unconditionally 

constructive and strengths-based. It harmonizes with the major culhaal strengths of 

Ukrainians as identifled above. 

In the process of leaming 1 was given recommendations and advice by my 

Practicum Advisor and Reading Course Instructor. The feedback 1 received fÎom them 

was positive and encouraging. 1 think 1 gahed lmowledge and insight into the social and 

cultural context of social work practice and mediation and how this can be appiied to 

Ukraine, 

To meet another practicum objective 1 needed to explore the possible tole of 

mediation in the context of social work practice as a genenc method. The body of 

literature 1 reviewed suggested that mediation is eclectic and multi-disciplinary. It is 

applied in a variety of fields of knowledge to iesolve issues in various f o m ,  and it is 

diverse and pluralistic. It is not a specific social work method. At the same t h e ,  the 



iiterature suggested that mediation process creates choices and thus holds the potential to 

sigaiscantly improve the quality of Iife for participants. Mediation goals and the role of 

mediator in problem solving are inherent in the purpose of social work practice. Helping 

client systems assume power and efficacy to negotiate problem resolution is a needed 

empowerment-oriented strategy in social work practice. The literature also suggested that 

there is a need for Schools of Social Work to take over a critical role in mediation 

professional training (Parsons, 199 L). In the process of learning it became apparent that 

mediation assumes a very important role in fulfilling social work tasks in society. 

Introducing rnediation, a new practice model, in the context of emergence of social work 

as a new profession and its entry into the education system in Ukraine reflects this 

generai tendency. 

The feedback 1 received fiom my Practicum Advisor and Reading Course 

Instnictor was positive. This, as weli as my own seIfevaluation, suggested that 1 

understood what specific implications mediation, a generic method, has for social work. 

To meet another practicum objective there was a need to learn about mediation, 

specificdly about conflict and conflict resolution processes, and tesolving coaflicts in 

families, which is a very large knowledge ares My knowledge about confiict resolution 

and mediation, including family mediation, was very superficial at the be-g stage of 

the practicum implementation. The task of acquiring the necessary knowledge to be able 

to develop and deiiver a mediation training program was very challenging. It was 

complicated by the fact that mediation is an eclectic and multidiscipliaary approach, and 

is both a theoretical concept and an applied skill, which requires cornmitment and much 

time and effort to master it. in fact, it is an ongoing pmcess. 



Regularly, once a week or once in two weeks, 1 had meetings with my Reading 

Course Instructor. Initially, M .  Zurawsky provided me with a List of reco~nmended 

readings and generally oriented me into the area of connict resolution and mediation, 

This helped me a great deal with m e r  readings. Each new portion of Literature was 

discussed, and 1 submitted a summary a d  critique of each item of the literature, a book 

or an article, to Mr Zurawsky for feedback. While these activities were relevant to the 

readkg course, they were dso relevant to the practicum in that 1 had to develop mastery 

of the field in order to design a training program. The supervision provided by Mr. 

Zurawsky was important in i d e n t m g  relevant sources of information pmviding me 

with specific direction, and sharing his knowledge and expertise in the field 

Mediation is a science and To expand my imowledge, to leam the concepts, 

processes and skilis necessary to design a training program to rneet the multiple tasks 

mediation practice encompasses 1 participated in,a number of mediation training events. 

These were described in detail in Chapter III. 

Initiaily, I entered the area of mediation with no idea as to how the process of 

mediation was stnictured. At the beginning stage of the practicum implementation, the 

mediation mode1 was new to me, from both theoreticai and practical points of view. The 

task of acquiring understanding of the mediation process and necessary practical skills 

was crucial. The importance of the mediation training events in helping to address this 

need cannot be overestimated. 

The knowledge and experience 1 gained at the Mediation Services increased m y  

awareness of the complex dynamics of conflict. 1 gained insight into conflict 

management styles and acquired an understanding of how diBetent management styles 



impact on the expenence of codict. 1 leamed about a four-stage mediation model, 

developed the ability to use mediation skills to facilitate parties through the mediation 

process, enhanced communication skills in the role of a tbird-party mediator, and gained 

an awareness of the issues involved in deciding the appropriateness of a case for 

mediation. The exposure to the mediation process helped me to understand iîs complex 

dynamics. 1 also acquired interpersonal conflict resolution negotiation skills. 

At Mediation Services I was able to role-play, participate in srnall and large group 

discussions, de-bnef and review the information acquired. My involvement in interactive 

activities, specificaily, simulations of real-life conflict s c e d o s  and the opportunity to 

advance my communication skiiis helped me to develop effective mediation skills. 1 also 

gained a working bwledge  of the stages of mediation. The training 1 received there also 

developed my understanding and vision of the teaching process. 1 leamed specinc 

teaching methods and techniques applied in the area of conflict resolution and mediation. 

The feedback I received ftom my instmctors at Mediation Services and my own seK 

reflection assisted me to develop new howledge and skills in the area of mediation. 

At Family Conciliation 1 was exposed to both the theory and practice of divorce 

mediation. The Mmembers  of the agency provided me with an opportunity to observe 

mediation sessions, participate in de-briefing and generally develop an understanding of 

how pst-divorce relationships work, specifically with regard to children. It is there that 1 

developed an understanding of how important it is for divorcing pmnts to separate their 

marital and parental roles in the interests of their children. At Family Conciliation 1 was 

able to observe how mediation encourages parents to remegotiate their relatiomhips and 

to cooperate for the sake of the children. 1 was also given an opportunity to attend the 



program for divorcing parents "For the Sake of the Children", which is delivered by the 

agency staff members. The program provided me with important information about 

"parenting after sepatation". The knowledge and experience 1 gained at Family 

Conciliation aiiowed me to develop an understanding of family mediation as a method of 

reducing conflicts in families with regard to children, and developing a CO-operative 

approach to parenting. My foiiow-up contacts with Famiiy Conciliation pmvided 

additional information and new practicd W s  in the m a  of family mediation. 

Participation in the Annuai Conference of Family Mediation Canada in October 

2000 was a unique chance for me to expand my knowledge and leam new concepts in the 

area of family mediation. Specificaiiy, I learned how all aspects of the mediator's 

p h c e  are affected by adoption of the tramformative goals of empowerment and 

recognition, how to prepare clients to be at their best in mediation, and how the rate of 

successfül mediation is increased through pre-mediation. At the conference 1 had many 

opportunities to participate in discussions, exchange views regarding the future of f d y  

mediation and the possibilities for its development in Eastern Europe. The workshops 1 

attended also provided me with new effective skills of practicing mediation. 

De-briefing and discussions of the results of my participation in the Annuai 

Conference of Family Mediation Canada as well as in other mediation training events as 

described above, which 1 had with m y  Practicum Advisor and Reading Course Instnictor, 

were very important in the on-going process of learning as they helped me to focus on the 

most important issues of theory and practice of mediation. These helped me develop the 

information 1 needed in designing the mediation training program. 



To design and deliver a training program with assistance fiom an expert in the 

field, and thus to meet another practicum objective, I needed to review the literature end 

f d a r i z e  myself with the content ofthe mediation manuals (Kostiuk & Zurawsky, 

1996; Mediation Services, 2000), which outlined the mediation process. The task of 

delivering the course was very chaiienging. A variety of mediation practice models, 

enormous amount of information and the limiteci time for the delivery of the training 

program complicated the task. 

Mr. Zuniwsky provided me with direction and support in the process of identifyhg 

teaching stnitegies, w o r b g  out different stages of the program as weli as selecting the 

most effective interactive exerckes to use in the process of the training program delivery. 

The trainhg program outline was reviewed and discussed by Dr. McKenzie, my 

Advisor and the Practicum Committee C-n, and by the members of the Practicum 

Cornmittee. The training program was then revised based on the tecornmendations fiom 

the Committee. 

The training program on conflict resolution and mediation with particular attention 

to family issues was implemented as a thm-day session on December 7-9 and a one-day 

introductory module on December 1 1 in Lviv as described in Chapter III. Mr. Zurawsky 

provided supervision and assistance to me in the process of the prognun delivery. 

The tmining program was then evaluated by participants. The results of the 

evaluation completed by the trainees and by the student were presented in the first section 

of this chapter. 

The feedback 1 received h m  Dr. McKenPe, who was present during a portion of 

program delivery, and Mr. Zurawsky, who was supervishg and assisting me in the 



process of the program implanentation, was positive, and 1 have concluded that 

implementatîon of the training program was successfiil. 

Most of the training program materials were translated into tTkrainim in written 

form. The translated matenais were used in the program advertking, handed out to the 

participants, displayed as overheads and used as exercises. Because of the large amount 

of the prhted matter and the time constraints it was not possible to translate every single 

item of the information to be presented in written form. However, the small portion of the 

program materials not translated in Wntten form was translated into Ukrainian orally in 

the process of delivery of the training program. The feedback h m  participants revealed 

that some special mediation terms used in the process of the p m m  delivery sounded 

somewhat artificial. To my mind, it reflects the existing need to introduce new 

terminology, for mediation in particular, into the Ukrainian laquage. These te- have 

received special attention and will be included in the Englïsh - Ukrainian Dictionary of 

Social Work Tenninoiogy king currently developed. 

The contents of the training program are king incorporated as part of a course on 

conflict resolution and mediation, which will be taught to social work students of Lviv 

Polytechnic National University in September 2001. Thus, practicum activities have led 

to the developrnent of a credit course for Social Work students. 

Conclusion 

The training program on conflict resolution and mediation, with particular 

attention to family mediation, was adapted to the Ukrainian context and delivered on a 

pilot project basis in Ukraine. 



The tasks associated with the generai purpose of the practicum were challenging. 

I felt an enormous responsibiüty for presenting mediation as a prornising and non- 

adversarial approach to conflict resolution. In part, it was important to demonstrate that 

mediation could be a con~t~c t ive  tao1 for Ulrraine in addressing some of the problems 

beiog experienced in the transition p e n d  to a market economy. The first training 

program was very important, as it would be quite Muential in affecthg motivation for 

introduction of the mediation model. 1 was hoping that the training prognim would 

encourage M e r  development in mediation training, and M e r  professional interest in 

this field. 

The training prognun was implemented and the practicum goals and objectives 

were achieved. Mediation has been successfully introduced to a group of professionals in 

Ukraine, and ît has been incorporated into the new Social Work curriculum. The results 

of the program evaluation suggested that the mediation model, a new practice mode1 in 

Ukraine, stimuiated interest in this field. It has encouraged M e r  development of 

education in the area of mediation, providing professional training in mediation in 

particuiar. The participants were enh ias t i c  about the establishment of mediation 

services, specifically in Lviv and generally in the country. Moreover, they came up with 

the idea of founding an Association for Mediation in Ukraine. This speaks to the potential 

of continued development of this field of ptactice in M e .  

The positive results of the three-day training program implementation were 

supported by the explicit evaluation feedback on the one-day intnxluctory module fiom 

its participants both in written and oral forms. This alsb suggests that the new practice 

model is likely to be viable in Ukraine. 



Chapter VI 

Implications and Conclusion 

This chapter wiil consider the implications of practicum activities with particular 

reference to the literature reviewed, and the fiiture of mediation in Ukraine. This is the 

rnost interesting piece of a practicum because it is where one connects theory with 

practice. This also contributes to a larger body of knowledge that can be used by others. 

Implications are discussed in relation to social work practice in general and the 

incorporation of mediation within social work education in Ukraine. 

Mediation and Social Work Practice in Ukraine 

Mediation is a promising perspective in Ukraine. It is a powerful tool for 

sa t i swg  human needs as it helps the disputants '%stle with difn:cuit cucumstances 

and bridge human differences in the very midst of confiict" (Bush Br Folger, 1994, p.2). 

Based on experience in Western Europe and North America, mediation facilitates 

collaborative problem solving and leads to more efficient use of pnvate and public 

dispute resolution resources. It helps to form grassroots cornmunity structures thereby 

reducing dependency on professionals and empowering individuals to participate in civil 

life (Bush & Folger, 1994). The goals of mediation are to produce an efficient, durable 

and beneficial agreement, break commrmication cycles that create stalemates, promote 

dialogue, and facilitate organizational change (Isenhart & Spangle, 2000). These 

transformational possibilities are appealing in Ukrainian society, particularly during the 

present period of reconstruction. The mediation mode1 responds to issues important to the 

social work change process in this newly independent state as it places the emphasis on 

strengths, empowerment, community development, and the promotion of indîviduality. 



Mediation is consistent with the biblical vaiues of forgiveneu, reconciliation and 

community (Garrett, 1 994). This harmonïzes with the major cultural strengths of 

Ulrrainians as a nation with strong and deeply rooted religious faith. Family mediation, 

which mlliimizes the damage of divorce, is an optimistic perspective regarding codict  

resohtion in families with regards to children- This is relevant to the tradition of the 

Ukrahian family, with its values of intemal mutual support. 

As a part of the practicum, the mediation practice mode1 was introduced in the 

context of developing a mode1 for social work practice and establishing a network of 

seMces in Lviv and the surrounding area. The three-day training program on conflict 

resolution and mediation, with particdar attention to mediation in the family context, has 

the potential to contribute to the following: 

the developrnent of quality family - centered and community - based services 

in the Lviv area; 

the development of a mode1 for social work practice; and 

the outcornes associated with the "Reforming Social Services: Canada-Ukraine 

Project", which are aimed at promoting civil society and democratic 

development in Ukraine, contributing to reform of the social work profession, 

the delivery of social services and strengthening disability organizations 

(FSWUM, 1999). 

The "Reforming Social Services: Canada-Ukraine Project" is making an important 

contribution to the implementation of a social development approach that stresses 

community work, empowerment through capacity building among individuais and 

institutions, and the establishment of community-based services in Ukraine. The need for 



international assistance in developing a model for social work education and practice and 

establishing a network of services with due regard to Ukrainian pecuiiarïties is being met- 

The Canada - Ukraine Project enabled me, an Instnictor h m  Lviv Polytechnic 

National University, to complete the MSW program at the University of Manitoba. This 

has prepared me to return to Ukraine to teach social work courses to university students 

and to promote international professional standards of social work in my country. 

There are constraints to consider in the process of establishing local social services, 

and these need to be recognized in promoting new seNices, specificaliy in relation to 

mediation. Among these are: 

(1) the hierarchical nature of social seNice organizations, paaicularly in the public 

sector; 

(2) the lack of resources; and 

(3) the lack of a specific institutionai or legislative structure, which can facilitate 

mediation as a form of practice, 

In order to overcome these constraints and reinforce social development there is a 

need for reform within the social services in Ukraine. Non-governmentd organizations 

can help to model the benefits of a more community-based service -delivery model. In 

spite of their short history of existence in Ukraine, NGOs have demonstrated the ability 

to tap into international resources and respond more quickly to a reform agenda than 

governmental organizations. One example of this is the consumer-directed Independent 

Living Center in Lviv, which is demonstrating a selGhelp approach in providing seMces 

and working on the development of policies for independent Living in Ukraine. A more 



coordinated effort by the international community would assist in the on-going 

development of quality family - centered and community - based senrices in m e .  

However, it is ais0 necessary to encourage the development of inner -2111 

resources in the process of social development The planning and implementation of 

social s e ~ c e  programs must be comrnunity - based In order to provide effective s e ~ c e  

agencies mut encourage the empowerment of their clients. Concepts of ccexit" and 

"voice" have evolved in the context of consideration of client empowerment The concept 

of 'toice" refers to the clients' power to contribute to the development and provision of 

services. The concept of exit refers to clients' ability to chmse between services. "Exit 

empowers through the choice made by the customer to take hidher business elsewhere if 

not satisfied with the senice.. .. Voice empowers through the user staying in the service, 

but wiiiing and enabled to iduence its nature.. .. It is often a bng-term process and, 

abuve dl, it is usually associated with the politicai M e  of the citize~~s"(Hudson, 1999, 

p.2 17). Social service agencies must strive to promote the exercise of voice through the 

individual and collective consumer invo~vement wMe working with individuals and the 

whole community. "The challenge for these agencies is to find ways to combine the 

direct-service role with the exercise of its proxy voice for the service user, and the 

enabling of the collective voice of the citizen/service user into a seamless whole. For it is 

in the exercise of coliective voice that both the obligations and rights of the citizen are 

given their West expression, and it is here that citizens make their most important 

contribution to the nation"~udson, 1999, p.223). The Ukrainian community needs to 

find and direct its "coliective voice" as consumers and contributors to building a civil 



democratic society in Ukrahe. Ukrainian people themselves are to become their own best 

spokespersoas to create a new philosophy of how Ukrainian society should develop. 

The training program on mediation developed as a part of this practicum 

demonstrates one method of promoting the exercise of "coliective voice". The 

enthusiastic response of participants to the training program provides support for the view 

that mediation cm help to promote social reform in Ukraine. However, the capacity of 

mediation to contribute to the management of change taking place at the personal, family, 

institutional, community and societai level, and to fulfilling the mission of social work in 

Ukraine "to deal with crucial social and human problems, to begin to relate to the needs 

and culture of the countryy' (Constable & Mehta, 1994, p.104) needs to be M e r  

explored. Some of the additional steps may be considered in promoting the goals 

associated with mediation. These might include the foliowing: 

developing a pilot project on family mediation in coilaboration with govertunentai 

agencies or NGOs; 

providing basic and advanced training in mediation; 

facilitating the formation of an association that would promote the development 

of mediation; and 

collaboration with other projects that are also working in this area in Ukraine. 

Mediation and Social Work Education in Ukraine 

The mediation training program, specificaily the revised one-day introductory 

module, brought mediation as an aspect of social work education hto the Social Work 

curriculum. It was implemented in the context of developing a mode1 for social work 



education in Ulwine. There is a need to develop more extensive training on mediation 

with a view to: 

fostering interest and enthusiasm for mediation; 

promoting the professional development of mediation as a means to the 

reform of the social service sector and development of family-centered and 

co~llfllunity based services in Ukraine. 

The Literature review has highlighted some of the key issues to be included in 

designing new mediation training programs. Key aspects are: (1) participation in 

decision-making; (2) empowennent; (3) conflict remlution approaches; (4) negotiation; 

(5) mediation; and (6) mediation in the family context 

Particivation in Decision-Making 

The key concepts of ccempowennenr", "integrity" and cbrespecî" in mediation are 

connected to the need of people to be involved in their own decision-making. Mediation 

provides an excellent example of how this can udiold. One ofthe reasons for stresshg the 

issue of participatory decision-making is to promote revision, better comprehension and 

effective summarization of the information acquUed throughout the process of the 

training program delivery. Another reason would be to take one more step in orienthg 

students to the issues of community development and the processes of democratic refomi 

in Ukraine. 

Mediation is primarily a decision-making process. It leaves the maximum amount 

of control over decision - making in the hands of the participants, while at the same time 

placing the management of the facilitative process in the hands of a neutral third party - 

the mediator. The mediator's job is to fimily place ownership of the decision-making 



process with the participants. When compared with other forms of dispute resolution, the 

management hc t ion  is the defining characteristic of mediation. The challenge of the 

mediator is to develop incremental change for success, which leads to higher levels of 

confidence for the parties, and larger changes. The principle of self-determination is 

centrai in mediation, and it is this principle that facilitates the empowerment of each 

participant (Fisher & Brown, 199 1; Kostiuk & Zuniwslsr, 1996; Ury, 1999). This 

principle has applicability at the personal, family, institutional, community and societal 

Ievels of the management of change taking place in Ukraine. 

It should ais0 be noted that today's mediators must be reflective and be able to 

thllik c'outside the box". They must take a broder perspective and adopt innovative 

approaches in attempting to understand the dynamics of confiict and the impact of using 

mediation to resolve social and legal disputes. Finally, they need to utiIize holistic and 

facilitative approaches in their work. In order to realize the fidl potentiai of mediation 

there needs be more opportunities for cross-fertilization of ideas and practices (Picard, 

1998). 

To promote thinking "outside the box", students codd be oriented into the 

participatory approach to management in the social service sector. It should be noted that 

information about management of social seMces would be presented in detail to 

university students within the framework of other social work courses. However, 

accentuating the key point of democratic practices versus line authority aiready within the 

framework of the conflïct resolution and mediation program / course will increase 

chances of raising the awareness of a larger number of people regarding the challenges of 

the process of democratic reform in Ukraine. Incorporating the issues of participatory 



decision-making into the content of the mediation training program / course c m  be a 

means to address the constraints in the pmcess of establishing local social services, 

including mediation s e ~ c e s ,  as identified above. Specifically, it will aliow for an 

emphasis of the issue of the hierarchical nature of the social service organization. 

Students wouid be shown the " I~uence  power-sharing continuum" (See Figure 6) 

illustratthg participatory decision-making as shared or transferred decision-making at 

either the individuai job level or in broader organizitionaï decision-making in the social 

service sector (Dachter & Wiipert, 1978). The continuum reflects: 

(a) the belief that ail the members of an organization should have a say in setting 

agency policy and deciding how programs should be run; 

(b) the core social work values such as self - determination and a preference for 

democratic forms of govemance, whether at the societai, organizational or 

group level; and 

(c) the social work inclination to think about organization dong a harmony of 

interests theme that assumes a unity of purpose for the organization as a whole 

(Latting, 1994). 



Figure 6: An "Wiuence Power-Shaa Contiauum" 

No advance information is given to employees 
about a decision to be taken. 

Employees are informed in advance of 
the decision to be made. 

Employees can give their opinion about 
the decision to be made. 

Employees' opinions are taken into account 
in the decision process. 

Employees have a veto, either negatively by 
blocking a decision that has been made or positively 
by having to concur in advance. 

Note: Adapted and expanded fkom Dachler & Wiipert, 1978, p.19 



Students need to be given recommendations as to making the participatory 

decision-making work. They are: 

provide training in conflict remlution, negotiation, and group problem solving; 

and 

avoid attempting participation under some conditions: participants have 

inadequate knowledge to make a decision; insufficient tirne is available for 

discussion before a decision must be made; and participating individuds truiy 

prefer to problem solve alone rather than in a group (I..atti.ng, 1994, pp. 255- 

258). 

Emaowennent 

The concept of empowerment must be promoted as a part of development of new 

seMces in Ukraine, and it needs to be clearly defined both in teaching about mediation 

and in other courses. Empowerment has been defined as "the process of helping 

individuals, families, groups, and commuuities increase their personai, interpersonal, 

socioeconomic, and political strength and develop influence toward improving their 

circumstances" (Barker, 1999, p. 153). The role of the social worker to ''help people to 

empower themselvesy'(Simon, 1990, p. 32) needs to be emphasized. It should be pointed 

out that social work practice based on empowemient assumes that client power is 

achieved when clients make choices that give them more control over their presenting 

problem situations and, in tum, their own lives. Promoting empowemient encourages 

people not only to recognize their potential to resolve theù own difficult Me situations, 

but also to increase theu strengths. Social work helps people realize their own v e r ,  

take control of their own lives, solve their own problems, and contribute to Society by 



doing so. An emphasis on building strengths reinfiorces the ability of people? individually 

and coiIectively, to make c h g e s .  Client empowerment is characterized by two 

interdependent and interactive dynamics: personal empowennent and social 

empowerment. A person achieves personal and social empowennent simdtaneously. A 

person empowered sofially is a person who has the resources and opportunity to play a .  

important role in his or her environment and in the shaping of that environment (Cowger, 

1997). Both personal and social empowerment are vital in the process of social 

reconstruction in Ukraine. 

Conflict Resolution A~~roaches 

In introducing conflict resolution approaches within the course both "The Confiict 

Resolution Continuum"(Picard, 1998, pp. 7-8) and the "Levels of Intervention for 

Dispute Design"(Isenhart & Spangle, 2000, pp. 107-108) are important (See Figure 1 and 

Figure 2, Chapter II). The laiter establishes a hierarchy at the top of which alternative 

dispute resolution approaches, mediation in particular, are found. This would accentuate 

the move away fiom adjudicated methods of conflict resolution toward Alternative 

Dispute Resolution, innovative, non-judicial conflict resolution processes aimed at 

achieving harmony, efficiency and justice and the growing demand for non-adversarial 

dispute resolution (Picard, 1994). 

The "Levels of Intervention for Dispute Design" will also introduce facilitation, an 

ADR process, "in which a person who is acceptable to ali members of the group, 

substantially neutrai, and has no decision-making authority intervenes to heip a group 

improve the way it identifies and solves problems and makes decisions, in order to 

increase the group "effectiveness" (isenhart & Spangle, 2000, p. 107). The emphasis 



should be placed on group processes to create consensus. This is one of the steps that 

needs to be taken in linking mediation to the issues of community development and the 

processes of democfatic reform in Ukraine, 

Alternative Dispute Resolution as an important trend in modem day dispute 

resolution approaches needs to be emphasized. This will specificaiiy show how 

adversarial processes contribute to creating a 'Zvinner and a loser", thus damaging human 

relationships (Picard, 1998, pp. 9-10). Accentuating ADR creates a more optimistic 

perspective of the fùnire as this suggests that there is a need to present society with a 

range of conflict resolution options, such as, for example, a C'muiti-door courthouse" 

(isenhart & Spangie, 2000), as opposed to the traditional rigid adversariai court process. 

Neaotiation 

The course needs to incorporate a variety of approaches to conflict resolution 

because students will need to be adept at using a variety of these skills. One that is 

important is negotiation. Such concepts in negotiation as that of the confüct's ''breakhg 

point", as the point at which even ifd seems lost, some of the most innovative, 

constructive solutions wiil occur (Isenhart & Spangle, 2000), need to be presented. The 

figure illustrating the escalation of conflict and how it frequenly moves to collaborative 

discussion demonstrates this (See Figure 3, Chapter 11). Thus, negotiation will be 

presented as a constructive perspective to M e r  elabonite on collaborative decision- 

making and reemphasize "power with others", an orientation based on principled 

negotiation, which involves the sharing of power with others in the process of confiict 

resolution. 



The concept of collaborative power promotes the acceptance of the opinions and 

the interests of both parties as core elements of the process of settlement. Sharing power 

means that we must be willing to allow others to influence us, as we desire to influence 

thern. We may be firm on interests and needs, but we can be flexible about how we 

achieve them (Isenhart & Spmgle 2000, p.25). This perspective, described by Craig and 

Craig (1974) as synergic power, identifies the goal of increasing '9he satisfaction of all 

participants by intentionally generating increased energy and creativity, d of which is 

used to co-create a more rewarding present and fbture" e.62). This will be aimed at 

orienting the mediation program trainees to diffe~entiate between 'Wwer over othes" 

and "power with others" osenhart & Spangle, 2000) as an important principle. Power 

'%th others" can contribute to community development and democratic reform in 

Ukraine. 

Mediation 

Mediation as a tool in the process of dispute settlement is both an art and science. 

Different approaches to mediation shape today's mediation movement. Mediation can be 

seen to have both a problem solving fûnction and a C'transformative" one. While there are 

ciifTering schools of thought on these characteristics of mediation, one could argue that no 

one approach or ideology represents the 'W story" of mediation (Picard, 1998). The 

study of mediation must be approached from this broad perspective. 

The literature review, my participation as a student in mediation training, has 

convinced me of the importance of 'brocess" in mediation. Such issues as "managing the 

emotional clirnate" and "creating a favorable mediation environment" should be 

emphasized in teaching the practical skills involved in mediation. 



Conclusion 

This practicurn was established to develop a culturalIy relevant training pro- on 

mediation, based on Cananian content and experience, and applicable to the Ukrainian 

context. Particular attention was given to farniiy mediation and the potentid for 

promoting the development of family-centered and community - based services in Lviv, 

Ukraine. 

The literature review provided information for designhg the trainllig program 

delivered in Lviv. It will also be used in developing a dvers i ty  course on conflict 

resolution and mediation to be taught to mial work students of Lviv Polytechnic 

Nationai University. Finally¶ it is relevant to the design of professional development 

courses on mediation, which can be delivered outside the regular acadernic curriculum. 

The literaiure review wili also be used as required readings, for it provides an o v e ~ e w  

of a wide range of issues in the field of contZict resolution and mediation, with particular 

attention to family mediation. 

The literature, which was reviewed presented mediation as a diverse and 

plurdistic approach, which can be applied in a variety of fields of practice. The goals and 

approach to problem solving in the mediation process are consistent with social work 

principles and models of practice. The literature suggested that there is a need for Schwls 

of Social Work in general to take a more active role in mediation training. 

A consideration of Ukraioian culture and society suggests that there is a need for 

social work planned change approach to counteract the ha- effects of oppression. 

The effects of oppression are related to the current social and economic difnculties king 

experienced in Lkahiau society. ükrainian cultural strengths and resources were 



identifïed- Empowement was found to be an important attribute of new services as 

'ieconstruction of Society cornes h m  people who rPdiscover their own vital energies" 

(Constable & Mehta, 1994). In order to adapt mediation h-aining approaches and content 

to the Ukiriinian social and culturai context, a number of issues relevant to Ukraïnian 

needs and culture were discussed. This was aimed at promoting the development of the 

trainee's personal conceptualization of the content of the training program within the 

Ukrainian social and culnital context. 

The results of the program evaluation suggested that the mediation mode1 was met 

by enthusiasm fiom participants. This has encouraged the fùrther development of 

educational materials on mediation, and provides a stimulus for the development of 

mediation services, specifcaiiy in the Lviv area. Mediation is a promishg perspective in 

Ukraine because it facilitates collaborative problem solving and leads to more effective 

use of private and public resolution mources. It is a genenc, strengths-based approach, 

which fosters empowennent and recognition. The niccess ofthe first steps in the 

provision of a training program in mediation reflects the capacity of mediation to 

contribute to the mission of social work in a post-communist state by promoting new 

methods of problem solving in relation to the needs and culture in the country. 

The training program developed in this practicum can be used as a basis for other 

programs and courses on mediation to be developed and delivered in the Ukrainian 

context. It will be a part of a course on conflict resolution and rnediation, which will be 

taught to social work students of Lviv Polytechnic National University in the 200 1/02 

term. 



A mediation training program caa be a part of a mode1 for social reform, which 

promotes empowerment and the exercise of "collective voice" in Ukraine- The provision 

of conflict resolution and mediation must be a part of the planned change approach, 

which seeks to estabiish "a new social order enacted through new forms ofsocial 

processes and institutions"(i3ush & Folger, 1994). 

Inaoducing mediation, family mediation in particular, into the social service sector 

in the Ukrainian context may have a spinsff effect as this is re1ated to the Ukrainian 

cultural strengths and resources. The promise of family mediation is that it may become a 

key element of a larger ara of social service delivery, Le., for children and family, to 

deliver both family counselhg and family mediation seNices. To support the Ukrainian 

family and children in the dinicult time of transition to a market economy there is a need 

to establish a F e  Center to do researchy provide training to professioaals aad services 

to families who are experiencing the high social costs of adjustment during this period of 

transition, 
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Appendix A 

A Detailed Outline of the Training Program 



Training Progrim Outline 

Training Program Name: Introduction to Conflict Resolution and 

Family Mediation 

Target Audience 

This course is intended for: 

a social agency staff members 

. Lviv Regional and City Administration officers 

e professionals working in various govemmental and non- 

govemmental settings 

Course Objectives 

The objectives of the course are to: 

8 develop awareness of the dynamics of conflict, and the 

importance of responding to confiict as opposed to reacting 

develop an understanding of the role of communication in 

conflict 

8 develop awareness of the issues involved in deciding the 

appropriateness of a case for mediation, preparing the parties 

to mediate, and dealing with dynamics during the mediation 

process 

~9 develop an understanding of the role of mediator 

develop an understanding of applicability of mediation in the 

family context 

8 assist participants in determinhg to what extent the mediator 

role is applicable in their specific context 



" A  liltle fire is quickiy trodden out, whick behg suflered, rivers canot 

quench. " W a m  Shakespeare 

Training Program Outline 

Day 1. Thursday 

Understanding Conflict. 
Mediation: A mode1 of constructive communication and non-advernarial 
conflict resolution 

10:OO am. - 1 1 :O0 a.m. 
Introduction 

Training program structure 
Housekeeping issues 

WARM-UP EXERCiSE 

1 1 :O0 a.m. - 1 1 :30 a.m. 
Dealing with differences 

Definition of conflict. Discussion 
Conflict is natural and necessary. It brings about change. Positive 
aspects of conflict. 
Too much conflict at once can cause huge arnounts of damage. 
The strategy is to catch confiict as eariy as possible before it 
escalates. 
The conflict cycle. Breaking the cycle 
Conflict management styles: Competing / Avoiding / 
Accommodating / Compromising / Coiiaborating. 

11:30a.m. - 11:45 a.m. 
Break 



1 1 :45 am. - 12:30 p.m. 
Communication and conflict. 

DISCUSSION. Lack of understandhg is a major source of conflict. The 
traditional view is that there is a right and wrong position in every 
situation, or that one person must be a winner and the other a loser in 
every dispute. 
People c m  solve theù own confîicts. There can be "WINIWW" 
resolutions. 
Reconciliation is possible in a wide range of situations. 

Bad communication skills: Judging / Sending solutions / Avoiding the 
0ther7 s concerns 
Assumptions as a major contributing factor in the breakdown of 
cornmunication and the escalation of conflict 
Shifiing fiom positions to interests. Specific issues. Common ground. 
Needs exercise 

Conclusion: Codict is not between people's positions. 
Confiict is between people's needs, desires, concems, and 
fear S. 

Forms of dispute resolution 
Negotiation / Conciliation 1 Mediation 1 Arbitration / Adjudication 

Negotiation: Negotiating on interests vs. Positional bargainhg 
Mediation: A mode1 of constructive communication and non- 
adversarial confiict resolution 

Mediation 
Roots of mediation 

Mediation has its roots in being different fiom law and therapy. 
Mediation grew out of a need of people to be more involved in their own 
decision making. Words like empowerment, integrity and respect becarne 
one of the landmarks of mediation. 

Mediation and conciliation have a rich history. 



Mediation as dîstinguished from other forms of dispute resolution 
Mediation is primarily a decision making process. 
Maximum decision making by the participants. 
Management of process in the hands of the mediator. 
Al1 participants to the mediation are willing to invest the time required. 
Both/all participants are voluntary committing to the mediation process. 
The need to maintain the relationship is a significant factor for both /dl 
participants. 
The balance of power is fairly equal. 
The process is: 
- goal - oriented, 
- confidential (except where disclosure is required by law). 

Rational problem solvhg can be applied to aii connicts. Emotion should 
be'acknowledged and deescalated in order to move toward rational 
discussion. 

Role of mediator 
Mediator is responsible for the process. 
Mediator neutrality. Mediator is an outsider/.ipartial, with no prior 
relationship to either party and no stake in the outcorne. 
Mediator won't take sides. 
Mediator won't make judgements. 
Creating safe physical and emotional environment 

- No fou1 language 
- Respectfil, open, honest communication 

Each to have equal opportunity to discuss issues and concems. 
Establishing and maintainhg a balance of power between the 
participants. 

Empowering each participant without disempowering anyone in the 
process. 
Mediator's challenge is to create incremental change for success, build 
on success, which leads to higher levels of confidence for the parties, and 
larger changes. 
An educator 
"A role model" 

12:30 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. 
Managing the emotional climate - Strategies in dealing with anger. 
Anger: Defmition. Arousal cycle. Positive response to anger. 

Mediator's persona1 response to anger. 



1 :O0 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
Lunch 

2:30 p.m. - 3: 15 p.m. 
Effective communication skills 

EfJtive Speaking / Active listening / Questioning / Paraphrasing 
Refiaming/SumrnurIzing/Brainstoming 

- Effective speaking. 7" messages 
- Active listening: Face / Eye Contact / Lean / Relax 
- Questioning discovers the needs and concems. 

Asking questions out of curiosity vs. making statements/judgements. 
- Discussions should be oriented towards "solution taik" vs. 

"problem W. EXERCISE 
- Paraphrarsing (stating back) is bnef; it checks the "micro" level of 

conversation. EXERCISE 
- Reframing (identifying the underlying interests) gets to the needs. 
- Summarizing (reviewing issues) is a "macro" level skill. 
- Brainsforming is  a technique aimed at developing new ideas and 

considering alternatives or options. 

Non-verbal communication 
- Neutrality 
- Balance 
- Attending 
- Preempting 

The Mediation Mode1 
1. Pre-mediation 
II. Mediation Forum: 

Stage 1. Introductions (Joint orientation and coatracting) 
Stage 2. Issue identification 
Stage 3. Uncovering underlying interests 
Stage 4. Closure. Discussion of process 



Pre-mediation (Assessing /Preparing) 
Screening process: Engaging the prospective participants / Assessing 
the situation 
Mediaor strategres: 
- Orienting the participants to the mediation process 
- Responding to participants' presenting concems / resistance / 

anxieties 
- Motivating the participants 
- G a t h e ~ g  information regarding demographics and background 

issues 
- Assessing readiness for mediation, and viability and appropriateness 

of mediation as a forum for dispute resolution. 
Orientation to mediation process (group or individual): 

Educating in a broad sense 
- Normalking the individual's expenences and reactions to them. 
- Softening the more extremely held positions 

3 :45 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Break 

4:00 p.m. - 4:20 p.m. 
Mediation Forum 

Stage 1. Introductions (Joint orientation and contracting) 
- Set a cornfortable tone for the session. 
- Remind the parties about the purpose of the meeting and describe 

each person's role 
- Describe your role as mediator(s) 
- Explain the rules and get consent to proceed 
- Establish guidelines 
- Assess the resistance and assist in dirninishing it. 
- Affimi: praise for the accomplishrnents 

4 2 0  p.m. - 5:15 p.m. 
Introduction to role-play 
Demonstration role-play 
Role-play "Stage 1" 

5:  15 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Feed back 



DAY II. FRday 
Practising the mediation mode1 

9:00 am. - 9:10 a.m. 
Review 

9: 10 a.m. - 9:40 a.m. 
Stage 2. Issue Identification 

Opening statements 
- Ensure uninterrupted tirne for participants to describe their point 

of view. 
- Provide paper, and ask the listener to take notes. 
- Ask participants to listen to each other carefidly. 
- Underscore that tnily hearing the other participant/s does not imply 

agreement. 
- Write down what participants are saying in order to gather the 

necessary Uiforrnation, and for feedback during "Goal Summary". 

Goal Summary 
- Framing the issues, which are neutral. Stating common ground 
- Making a general statement summatiwng what the participants may 

expect to accomplish in mediation. 

Skills and techniques 

9:40 a.m. - 10:OO am. 
Demonstration: Stage 2. 

10:OO a.m. - 10: 15 a.m. 
Break 

10: 15 am. - 1 1 :O0 a.m. 
Role-play 'Stage 2" 

1 LOO a.m. - 1 l:L5 a.m. 
Feed back 



1 1 : 15 a.m. - 12:OO noon 
Stage 3. Uncovering underlying interwts 

Priorize and explore issues in terms of importance / uAccedbiMy" 
Choose an issue. Explore the related facts and feelings to enhance 
mutual understanding. 
Explore underlying interests. 
Break issues down into workable segments, deal with each 
segment in tum. 

FaciZitating the process: nraintaininp the momentm 
Periodic summation of the issues presented to maintain a focus, and 
a positive goal-oriented environment. 

- Patience and pacing are important. 
- Using fbture focused questions to initiate change. More discussions 
should be oriented towards "solution taW' versus "problem tdk". 

- Asking questions out of curiosity versus making statements. 
- Asking for specifics 
- Watching for a shift in communication (attitude) between 

the participants, acknowledging and reinforcing it. 
- Developing a more constructive form of communication for the 

fùture. 

Skills and techniques 

12:OO noon - 1 :3O p.m. 
Lunch 

1:30 p.m. - 2:15 p.m. 
Rote-play "Stage 3'' 

2: 15 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
Feed back 

2 3 0  p.m. - 2:45 p.m. 
Break 



2:45 p.m. - 3 :30 p.m. 
Stage 4. Closure. Discussion of process 

- Assisting in the generation of the best solution / resolution of each 
issue. 

- Summarizing the progress made and highiighting areas of new 
understanding and agreement related to each issue. 

- Negotiating closure of the session 
- Writing out a detailed agreement when applicable. 
- ThankUlg the participants for their hard work and congratuiating 

them on their willingness to meet. 

Skills and techniques 

Constructive termination 

3 :30 p.m. - 4: 15 p.m. 
Role-play "Stage 4" 

4: 15 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Feed back 



Day III. Saturday 
Applicability of mediation 

990 a-m. - 10:OO a.m. 
Review "Stages 1,23,4" 
Feedback 

10:OO a.m. - 1 1 :00a.m. 
Applicability of mediation in the family conte- 

- In-tact family situations 
- Family separation I divorce 

11:00 am. - 11:lSa.m. 
Discussion re applicability of family mediation in Ukraine 

l I : M  am. - 11.30 a.m. 
Break 

1 1 :30 am. - 1 1 :50 a.m. 
Discussion "Empowerment and recognition in mediation" 

11:  50 a.m. - 12:lO p.m. 
Mediation as a transportable tool 
Mediation as a tool in the confiict resolution is portable and 
applicable to a broad cross section of situations, including interpersonal, 
family, school, workplace, neighborhood, business, national and 
international concerns. 
It is to be adopted to meet the needs of the clients. 

12:lO p.m. - 12:35 p.m. 
Break and small group discussion re applicability of mediation in the 
Ukrainian context 

12:35 p.m. - 13:00 p.m. 
Feedback 

13:00 p.m. - 13:30 p.m. 
Evaluation & Wrapup 



Appendix B 

The Trainers' Preparatory Materials 

(Portions of these materials were distributed 

to participants of the training program) 



" A little fire is quickly troddea out, which king suffered, rivers cannot 

quench." 7Killiam Shakespeare 

DAY 1. 

Understanding Coaflict. 

Mediation: A mode1 of constructive communication and non-adversarial conflict 

resolution 

Deaiing with dif'ferences 

Conflict is naturai and necessary. It brings about change. 

Too much conflict at once can cause huge amounts of damage. 

The strategy is to catch conflict as early as possible before it escalates. 

The anatomy of conflict 

Conflict escalation and change 

Conflict proceeds fiom latent tension /develops into overt conflict 

erupts into a power struggle (Constructive . . . Destructive). 

The conflict cycle. Breaking the cycle 

Assessing the confiict: A checkiist 

Conflict management styles: Competing / Avoiding / Accommodating 

Compromising / Collaborating 

Communication and conflict 

Lack of understanding is a major source of codict. The traditional view is that there 

is a right and wrong position in every situation, or that one person must be a w h e r  and 

the other a loser in every dispute. 
190 



People can solve theïr own confiicts- There cm be 'WWWW' resolutions. 

Reconciliation is possible in a wide range of situations. 

Bad communication skiüs: Judging / Sending solutions f Avoiding the 

other's concems 

Assumptions as a major conhibuting factor in the breakdown of 

communication and the escalation of  conflict 

Shifting from positions to interests. Specific issues. Common grouad. 

Conclusioa: Conflict is not between people's positions. 

Conflict is between p p k ' s :  nccds, desires, concems, fears. 

Negotiation / Conciïiation / Mediation 1 Mitration / Adjudication 

Negotiation: Negotiating on interests vs. Positional bargaining 

Mediation: A mode1 of constructive cornmunication and non-adversarial 

conflict resoiution 

Mediation 

Roots of mediatioa 

Mediation has its roots in king different fiom law and therapy. 

Mediation grew out of a need of people to be more involveci in their own decision 

making. Words like empowerment, iategrity and respect became one of the landmarks 

of mediation. 

Mediation and conciliation have a rich history. 



Mediation as distinguisheà from other forms of dapute moIution 

Mediation is primarily a decision making pmcess. 

Maximum decision making by the participants. 

Management of process in the han& of the mediaor. 

Al1 participants to the mediation are willing to invest the time requked. 

Both/aU participants are voluntary cornmining to the mediation process. 

The need to maintain the relationship is a signincant factor for both /al1 participants. 

The balance of power is fairly equai. 

The process is: 

- goal - oriented 

- confidentid (except where disclosure is required by law) 

Rational problem solving can be appiied to ali confiicts. Emotion should be 

acknowledged and deescalated in order to move toward rational discussion. 

Role of mediator 

Mediator creates the process and the environment, not the content. 

Mediator neutrality. Mediator is an outsidedimpartial, with no pnor relationship to 

either party and no stake in the outcorne. 

Mediator won? take sides. 

Mediator won? make judgements. 

Creating safe physical and emotional enviromnent 

- No fou1 language 

- Respectttl, open, honest communication 

Each to have equai opporhinity to discus issues and concems. 



Establishing and maintaining a balance of power between the participants. 

Empowering each participant without disempowering anyone in the pmcess. 

Mediator's challenge is to create incremental change for success, build on success, 

which leads to higher Ievels of confidence for the parties, and larger changes- 

Aneducator 

"A role modei" 

Communication s W  for effective medïation: 

~ c & e  listening / Paraphrasing /Questioning / 

Refiinning;/ SummwIZI'ng / Brainstorming 

- Active Wening: Face / Eye Contact / Lean / Relax: 

- Paraphrashg (stating back) is brief, it checks the "micro" level of conversation. 

- Questionhg discovers the needs and concerns. 

Asking questions out of curiosity vs. making statementdjudgements. 

Discussions should be oriented towards c6sohtion taik" vs. 66pmblem taik". 

- Reframing ( identmg the underlying interests) gets to the needs. Another way to 

refiame: (a) silence/paraphrasing, @) asking an open-ended interest-based question, 

(c) refkuning. 

- Sumnwrizing (reviewing issues) is a "macro" level skill. 

- Brainstorming is a technique aimed at developing new ideas and 

considering alternatives or options 



DAY II. 

The Mediation Model 

1. Pre-mediation 

IL Mediation Forum: 

Stage 1: Introductions (Joint orientation and coatricting) 

Stage 2: Issue identification 

Stage 3: Uncovering undertying interests 

Stage 4: Closure 

Pre-mediation. (Assessing /Prepa~g)  

Screening process: Engaging the prospective participants / Assessing the 

situation 

Once a request for mediation has k e n  made, the mediator begins his or her tasks 

of engaging the participants and assessing the situation. These tasks, often referred to as 

the "screening process", include the folIowing components: 

Engagine; - 

The referrai may corne fiom any number of sources (the participants themselves, 

a lawyer referrai, court referrai, other agency, school personnel, etc.) Engaging the 

participants by informing them in a precise, non-threatening, cIear rnanner, of who you 

are and what the mediation process is about, is an essential peace of the opening stage. 

Orienting 

The mediator must decide how a fùller orientation (education) wi1L be provided 

to participants, Le. group orientation or individual sessions. 



Reswndinq 

Aimost inevitably, participants will voice concerns aad show s i p  of anxiety 

d a g  the initial stages of mediation. Resistance may be expressed at this time (and oAen 

at different stages of the mediation process), and must be addressed. Resistance is often 

an indicator of a lack of iu£omtiion and related fears. The participant will require 

information and will respond best when d e  feels heard and understood, and receives 

balanced, neutcal responses to questions or statements. It is important not to assume that 

resistance is reflective of an inability to mediate. 

Motivation 

The potential benefits of motivation are increased if participants enter into this 

process due to an informed decision, versus as a response to extemai pressure, e.g. by 

"order" of the court. At this stage the mediator c m  best assist in motivating individuals 

by offering clear, precise information, quelling malis t ic  fears by pmcessing questions 

in a supportive, understanding marner, and by atnmiing participants' strengths. 

Gathering information 

The mediator gathers idonnation regarding the participants' personal motivation 

by assessing their responses. This information assists in determinhg the viability, the 

appropriateness of mediation in the given situation - essential mediation task. A variety 

of questions are requùed. Demographic questions, basic information gathering questions, 

are determined by the type of mediation requested, e.g. the length of tirne people have 

worked together (labor dispute); the agcs of the children (child welfare issues). 

The type of mediation will also determine background information questions. However, 

there are certain constants, certain information required in alrnost al1 situations, to w i s t  

in detennining readiness and the appropriateness of mediation as a fonun for dispute 

resolution. A list of questions can be developed. 



Criteria in assessing readiness, viability, and appropiiateness for mediation. 

The following are the basic factors, d e n t  in most mediations: 

* Time factors. 

The amount of time required to complete mediation will Vary. What is germane is 

that al1 ~artici~ants to the rnediation are willinp to invest the t h e  reciuired, and that 

undue pressures, unrealistic expectations do not prevail- 

*/ Voluntarîness 

It is essentiai that both/all ~articiriants be voluntarily. consciouslv committina to 

the mediation process. In cases of court-mandated mediation, whether it is truiy 

voluntarily may be in question in that people may only attend because they believe they 

must. However, even in these cases, people c m  only be informed as to the process and 

asked to attempt mediation. "Mandatory mediatiod' is a misnomet, as no one can be 

forced to negotiate. 

Mediator neutrriiity 

The mediator cannot be ~ersonallv involved in the situation, nor can dhe be - 

invested in the outcome of the agreement. The mediator must always check her/his 

agenda and assess throughout the process whether d e  is forcing issues due to a personal 

need to have the participants arrive at a particular agreement. The mediator must NOT 

attempt to control the process in such a manner as to obtain a particular outcome. 

Mediation is a self-determinhg mode1 of dispute resolutioa It is the participants' 

agreement. They must live with it, not the mediator. 

The mediator must also be certain that s/he is not forcing the participants to reach an 

agreement - any agreement - simply to reach one. Participants may not be ready to reach 

a "full agreement" at the time that they are attending for mediation. They may still benefit 

from the process, by reaching partial agreements, by leaming some usefbl 
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communication skiiis, by simply realizing that they can face the other pmon without a 

disaster occurring. The mediator c m  di serve this participant population weii. 

Relationship maintenance 

The need to maintain or im~rove the auality of the existuin reiationshi~ is a 

simificant factor for both /al1 vartici~ants. They do not necessarily like7 or need to like 

each other. They simply realize that they mut continue to fûnction as CO-workers, CO- 

parents, business partners, cohabitators, and may be aware that damage could occur 

shodd the relationship detenorate. 

? Option exploration 

Participants are often more motivated to work through mediation if they have 

considered other options such as the disruptions a family through placement of a chüd, 

police involvement in neighborhood complaints, the legal arena for resolution of 

separation/divorce issues, boards of appeal or use of grievance in the workplace. OAen 

the use of the above noted forums is not desirable, as most of the problems are 

interpersonal, and hancial costs of mediation are ofien lower, less nsky, and often less . 

time consuming. Other oDtions for resolvina the dis~utekonflict have been 

exdored/considered and are not found to be as desirable as the mediation forum. 

Willingness to address issues 

At times the role of the mediator includes "persuading" people to meet. Often 

people avoid direct confrontation7 stating that "it won't change for the better anyway". 

The mediator assists with these concems. However, ultimately partici~ants should 

indicate that they are unwillina to continue avoidina the issues with each other. and that 

they have some hope that the matter can be resolved, or that their stress will decrease, and 

that a better relationship will mul t  through their participation in mediation. The 



participant should also be indicathg that continuing in a coaflictual relatiottship is wither 

longer desirable nor acceptable. 

c/ Power balance 

In confiict situations, power issues are ofien misunderstood and power may be 

misused A precise assessment ofpower dynarnics pnor to meeting jointly with the 

participants is not usuaily possible, however, certain screening questions at an intake 

level wiil likely ascertain whether there has been an abusive element in the 

relationship(s). At the intake level the mediator must be alert to power imbalances which 

may inacate that the participants wiil not be able to interact without one intimidating the 

other. In situations where threats, dominance, or emotionai andior physical abuse are 

evident, it is never possible to arrive at a fair agreement. The mediator may suggest 

separate meetings in an attempt to control the imbalance or may make referrals 

elsewhere, such as to a counselor, lawyer, or arbiter. 

if the screening process has not evidenced an abusive element, mediation c m  

proceed. However, a mediator must be vigilant with respect to these issues, throughout . 

the entire process. The mediator assists in balancin~ the wwer whenever possible by 

ensuring that bothkll participants have access to the same information, have fairly equal 

"air time", by assisting in clear d respectful communication and ensuring that the focus 

is on positive goals and mutual interests. The patterns of communication, which 

contributed to the inability to resolve conflicts, often surface during mediation. The 

mediator attempts to assist in a change of communication patterns during the mediation 

process, which in tum can balance the ability to express feelings more equally, express 

thoughts, listen to others, and be heard. 



Safety issues 

Ifthere is a history of physical, emotionai, or sexual abuse in the relationship<s), 

only a highly experienced-triiaed meâiator should be considered for assessing the 

appropriatenesdfeasibility of mediation. The power balance has obviously k e n  

compromised in an abusive relatiomhip, and the potential for contuiued intimidation, 

resulting in an d'air  agreement, is hi&. ln cases where there was abuse but abuse is no 

longer occuring, where the participants are apart and do not have easy access to each 

other, where there have been other f o m  of intemention (e.g. anger management 

counsebg, victim abuse therapy). An altered form ofmediation, often referred to as 

shuttle mediation or shuttk diplomaey, whereby the participants are not brought 

together, could be used. 

No one's personal safetv is dependent umn the outcome of the amernent 

Mediation vs. therapy 

Counseling techniques and those of mediation are ofien the same. However, the 

goal of each forum is different. The mediator must remember that mediation is primarily 

a decision making process. This process may be w d  as an adjunct to counseling, to deal 

with specific practical issues. Conversely, those in mediation may benefit fiom 

counseling. It is best that two different people, however, do counseling and mediation. In 

mediation the resolution of smcific - issues. rather than theratxutic intervention, is beinq 

sought. 

Assessrnent or "screening" does not end in the opening stage. In essence it 

continues throughout mediation. Any number of factors may &se following initiai 

contact, in the midst of mediation, which couid require that the process be tenninated or 

adj usted. 



Orientation to the mediation proeas (group or individual): 

In this context, "orientationy' is a broder concept than simply an introduction to 

the mediation process. Its fûnction is not only informative in a narrow sense, but cm have 

an educative hction in a broad sense. An effective orientation will give the participant a 

clear understanding of mediation as  a process, its scope and limitations, the role of the 

mediator, and the guidelines by which the process will be govemed. The participants 

therefore approach mediation with a sense of familiarity, which serves to enhance their 

sense of control and empowerment in the process. They are also in a position to assess 

the app-ropriateness of mediation in their situation, andor their own motivation to take 

Part- 

The orientation should address issues that are typically associated with a particdar 

participant group, but in a general way, ratber than in a way that is specifk to the 

particular participant. This aliows the participant to examine and consider issues in a 

more detached and objective manner, free of the defenses and biases that wodd 

automatically corne into play if issues were to be discussed in the context of the 

individual's own situation. This also has an effect of legitimizing and nonnalizing the 

individual's expenences and reactions to them. 

The orientation provides the participants the opportunity to reappraise their 

attitude and assumptions in a less threatening context, where they are less likely to cling 

to their position out of a sense of principle, or out of fear of losing face. 

There is a M e r  benefit in an orientation, if i t  is conducted in a group setting 

involving others with the same concerns (but in the absence of the other party to the 

dispute). The group dynarnic can potentially eEect the softening of a position, because 

the issues can be seen as also belonging to others. 



Mediation Forum 

Four Stages of Mediation Forum 

Stage 1: introductions (Joint orientation and contractlng) 

The Pumose is to set the stage for exploring the issues. 

Once participants have been oriented to the rnediation process and it has been 

detennined that joint meetings are viable, the mediator moves to setting the stage. In 

essence, this appears to be a joint re-orientation, as some of the materiais will have been 

covered in earlier stages. However, it is essential that the mediator addresses each issue 

with al1 participants to the mediation present, in order to facilitate management of the 

process in Iater stages. This step requires a basic understanding of the mediation process 

as well as the ability to cover the necessary information quickiy (?) and comfortably- The 

process of setting the stage includes introducing ai i  parties, explaining the procedure, 

including the role of the mediator, establishing guidelines, creathg a safe environment, 

modeling behavior, and obtaining an agreement fiom each party to pmceed. 

Setting the sfage is ais0 instrumentai in reducing participants' anxiety, through the 

creation of a safe environment, wherein they can begin to feel cornfortable enough to 

discuss matters openly. It is important that the participants undentand the mediator's role 

to be that of a neutral third party, who will manage the process and promote a cooperative 

and respectful dialogue by discouraging any destructive, disrespect- communication. In 

setting the stage, the mediator has a responsibility to demonstrate the skills, which are 

required to establish cooperative, respectful, open, and positive (constructive) 

communication. In this manner, the mediator's role is also of an educator and that of a 

"role modei". 

Because the process of setting the stage indudes an explanation of the 

participants' responsibility in the process, and the gathering of the participants' 
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cornmitment to working together in mediation, the onus is placed with them early in the 

process. By establishing their responsibility in, and committment to mediation, the 

participants begin to take ownership for the process and the agreement they will 

evennially establish, 

Process 

Introductions to a mediation session ofien have the foilowing components: 

1. Set a comfortable tone for the session 

i Greet the people warmiy. Make sure you b w  each other's name. 

Thank them for being willing to ûy mediation. It's a new exmence for 

them, 

Help them feel comfortable. Normalize feelings of discornfort and stress. 

Begin to foster a positive outlook. 

2. Remind the parties about the purpose of the meeting 

YOU might say, " We are here todqy to discuss the incident, which took 

place on November 21% " 

Set modest but positive goals for the session, " I hope we can reach a better 

understanding of the incident, examine some possible resolutions and arrive 

at some sort of an agreement. " 

3. Describe your role as mediator(s) 

To help participants better understand each other's perspectives and 

concems. 

To summarize and ask questions of clarification. 



To assure them that you will not judge who is right or wrong, or make 

decisions for them, 

To help them develop their own solutions, 

4. Explain the rules 

Reassure them that each person will have a chance to describe the situation 

or issue from his or her own perspective. 

Explain that the development of solutions or an agreement usually follows a 

penod of discussion of the issues identified by the parties. 

5. Establish guidelines 

Use discretion when deciding on guidelines. Guidelines are meant to 

facilitate open discussion of the conflict and to encourage a respectful, d e  

process. Present them in a way that respects the parties. 

Guidelines dso help establish initial trust and rapport between the parties 

and mediators and represent an agreement that will guide the rest of the - 

process. 

The establishment of process guidelines is a very important step in the begïmhg 

stage of the process, and is part of contract formation. It serves to give the participants a 

better sense of understanding, predictability and ownership of the process. The clear 

enunciation of guidelines assists in establishing the role of the mediator as a manager of 

the process, and as someone who will make mediation d e  for the participants. 

Mer listing the guidelines and explaining theu rationale, the mediator asks the 

participants' permission to evoke them when that becomes necessary. 



Soine possible guidelnes: 

a) Listen WMe the Otber W Speaking. 

This guideline is used in most introductions. 

E.g., " We have found t h f  mediation work besf when we agree fh t  one person will 

speak or a tirne. Everyone else listens. Each ofyou will gef a chance to speak " 

b) Confidentiziüty Discussion. 

Check with parties. 

E-g., "1s there unyone you need to report to? How would you Iike to deal wifh 

confidentiality? We me tuking notes to hehelp us stqy on Ruck You n>ay also take notes if 

that is heIpfu2' Ail notes will be destroyed afier the mediation is over. " 

c) Speak directly to us. 

This is particdarly important when very strong emotions or language are anticipated. 

E-g., "At the beginning of the session we ask fhat you speak directly to us. As the 

mediation progresses we will encourage you to speak to each other. " 

Use Respectful Language and any other guidelines if needed. 

Concems related to smoking shodd also be addressed at the beginning of the 

session. Respect the parties' desires to add other guidelines that may be important to 

them. If necessary, additional ground d e s  can also be added at any time during the 

process. 

6. Formulate a Contract 

As part of "setting the stage" the mediator assesses people's readiness to proceed, 

and elicits their cornmitment, fonnulating either an informal or fomal contract- Some 

mediators have participants sign a formal contract The informai contract can be termed 



the moral cornmitment. It is helpfûl to elicit fimm the participants a statement of 

commitment to the mediation process. 

E-g., ''Cm you agree to follow thisprocess? Any questions? Are you reaày to begin? 

7. Alert the participants to the foilowhg possibilities: 

a) Separate meetings 

Sometimes private or separate meetings may be helpful to the process. Private 

meetings can take place between individual parties and the mediator or the two mediators 

when they need to consult with one another about a problem that has arisen during the 

session. On rare occasions parties may want to meet without the mediator. Caution 

should be exercised in such situations. 

b) Additional Meetings 

When ali the issues cannot be covered in one meeting, another session can be 

scheduled. In family mediation, muiti-party or othenwise comptex disputes, additional 

meetings are cornmon. If the parties are aware of this possibility ahead of time, it may 

help reduce the stress and fear of failure associated with having to resolve everythhg in 

one session. The possibility of additional meetings also provides time to 'MI&" about a 

variety of solutions as well as an opportunity to secure important information not 

available at the first meeting. 

Some Comments 

Working wifh resistance 

Human beings experience changes as stresshil, and are, by nature, resistant to 

change. The mediator's role is to assist the resistance and to assist in diminishing it. The 

mediator determines whether the participants are feeling fearfiil, unacknowledged, 

powerless, or whether the resistance is king utilized in a manipulative manner. The 

mediator c m  work with participants, addressiag their specific concerns. For example, the 
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mediator may say, "One of the posim>e aspects of mediution is t h  you me @en the time 

and opportunity to discuss whut will work best for botWall of you. Mediation is a process 

desigited to find WIN- WZN soZutions for everyone. " 

Participants rarely corne to utiiize mediation at the beginning stages of a conflict. 

They usudy initiate mediation feeling defeated and sometimes hopeless with respect to 

their ability to resolve a dispute. The mediator works to counteract these feelings by 

normalinng conflict and atnrming the participants' strengths and abilities. The mediator 

normalizes the participants' situation, by h m h g  conflict, and the need for negotiation, 

and for'resolution, as a cornmon part of everyday Me. This serves to diminish the 

participants' sense of king " the on& ones who cm 't resolve problerns ". AfEmations 

are useful in empowering participants, and in instilling hop. 

Exercise. Write Your Own Introduction 

Wnte an introduction script for the foilowing conflict scenario. One that suits your 

personal style and allows you to feel cornfortable and refaxed. 

Mykola and Oksana are CO-workers in a small agency that issues a month& 
newsletter. Ohana's role is to coordhate the content of the newsletter. while Mykola 's * 

role is layout, design andprinting. The atmosphere in the ofice tends ro be somewhat 
s~essful and demanding. Lust Fridoy there was an altercation in the oflce between 
Mykola and Ohana. It started when Oksana w a k d  into the lunchroorn t o m d  Mykola 
telling the rest of the staffabout the problerns he was k i n g  with Ohana's CO-ordination 
of the newsletter. During the altercution he accused her of incornpetence. 

Make Sure You Include: 

introductions of mediator and parties 
reason for the meeting 
description of role of the mediator 
assurance of confidentiality 
overview of the mediation process 
ground rules 
request for consent of the parties to proceed 

RoIe-play "Stage 1" 



Stage 2. Issue identification (Story - telling) 

The purpose is to: 

get the parties talking and involved 

give the mediators a basic understanding of the conflict 

let the parties hear each other's story as it is told to a third party 

begin to i d e n e  the issues 

give the mediators some idea of what to expect 

i Issue identification is an integrai part of the mediation process, which is highiy 

stmctured. It is important that the mediator manage this process well, demonstrattbg his 

or her ability to in fact maintain the d e  envitonment they committted to, dernorutrathg 

the ability to hear and understand the participants' concems. It is at this juncture that 

participants increase their direct interaction with each other in the process; it is here that 

the bulk of their concems wiU be voiced. Trust in the process is increased through the 

skiifid management. 

Pr ocess 

The two major components to this stage in the process are the Opening 

Staternents and Goal Summary. The art of Note Taking is highly important. 

When conducting opening statements, the mediator should: 

- Ensure unintempted time for participants to describe their point of view. 
- Provide paper, and ask the listener to take notes. 
- Ask participants to listen to each other carefblly. 
- Underscore that truiy hearing the other participantk does not imply agreement. 
- Write down what participants are saying, in order to gather the necessary 

information, and for feedback during "Goal Sumrnary". 



1. Identifl what you want to hear. 

If this is a one-incident conflict, the parameters are obvious. If this conflict bas a 

lengthy history, start by asking the parties to teU you about only the most recent 

incident or an issue of particuiar concem. 

2. Decide who will speak fmt. 

This can be done in two ways. Generally the mediator asks one of the participants to 

begin. Some reasons for selecting a persun to speak first would be shyness or a power 

imbalance. Power imbalances can result h m  mèrences in gender, age, race, 

position, qualifications and so on. 

If you sense a power imbalance, invite the person with less power to speak first. If a 

choice is not obvious, you can ask the parties who would iike to begin. 

3. Hear the story from Party A. 

Part A is encouraged to explain the situation fiom his or her perspective with the - 

following questions: 

a) E-g., "Tell us whaî occurred in this incident.'"act-fomed) 

4 E-g., "How did you feel about this? "feeling-focused). 

4. Restate the first story. 

One of the mediators briefly restates the basic facts and feelings of the fkst story. 

This should be very brief. 

5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 with Party B. 

Make sure Party B has roughly the same time as party A. 



6. Ask questions. 

When appropriate (based on the level of tension between the parties), you may want 

to ask the parties if they have any questions about whaî has been said so far or if 

there are things that need to be clarined. Before the mediator proceeds to nmimarize 

the issues, both people are Uivited to address questions directly to one another. 

Note Tuking 

Note taking is largely a matter of individuai approach, However, the mediator 

ought to have a way of recording statements by the participants, in order to be able to 

analyze their positions for such elements as fears, assumptiom, expectations, beliefs and 

interests and also to ident* the content of issues, i-e. whether the issues are substantive, 

emotional, or procedural. A second fiinction of note taking is to allow the mediator to 

accurately reflect back to the participants their statements, thereby acknowledgiag and 

validating their legitimate concem. Some systematic method of recording the 

idormation is necessary. For example, when working with individuals, a page divided in 

half down the center allows for the recording of the statements of both participants. Each 

statement c m  then be assessed for content, its significance designated by an abbreviated 

rem& such as: F (fear), A (assumption), etc. 

Goal Summary 

hitially, the mediator gives a detailed feedback of what each person has said in 

his or her opening statement. This is an important step in the process of 'joiningy' with 

the participants. 

The goal summaxy also serves the h c t i o n  of having each participant hear the 

other person again through the voice of a thïrd, neutral party. This is an opportunity for 

the mediator to restate matters in a manner, which is less hurtful, a ~ d  more goal-onented. 
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This is a delicate matter. It is important while restating the issues, not to change the 

content of a person" statement as this wodd risk theV feeling that you had not heard 

them. 

The final h c t i o n  of goal summary is creation of the agenda. More issues may be 

added during the mediation process, however, the primary agenda is u s d y  generaîed at 

this juncture. 

7. Summarize the issues. 

Summarize the issues, identified by the parties, which will need to be dealt with 

during the remainder of the mediation. Frame the issues, which are neutral and relevant to 

both parties. State common ground. Highiight cornmon concems too. Use neutral 

laaguage to formulate the list of issues. Be general, speak to the big picture, not to 

specifics. Check with the participants to make sure that the üst addresses theu most 

important concerns- 

Make a general statement sumrnarinng what the participants rnay expect to - 

accomplish in mediation. 

E-g., "Both ofyou indicated thatyou don 't wunt to go on Iike this. Resolving the 

issues you have identzfied through mediution, will assist in reducing the stress you 

ore experiencing in yow relationship. You have worked well together todrry. in 

idenh3ing your concerns. Now we '11 look at what we c m  do to resolve those 

concerns ". 



Listen with empathy. Keep the stories brief and focuseci. It is important to involve both 

parties as soon as possible. If one party talks t w  long, the other party will begh to think 

the mediator is taking sides. 

Restate the party's opening statement / story in your owa words. Restate during the stiry 

when appropriate, e.g., if the person is having difficdty recounting the story. 

Use a minimal amount of questioning. Save requests for information until both persons 

have finished "story-tehg". U s d y  the second person answers the questions you would 

have iilied to ask the f h t  person. If the questions remain unanswered and you st i l l  need 

more information, ask them &er you have restated both parties' stories. For instance, you 

could Say, "1 don? quite understand how Mrs. Jones is involved. Could you tell me about 

her?" 

Summarize the issues identified by the parties afler the opening stories or statements. 

Deal with interruptions. Be î5.m about stopping interruptions. If a party feels that she or 

he m u t  respond to the other person's remarks, provide a paper and a pen for taking . 

notes, and remind her or him that there will be a chance to respond sooa 

Deal with any Barbed Comments or Loaded Statements 

- Address them immediately. 

- Say to the person targeted by the comments, "1 know that you have a dzflerent 

view of this, and I wunt to hem it as well, in a few minutes. " 
- ModiQ the comments with neutral restating or by renaming. 

E-g., if sorneone says, "And she wcrs hollering lies about my kids und making 

a fool of herselJ " you might restate the comment by saying, "You 're upset 

because she said things that you think are not m e .  " 

- Encourage the parties to speak about the incidents or issue in a way that will 

be respectfid of the other people involved in the mediation. 

Role-play "Stage 2" 



Stage 3: Uncovering underlyiag interesfs 

The purpose is to: 

- continue to have the parties hear about the conflict fiom the other's point of 

view 

- develop mutual understanding and empathy 
- get the parties to identw and ta& about the issues that concern them the 

most 
- explore the parties' interests, needs, wants, fears, and concerm 

- have each party realize that it is possible to resolve the conflict 

Participants in most cases enter mediation with set and more or less ngid 

positions. These positions reflect the individual participant's perception of the "problem" 

and of what would represent a "good" solution. Whiie usually weil meaning, these 

positions address the ne& of the particuiar individual, and to a lesser or p a t e r  degree 

disregard, or misinterpret the needs of the other Party. 

Positions, in addition to king the result of one-sided view of the situation, are 

often the product of a number of "histori~ai'~ issues between the parties. 

The participants may or not be aware of what motivates their positions, but are 

conceived of their validity. It is the task of the mediator to uncover the interests that 

underlie the positions, and to make them accessible to acknowledgement, validation, and 

clarification. It is then possible to explore ways in which these individual interests c m  be 

satisfactorily and mutually addressed. It usually becomes evident that interests need not 

be murually exclusive, and more often than not, may in fact be commonly shared by the 

participants. 



Process 

Mediators often find it dinicult to know when and how to begin this stage, and 

where to go once the discussion of an issue is nnished. The steps Listed below are 

followed most fiequently. 

(i) Work on one issue at a time following a summary of the issues. 

A conscious decision about which issue to select first must be made- The mediator 

may be=gin by e x p l o ~ g  the incident in an effort to develop mutual understanding of the 

story. It may also be effective to work at the issue that appears to be most important to 

both parties (Le., a critical, cornmon concem) and has a good chance of king resolved. 

Resolution of the nrst issue can help the parties feel more optimistic that the larger 

conflict itself will be resolved. As you rnake the transition, you might Say, 

''1 have heord a number of things thuf seem important to you. First, both ofyou 

have indicated thaîyour relationship f i  important. Pete, you have mentionai concerns 

about curfewJ schoolwork pien& and chores. Annie, you seern concerned about what 

happens when your Dad hm been drinking. Another issue is yow allowance. Are there 

any other issues that are essential to resolving the dispute? I'm wondering vwe  can . 
begin tuking about the her-W. Can you tell me w h  the present arrangement is and 

what each ofyou sees as the problem? " 

The mediator asks the participants if they heard any new information during the 

story telling. This will work best when the tension level is relatively low and both parties 

appear to be at ease with each other. Try: 

"Lori, 1 noticed t h  you were listening intentfy as Kate talked about her 

experience of the conflict- I'rn wondering ifthere is anything that was new to you? " 

The mediator asks for more information about the incident or problem when s h e  

or the participants are still confùsed about remains unclear or when it seems that someone 



has only hinted at what seems to be an important underiyhg issue- Seek to get at feelings 

as well as facts. For example, 

cc John. 1 'm wondering ifyou cotild tell us w?utt happened dter the police picked 
J I  you up. 

"Steven. you said that you had to spend some tinte in the hospitul, how was t h  

for you? " 

"Rose, can you describe more fiIZy what kind of &mage wus done to your oftice 

during the break-in? And, how did t h t  affecjyour business that e? " 

(5) Explore underiying inter- 

- To enhance mutual understanding and empathy explore assumptions and 

emotions related to specifïc issues. Use open-endeâ, probing questions to get underlying 

interests (needs, waats, fears, concems, and hopes), to draw out a participant's experience 

of a specific event or behavior, to cl- intentions and to shift participants away h m  

patterns of blame and argument or rigid notions about what shouid happen to resolve the 

problem. 

T a n  you tell me what aspects of her communication with you is so upseth-ng to - 
you? " 

"Mik you think the fence needr to be six feet high- Can you help us understand 

tvhy having a tulZ fence is important to you? " 

"lfyou had the chance to do it over ogain, whot would you do d~rerentntly ? " 

(iii) Break issues into workable segments 

Breaking issues down into workable segments, and dealing with each segment in 

tum, not only adds to the efficiency of the problem solving process, but gives the 

participants a sense of structure and control in what can othenvise be an overwhelming 

situation to them. 



Facilitatine the Drocess: maintainino the momentun 

Priorize issues in terms of importunce 

Part of generating the agenda is the process of sorting out issues in terms of their 

perceived importance to the participants, in order to ascertain which are crucial to deal 

with, and which can be safely set aside. It is also necessary for the mediator to priorïze 

issues as part of a strategic approach, i.e, it may be important in the early part of the 

process to select issues that are simpler, and more amenable to resolution, in order to give 

the participants an early sense of accomplishment. 

Periodic summation of the issues presented to maintain a focus, and n positive goal- 

oriented environmenf. 

The mediator m u t  tetain focus on the issues as initiaiiy presented. A participant's 

persistent deviation from the agenda may indicate a previously unidentified agenda item 

or difficulty in dealing with the painhil issues, or may be characteristic of their problem 

solving approach. 

Patience and pacing are important. 

The participants need the time to process their thoughts. The mediator needs to 

respect the participants' own cornfort level in dealing with their issues, and allow for 

hesitation. To maintain the momentum it is important to respond to messages that 

indicate under-the surface issues, needs, and feelings. At times simple aclcnowledgement 

or validation is sutficient to assure the participant that dhe is being heard. This wilf fiee 

the participant to proceed with the issue at hand- 



Usingmure focused questions tu initiate change. 

Acknowledge the "history" of the situation, but avoid retrospection. Aii talk must 

be about the problem and its solution versus just the problem. What clients don't want is 

to be entrenched in the past. What they do want is a future without the same problem tht 

brought them to the mediation. A fiture with hope and less problems is more invithg 

than a past with existing problems. Solution talk is more in the hture. Problem talk is 

more in the past. Develop a more constructive form of commUL1ication for the fùture. 

Asking questions out of cmlosity versus making statemenfs. 

Asking for speczfzcs 

Statements such as, "He is inconsiderate", "You always yell at the kids", "She 

never gets her work done on tirne" need to be explored for specifics. How often is 

"never" or c'always", in what way does lack of consideration show itself, and in what way 

is it related to personal expectations as opposed to objective cnteria Such judgements 

often based on assumptions, historic issues, personal perspectives and needs. 

Watching for a shzji in communication (attitude) beiween the participants, 

acknowledging and reinforcing it.. 

This is an indication of progress. It shows an effort by the participants to change 

their attitude towards the issues, to acknowledge the other's issues, to let down defenses. 

An indication of such a shift needs to be acknowledged, and reidorced. 



Skilis and Techniques 

Active listening 

- Follow the parties. 

- Iden- the issues. 

- Focus on the feelings, validate the feelings. 

- Highlight the nuggets (apologies, common gro~nd). 

Paraphrasing is essential throughout this stage. 

Open-ended questions are used to explore feelings and interests related to each issue. 

Reframing. is effective in dehing defensiveness which is a cover for the underlying 

interests. It is used to assist in surfacing the interests, and in identifjlng common ground 

However, it is important to note that refiaming prematurely can incur an aagry response. 

Rebmhg will be effective on& ifthe person is in a steady state, whereby she cm stop - 

and refiect upon what is king said. It is important not to rob people of their emotions. 

Listening cornes h t .  

Be aware that refiaming can be seen as an agreement. Ensure you reframe the 

interest, not the position. 

Silence. 

Don't be anaid of it. The participants may need some time to think about the 

situation or to get control of their emotions. The mediator may need this time of silence 

too! 



Encouragement 

Be encouraging when the parties get discouraged, especially ifthere is 

disagreement and a high kvel of emotions. Try saying, "Mediution is not always easy, 

but it @en workr in dz#?cuZt situations. Yow presence indicates a wiliingness to hy &O 

resolve this issuee " 

Establishing a commitment to the mediation process 

Ask questions about the consequences of not resolving the conflict- 

E-g., "mat will huppen fyou are not able to reach an agreemenf here? " 

You may also want to review the purpose and expectations of the meeting. 

E-g., " mut were you hoping fo gain by coming b e ?  " 

Summarizing progress, areas of common concern and pointa of agreement. 

Highlight areas where there is common commitment to the find a solution. This 

kind of summarizing can be especially helpfbl if the parties are discouraged. Areas of 

agreement are often implied in this stage. 

E-g-, 730th of you want to solve this quickiy and muid a court battk ", or 

" Both ofyou seem to h m  appreciated each other before the incident." 

Suggesting private meetings. 

Consider setting up private meetings when 

- people are tired, 
- the session has continued for many hours, 
- you thuik someone is withholding important information, 

- an agreement appears to be coerced, 

- someone appears to be intimidated or nightened, 

- you are stuck. 

The mediators to confer amongst themselves or to speak prïvately and Uidividually 

with parties can use private or separate meetings as weli. Parties should not be left 

together when the mediatoa are meeting with each other. Also, if you meet with one of 

the participants, always meet with the other one to maintain a sense of equality and 

impartiality. 

Role Play "Stage 3" 



Stage 4: Closure 

The purpose is to: 

- Assist in the generation of the best solution / resolution of each issue. 

- Siimmarize the progress made and highlight areas of new understanding and 

negotiate ciosure of the session 

- Write out a detded agreement when applicable. 

- Thank the participants for their hard work and congratuiate them on theu willingness 

to meet. 

Process 

The mediator s u m m e s  areas of new understanding and helps the parties to 

bring closure to the session. The participants' efforts and accomplishments in the 

mediation process are acknowledged. They are given recognition for their hard work, and 

their perseverance in managing this difncult task and bringing it to a success£Ûl 

conclusion. The mediator's "jobyy during this phase, is to f i d y  place ownership of the 

decision making process, including its outcorne, with the participants. The mediator also 

assists the participants in detemiining whether a d e n  agreement is appropriate. If a - 

written agreement is necessary, the mediator helps determine the best wording. Reality 

checking and testing of participants' understandings and agreements are important steps 

prior to the final closure of the session. 

Encourage the Development of Possible Solutions 

The mediator's task is to help the participants generate possible solutions. The 

mediator should ideally emphasize and summarize any areas of agreement that d e  has 

heard to this point, as this Ml1 fonn the basis for a more comprehensive agreement- 

Brainstorming is a helpful tool during this phase. Some typical questions are: 

" What con you offer that will help resolve fhis conticf? " 
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" ?%%ut will help you feel better about the situation? 

T a n  you rhink of any other idem that would help solve the problem? " 

Assist in the Selection of the Best Solution 

Make sure you get a solution for each issue that is important to resolving a 

conflict. Both parties will need to be able to live with the resolution, without feeling 

resenîfbl- Ask each participant: 

"Do you agree? " "Do you thirtk this resolves the connflict? " 

~ummarize Areas of New Understanding in Generil 

Name the more intangible elements of undestanding that have been generated. 

"lt seems like both ofyou have reached a better understmding of how each other 

experienced whut happened that day. " 

Summarize Areas of Specific Agreement and Understanding 

The mediator assists the participants in denning what has occuned for and 

between them with respect to each particuiar issue. 

" Wifh respect to the incident itseK you agreed thut you both regret what happened " 

Negotiate Closure of the Session 

This happens in a nurnber of ways: 

Checking Summary and C~onclusion (Ahvays) 

Check with the participants to ensure that the summary of agreements has been 

accurate 

Conclude the Session with No Hiritien Agreement (Sometimes): 

Highlight the achievements of the session and bring the session to a close. 



Thank participants for coming and w o r h g  on the issues. 

Conclude with the Writiag of the Agreement Specifics (Sometimes): 

If a written document is necessary or would be helpful, assist the participants 

in determinhg what should be writîen down. 

SkillS 

Summarizing 

This is probably the most fiindamental skül of this stage. Summarinng dows the 

mediator to gather together the foose ends of the process, to name the understanding that 

has been reached, and to move people towards closure. Summaruing is used in the macro 

sense of naming overall progres as weii as in the micro sense of narning specïfic 

agreements or directions that have been established. 

Questioning 

Both open and close-ended questions are important in this stage. Following 

summary, the mediator may inquire whether or not the surnmary matches the experience 

of the participants (close-ended). If the summary is judged inaccurate, the mediator may 

use an open-ended question to determine whether the summary is not on the mark. 

E.g., Which aspect of the summnry ofprogress und understanding does notfir for 

you, Peter? " or 

" Con you tell me whaî things remain unclear for you, Mary?" or 

" What else needî to happen or be said in ordedor the two ofyou to bring closure to this 

situation and move into the Mure? " 



Reframing 

By virhie of how a r e h e  is presented, the participant has the option of  

c l m g  its meaning, if the reiÏame did not accurately reflect what they intended to say. 

This significantly reduces the possibiiity that the mediator wiU provolce a participant, by 

making them feel unheard. 

Brainstorming 

To generate multiple options for resolving the conflict, particularly when the 

parties are arguing about a specific solution or fixed dernad, brainstorming is beneficial. 

It is a good way to break out the patterns of positive thinking. New and creative solutions 

are often discovered within a short pend of time. When using brainstorming, remind the 

participants that aU ideas are acceptable. Ideas are evaluated only after the brainstorming 

is complete. They are evaluated on the basis of cnteria acceptable to al1 of the 

participants. 

Constructive terminaîion 

Role play 'Stage 4" 

Meàiation as a tool in the conflict resolution is portabk and applicable to a 

broad cross section of situations, including interpersonal, famiiy, school, workplace, 

neighborhood, business, national and international concems (Adapted fiom Kostiuk 

& Zurawsky, 1996; Mediation Services, 2000). 



Conflict resoiution and medhtion 

There is a large body of fiterature on conflict resolution and mediation. A review 

of the literature focused on key issues related to mediation (Blades, 1984; Moore, 1986; 

Fisher & Brown, 1988; Parson, 1991; Bush & Folger, 1994; Curnmings & Davis, 1994; 

Emery, 1994; Koduk & Zurawsky, 1996; Ury, 1999); Anderson, Tunaley & Walker, 

2000; Mediation Services, 2000) suggests the following: 

Understanding conflict 

At the tum of the milhmium, no more critical challenge faces the people, than 

how to get along. Of al i  the factors inûuencing the success of marriage the single most 

critical one is the ability to resolve conflicts cooperatively. The same holds tme in every 

other relationship - between fkiends or business partners, neighboa or nations. So much 

depends on the ability to get along: our happiness at home, our perfomiance at work, the 

livability of our communities, and, in the age of mass destruction, the survivd of our ' 

species. Destructive conflict is widely accepted as an inevitable and prominent part of 

human existence. However, most of the time, most people get along. Peace is the nom. 

In fact, people could transfomi their conflicts if they choose to get along. 

Confikt is a natural and hevitable part of life. In itself, codict  is neither bad nor 

good. It is an inevitable consequence of change, particularly in the face of uncertainty. 

However, disputes could be viewed not as problems at al1 but as opporhmities for moral 

growth and transformation. Conflict can be constructive ifhandled well, destructive if 

handled poorly. 



Conflict resolution application dates back to simpler societies. In our societies, 

conflict is conventionaily thought of as two-sided. However, no dispute takes place in a 

vacuum. The third side is the surrounding community, which serves as a container for 

escalahg conflict. In the absence of that container, serious conflict between two parties 

easily turns into destructive strife. Within the container, bowever, codict can gradually 

be transfomed h m  co~ontation into cooperation. The third side thus serves as a lond 

of social immune system preventing the spread of the virus of violence. The third part is 

people using the power of peers to support a process of dialogue and nonviolence aimhg 

for a certain product - a ''triple win". We are shifting away fiom passivity toward the 

active intervention of the surn>unding community. The third part is we. Abused children 

and battered spouses are no longer treated as a "family matter". Support groups, marital 

counseling and faaüly mediation are becoming much more cornmon in the West- 

There are different foms of confïict management approaches, such as negotiation, 

conciliation, mediation as well as arbitration, judicial, Legislative, and extralegal 

approaches. 

Mediation as distinguished fiom other foms of dismte resolution 

Mediation is a brief, non-adversarial, task-oriented, interventive approach to the 

resolution of conflict. It is designed to lave the maximum possible control of decision 

making in the hands of the primary participants. while at the sarne thne placing the 

management of the facilitative process is in the hands of a third party - the mediator. This 

management function is the defining characteristic of mediation in relation to other fomis 

of dispute resolution. The p ~ c i p l e  of self-determination can assist in facilitating the 

empowement of each participant without disempowering anyone in the process. 



Mediation is a generic, strengths-based approach fostering empowerment and 

recognition- 

The stuges of mediation process 

The stages of mediation process fdl into two broad categories: prelimlliary stage 

prior to the beginning of the joint sessions, and the process once the mediator has entered 

into formai negotiations. 

Beginning the mediation session, def?ning issues and setting an agenda, 

uncovering hidden interests of the disputing parties, generating and assessiog options for 

senlement, ha1 bargaining, and achieving f o d  settlement are the stages of the 

mediation process. 

The mediath  process and the mediator role 

The mediation process is confidential, except where disclosure is required by law. 

The mediator is in the role of a neutral third party, whose task is to manage and 

facilitative the goal-onented process. 

Mediators use several procedures to collect data: direct observation, secondas. 

sources, and interviewing. The mediator identifies issues and interests with which 

disputants are concemed, the salience or importance of these issues and interests, and 

potential settlemed options. The mediator models a constructive mode of communication 

and dispute resolution which in tum encourages the participants to deal with each other in 

a respectfil manner. 

The identification of the interests of each party is one of the keys to conflict 

resolution. Shifting fiom positions to interests is crucial for working towards creative 

solutions, which will work for each person in the conflict. Through the skilful use of 



questioning, the mediator attempts to discover the needs and concerns that are at the base 

of the participants' position and make them accessible to assessment, validation, and 

flllfillment. Through the process of rehming, the mediator helps the participants to state 

th& concerns in non-offensive terms, and terms that lend themselves to the consideration 

of options that are not mutually exclusive. The mediator assigns tasks, and assists in the 

establishment of guidelines that give the participants the opportunity to deal with each 

other in a more positive fashion outside the mediation setthg. This process allows the 

participants to achieve a gradual sense of accomplishment, and evenhial autonomy h m  

the mediation process. Finally, the mediator assists in drafüng the terms of agreement and 

facilitates closure. 

Familv mediation 

Over the course of the last two decades in Canada mediation has evolved as a 

resource for famiies in resolvuig their confZict situations. Family mediation has gone 

through a period of examination and professional growth. 

The legal system has been called into question as a system that is too expensive, 

too slow and cumbersome, and too adversarial for relationship disputes. Alternative 

dispute resolution mechanisms have increasingly ken employed often at less cost, and 

with great emphasis on cooperative problem solving. Many jurisdictions now require that 

clients be informed about, and in appropriate cases, attempt mediation before they 

proceed to Iitigation. 

Women's advocates questioned the process followed by many mediators of only 

seeing the couple together and not screening each party individually before deciding 



whether they were able to negotiate as eqds .  Their questionhg was the catalyst for the 

most si@cant changes in family mediation over the past decade. 

The field of family has gone through several impurtant developments, Present day 

family laws reflect a change in social attitudes to marriage breakdown. It reflects the 

concept that adults should be fiee to choose whether or not to rernain in the marital union. 

Fault is no longer a necessary ingrdient for being granted a divorce, and support and 

custody are no longer used as part of the social sanction against divorce. The govemment 

has been faced with the question of how best to ensure that children are adequately 

supported. The direction is towards greater control by parents and less intrusiveness by 

the legal system, unless there are concems about abuse, intimidation, or senous 

inequality of bargainhg power. Hence the increasing interest in family mediation as a 

cooperative, empowe~g ,  and expeditious choice for families undergohg separation. 

Family mediation and therapy share the histoncal antecedents, however each has a 

very different theoretical objective. Whereas family therapy is a process to assist families 

working to remain together, family mediation is a process to assist families where there 

has been a decision to separate d o r  divorce. 

Conflct within a marriage 

Contlict within a marriage in itself does not indicate marital distress. Codict in 

families is inevitable, and fighting ofien is adaptive. Problems cannot be resolved without 

conflict. How couples fight and the sources and contexts of the fighting are more 

significant indicators of marital distress. Couples benefit fiom constructive processes and 

strategies that move toward negotiation and the resolution of marital problems. So, the 

goal is not to avoid fighting. Rather the goal is to fight constnictively. 



C W r e n  and marital contict. 

Children can be the real losers in marital disputes. Conflict distresses children 

even though the dispute may not be directed toward them. Children are aEected by mere 

exposure to marital dîscord Anger between addts, which is termed background anger, is 

stressful and emotionally arousing for children of ail ages, and it also increases their own 

aggressiveness. Nonverbal expressions of anger are as distressing to cbildren as verbdy 

expressed anger. Chronic nonverbal expression of anger could possibly pose even more 

problems than verbal expression of anger over tirne. intense expressions of anger are 

more distressing to children than non-intense expressions. Children are panicularly 

disturbed by codicts that include physical aggression. Children do not get w d  or 

accustomed to codlict; rather they are sensitized to it and as a result become more 

merable.  

The impact of marital conflict on children must dtimately be understood in terms 

of the family system. Other subsystems may mediate the impact of exposure to marital 

confiicts on children and in some instances may even buffer children fiom negative 

outcomes. 

The resolution of conflict indicates that the parents' conflicnial interactions have 

been to some extent constructive, and the children respond accordingly. Children need 

some cues that a resolution has occurred, even if they are only contextual ones. Chiidren 

benefit from observing the resolution of conflict. The degree of resolution rnatters. 

Well-managed marital disputes can lead to outcomes that are not inevitably 

negative. Dealing with conflict is a continuous task, not necessarily a siniationally 

defined one, 



The mediator role in social work ~ractice 

Social workers have the skills and twls for taking the mediator role because they 

assumed th is  role historicaliy in the array of intervention points in social work practice. 

The theoretical base for the mediator role is conflict theory. Systems theory has been 

used heavily as a theoretical base for social work practice. The promotion of interaction 

between systems such as individuals and groups, orgmizatioos, or communities does not 

necessariiy result in mutual reciprocity. Instead, m e r  oppression on the part of the 

more powerfd system of the l es  powerful system may occur. The recognition of 

inherent conflict between systerns provides the context for the mediator role. 

The mediator promotes reconcüiation, settiement, compromise, or understanding 

among two or more contlicting parties. The mediator role assumes that the mediation 

process creates choices whereby the quality of He for participants can be impmved 

signifïcantly. The promotion and facilitation of problem solving with parties in contlict is 

a power-retaining intervention; it can be thought of as an intervention with empowerment 

qualities. The mediation process has empowement qualities not present in many 

problem-solving strategies. One is its educational nature. Participants are taught to 

iden* their needs, interests, and solutions and to present them to the other p w .  The 

mediator educates participants to negotiate to get their needs met. Tt is a joint advocacy 

wherein the social worker promotes the interests of each participant. h o t h e r  

empowering quality of the mediator role is the emphasis placed on each participant's own 

responsibility for decision making and outcorne. 

The social worker role of mediator is not just that of an objective, disinterested, 

nonbiased third-party intervener, but a role taken to help bring problems and issues to the 



bargaining table and to promote communication toward resolution within the value base 

of the social work profession. Mediation's purpose and place in problem solviag are 

inherent in the definition of social work practice. Helping client systems assume power 

and efficacy to negotiate problem resolution is a needed empowerment-oriented strategy 

in social work practice- 
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TRAINING PROGRAM EVALUATION 

Please circle the number which best describes your level of agreement with the 
statements. 
Please feel fiee to elaborate, or make additional comments in the section provided. 
Your comments will be helpful and appreciated. 

Workshop met my objectives 

Workshop met with objectives 
as stated by presenters 

Content is likely to be valuable 
to me in rny work 

Presenters used effective 
techniques to present material 

Length of program allowed 
adequate leaming opportunity 

Material was at an appropriate 
level for me 

Program was well organized 

There was enough opporhmity 
for discussion 

Presenters responded adequately 
to questions 

I intend to apply the 
information/skills in my work 

I I .  

12. 

Program location was convenient 

i wouId recommend this training 
program to others 



13, The most usefirl part of the program to me was: 

14. The l em usefiil part of the program to me was: 

15. The following are my suggestions for improving the program: 

-. 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: 

THANK YOU 



Appendix C 

Major Overheads 



THE CONFLlCT CYCLE 

BELIEFS AND 

CONSEQUENCE 

ArnlTUDES 
ABOUT 

CONFLlCT 

OCCURS 

Breaking the Cycle: 

2 Augs burger. David. Confrict Mediaaon Across Culiures: P & w g  ond P&iten~.  1992 

Mediaion Services. Wimiipeg, MB I~erpcrsod Co@& Resolurion 



Communication and Conflict 

Lack of understanding is a major source of conflict in almost every dispute. Frequently 
b o t -  parties feel angry, fiustrated, or hurt and each believes the other cannot understand 
their point of view. This lack of understanding is compounded by the traditional view 
that there is a right and wrong position in every situation, or that one person must be a 
w h e r  and the other a foser in every dispute. This latter view discourages people eom 
trying to constructively resolve confiict, and o h  Ieads them to feel hopeless or isolated. 

There are many reasons why communication breaks down. In a study conducted by Dr. 
Albert Mehtabian at UCLA, the act of co~nmunication between individuals was divideà 
into three categories and the degree to which each aspect impacts the total message 
recèived was explored- In a given act of coxnm~cation, what percentage of the total 
message received wouId you attri'bute to each of the foliowing categories? 

Verbal (Words) % 

Vocal and Tonal (T'one) % 

TOTAL MESSAGE - 
100% 



. . . to commiinicate 

. . . to participate in physical activity 

. . . to have personal time 

. . . to have a relationship 

. - . to be part of a community 

. - . to resolve conf2ict 

. . . to be emotionally supported 

. . . to have cooperation 
- - . to have time to grieve 
. . . to have contact with other people 
. . . to know who we are 
. . . to know how others view us 
. . . to be respected 
. . . to share responsibility 
. . . to have pleasure/h 
. . . to be aven affection 
, . . to be included 
. . . to escape 
. . . to relax 
. . . to control 
. . - to have job/work recognition 
. . . to have clear direction 
. . . to have predictability 
. . - to have security 
. . . to have physicaVemotiona1 sdety 
. . . to reproduce 
. . - to be protected fiom threats 
+ . to feel valued 
. . . to have sel f-actualization 
. . . to becorne the best person we can be 
. . . to practice one's faith 
. . . to share drearns/womes/fears 
. . . to have dreams/womedfa vdidated 
. . . to have freedom 



Interest-Based Problem Solution 
(Changing the Game) 

RIGHTS 





COMPARISON OF DEGREB OF CONTROL BY DISPUTANTS 
ACROSS VARfOUS FORMS OF 

DISPWTE RESOLUTION 

Negot'rr. Mediation Shuttle 'Rra Rep. Arbit8n. 
Content: I I i I 

I 
I 

I I 
I 
I 

I 
i I 

I I 
I 

I I I 
I 

Process : I I 1 ' . - .  
I I 

I 
I 
i i 1 

Outcome: i I I I 

1 

I 
I I I I 

I 



" A  W e  f ie  is quickly tmddea out, which behg suaered, rivers cannot 

Mediation 

Roots of mediation 

Mediation has its roots in being different fkom law 

and therapy. 

Mediation grew out of a need of people to be more 

involved in their own decision making. Words like 

empowerment, integrity and respect became one of 

the landmarks of mediation. 



Mediation as disthguished from other forms of dispute 

resolution 

Mediation is primarily a decision making process. 

Maximum decision making by the participants. 

Management of process in the hands of the mediator. 

ÀU participants to the mediation are willing to invest the time 

required. 

BoWall participants are voluntary committing to the mediation 

process. 

The need to maintain the relationship is a significant factor for 

both /al1 participants. 

The balance of power is fairly equal. 

The process is: 

- goal - oriented 

- confidential (except where disclosure is required by law) 

Rational problem solving can be applied to al1 conflicts. 

Emotion should be acknowledged and deescalated in order to 

move toward rational discussion. 
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Role of mediator 

Mediator creates the process and the environment, not the 

content. 

Mediator neutrality. Mediator is an outsider/impartial, with no 

prior relationship to either party and no stake in the outcorne. 

. Mediator won? take sides. 

Mediator won't make judgements. 

Creating safe physical and emotional environment 

- No fou1 language 

- Respectfil, open, honest communication 

Each to have equal opportunity to discus issues and concems. 

Establishing and maintainhg a balance of power between &e 

participants. 

Empowering each participant without disempowering anyone 

in the process. 

Mediator 's challenge is to create incremental change for 

success, build on success, which l ads  to higher levels of 

confidence for the parties, and larger changes. 

An educator 

"A role model" 



Effective communication skills 

Eflective Speaking / Active listening / Questioning / 
Paraphrasing / Refiarning / Sumrnarizing /Brainstorming 

- Effective speaking. "T messages 

- Active listening: Face / Eye Contact / Lean / Relax 

- Questioning discovers the needs and concems. 

Asking questions out of curiosity vs. making 
statements/judgements. 

Discussions should be oriented towards "solution talk" vs. 
'problem taW. 

- Paraphrasing (stating back) is brief; it checks the "micro" 
level of conversation. 

- Refiaming (identiwg the underlying interests) gets to the 
needs. 

- Summarizing (reviewing issues) is a "macro" level skill. 

- Brainstorming is a technique aimed at developing new 
ideas and considering alternatives or options. 

Non-verbal communication 
- Neutrality 
- Balance 
- Attending 
- Preempting 



The Mediation Mode1 

1. Pre-mediation 

II. Mediation Forum: 

Stage 1. Introductions (Joint orientation and contracting) 

Stage 2. Issue identifkation 

Stage 3. Uncovering underlying interests 

Stage 4. Closure. Discussion of process 



Pre-mediation (Assessing IPreparing) 

Screening process: Engaging the prospective 
participants 1 Assessing the situation 

Mediator strategies: 

- Orienting the participants to the mediation process 

- Responding to participants' presenting concems 1 

resistance 1 anxieties 

- Motivating the participants 

- Gathering information regarding demographics and 

background issues 

- Assessing readiness for mediation, and viability and 

appropriateness of mediation as a forum for dispute 

resolution. 

Orientation to mediation process (group or 
individual) : 

- Educating in a broad sense 

- Normalizing the individual's experiences and 

reactions to them. 

- Softening the more extremely held positions 



Criteria in assessing readiness, viability, 
and appropriateness for mediation 

3 T h e  factors. 
All participants to the mediation are willing to invest the t h e  required. 

Voluntariness 
It is essential that boWall participants be voluntariiy, wnsciously committing to 

the mediation process. "Mandatory rnediation" is a misnomer, as no one can be forced to 
nego tiate. 

Mediator neutraiity 
. The mediator cannot be personaily involved in the situation, nor can dhe be 

invested in the outcome of the agreement It is the participants' agreement. They must iïve 
with it, not the mediator. 

3 Relationsnip maintenance 
The need to maintain or improve the quality of the existing relationship is a 

significant factor for both fidl participants. They do not necessady me, or need to m e  
each other. 

3 Option exploration 
Other options for resolving the dispute/conflict have been exploredlconsidered 

and are not found to be as desirable as the mediation forum. 
I Willingness to address issues 

Participants should indicate that they are unwiiling to continue avoiding the 
issues with each other. 

Power balance 
The mediator assise in balancing the power whenever possible by ensuring that 

both/all participants have access to the same information, have faizly qua1 "air the'', by 
assisting in clear and respectfd communication and ensuring that the focus is on positive 
goals and mutual interests. 

Safety issues 
If there is a history of physical, emotional, or sexual abuse in the relationship(s), 

only a highly experienced-trahed mediator should be considered for assessing the 
appropriateness/feasibility of mediation. An altered form of mediation, offea refmed to 
as shuttle mediation or shuttle diplomacy, whereby the participants are not brought 
together, could be used. No one's personal safety is dependent upon the outcome of the 
agreement. 

Mediation vs. therapy 
It is best that two differait people do counseling and rnediation. In mediation the 

resolution of specific issues, rather than therapeutic intervention, is being sought. 



Stage 1. Introductions (Joint re-orientation and contracting) 

The Pumose is to set the stage for exploring the issues. 

This step requires a basic understanding of the mediation 

process as well as the ability to cover the necessary information. 

Setting the stage is also instrumental in reducing participants' 

anxiety, through the creation of a safe environment, wherein they 

c m  begin to feel comfortable enough to discuss matters openly. 

The Process 

1. Set a comfortable tone for the session 

2. Remind the parties about the purpose of the meeting 

3. Describe your role as mediator(s) 

4. Explain the rules 

5. Establish guidelines 

Some possible guidelines: 

a). Listen WMe the Other Ir Spealàng. 

b). Confldentiaiity Discussion. 

c). Speak directly to us. 

d). Use Respectfd Language 

and any other guidelines if needed. 

6. Formulate a Contract 

7. Alert the participants to: a) separate meetings; b) additional meetings 

Working with resistance 



Stage 2. Issue identification (Story - telbg) 

The purpose is to: 

get the parties talking and involved 
give the mediators a basic understanding of the conflict 
let the parties hear each other's story as it is told to a 
third party 
begin to identw the issues 
give the mediators some idea of what to expect 

The process 

Opening statements. 

1. Identify what you want to hear 

2. Decide who wiN speak B r s t .  

3. Hear the story from Party A. 

4. Restate the first story 

5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 with Party B. 

6. Ask questions. 

Note Tuking 

Goal Summary 

- Framing the issues, which are neutnl. Stathg cornmon ground 

- Making a general statement summarizing what the participants 

may expect to accomplish in mediation. 



Stage 2 

Skiils and techniques 

Listen with empathy. Keep the stories bnef and focused. It is important to 

involve both parties as soon as possible. If one party talks too long, the other 

party will begin to think the mediator is taking sides. 

Restate the party's opening statement / story in your own words. Restate 

during the story when appropnate, e.g., if the person is having difficulty 

recounting the story. 

Use a miaimal amount of questioning. Save requests for information until 

both persons have finished "story-telling". 

Summarize the issues identified by the parties after the opening stories or 

statements. 

Deal with interruptions. Be firm about stopping interruptions. 

Deal with any Barbed Comments or Loaded Statements 

- Address them immediately. 

- Modiw the comments with neutral restating or by reframing. 

- Encourage the parties to speak about the incidents or issue in a 

way that will be respecthl of the 0 t h  people involved in the 

mediation, 



Stage 3: Uncovering underlying interests 

The pumose is to: 
continue to have the parties hear about the conflict fkom 
the other's point of view 
develop mutual understanding and empathy 
get the parties to identiQ and tak about the issues that 
concern them the most 
explore the parties' interests, needs, wants, fears, and 
concerns 
have each party realize that it is possible to resolve the 
conflict 

The process 
Priorize and explore issues in terms of importance / 

YAccessibiliîy" 
Choose an issue. Explore the related facts and feelings to enhance 
mutual understanding. The mediator asks the participants if they heard 
any new information during the story telling. 
Explore underlyhg interests. 
Break issues d o m  into workable segments, deal with each 
segment in tum. 

Facilitahg the process: main tain in^ the momentum 

Priorizing issues in terms of importance 

Periodic sunrntaion of the &sues presented to maintah a fucus, and a positive goal- 

oriented environment, 

Patience and paci~g are important 

Using future focused questions to initiate changa More dbcussions slrould be 

oriented towards "solution talk" versus "probiem taïk" 

Asking questions out of curiosiw versus muking statemena 

Asking for specs;fics 

Watching for a shifr in communication (attitude) beîween the participan& 

ackno wledging and rein forcing il; 

Developing a more constructive/orm of communication for the future 



Stage 3 

SkiUs and Techniques 
Active listening: 

- FoUow the pammes. 

- Ide~ttifu the issues. 

- F'ocrs on the feelings, validate the feelings 

- Highlight the nuggets (apolgraes, common gtound), 

~aiaphrasin~ is essential throughout this stage. 

Open-ended questions are used to explore feelings and interests related to 

each issue. 

Reframing is used to msist in suflachg the interests, and in identtfiing 

cornmon ground. However, it is important to note that repaming 

premature& can incur an angry response. 

Refi-aming will be effective only ifthe person is in a steady state, whereby 

s h e  can stop and reflect upon nhat is beingsaid. It is important not to rob 

people of their emotions. Listening comesfirst. 

Be mare that refiaming can be seen as an agreement. Ensure YOU 

refame the interest, nnot the position. 

Silence. Don't be afiaid of it. 

Encouragement 

Establishing a cornmitment to the mediation process. Ask questions about 

the consequences of not resolving the confict. 

Summarizing progress, areas of common concern and points of 

agreement, 

Suggesting private meetings. 



Stage 4: Closure. Discussion of process 

The Dumose is to: 

Assist in the generation of the best solution / resolution of each issue. 

Summarize the progress made and highlight areas of new understanding 

and negotiate closure of the session 

Wnte out a detailed agreement when applicable. 

Thank the participants for their hard work and congratulate them on their 

willingness to meet. 

The Drocess 

The mediator summarizes areas of new understanding and helps the 

parties to bring closure to the session. The mediator's "job" during this 

phase, is to M y  place ownership of the decision making process, 

including its outcorne, with the participants. 

- Encourage the development of possible solutions 

- Assist in the selection of the best solution 

- Summarize areas of new undentandhg in general 

- Summarize areas of specific agreement and understanding 

- Negotiate closure of the session 

This happens in a number of ways: 

- Checking Summary and Conclusion (ALways) 
- Conclude the Session with No Written Agreement (Sometimes) 
- Conclude with the Writing of the Agreement Specitïcs (Sometimes) 



Stage 4 

Skills 

Summarizing is used in the macro sense of naming overall progress 

as well as in the micro sense of naming specific agreements or directions 

that have been established. 

Both open and close-ended questions are important in this stage. 

Refr aming 

By vîrtue of how a refirame is presented, the participant has the 

option of clariwg its m e m g ,  if the r e h e  did not accurately reflect 

what they intended to Say. This significantly reduces the possibility that ihe 

mediator will provoke a participanty by making them feel unheard. 

Brainstorming 

To generate multiple options for resolving the conflict, particularly 

when the parties are arguing about a specific solution or k e d  demand, 

brainstorming is beneficial. It is a good way to break out the patterns of 

positive thinking. When using brainstorming, remind the participants that al1 

ideas are acceptable. 

Constructive termindon 



S H P '  AGREEMENT 

This agreement is betwcen 

Ken Miller 

and 

Carolvn Brown 

They agree as follows: 

1. Ken has apologised to Carolyn for the embarrassrnent she expenenced last Friday at 
work. 

2. Ken agrees to speak directly to Carolyn the next thne thcre are difficuitics with the 
production of the newslener. Ken wiU do this within 24 houn of any problem. 

3. Carolyn agrees to post a schedule for production of the newslertet at least 3 weeks 
prior to the printing deadline- 

4. Both agree to meet at 9:00 am on the 2& and 4m Monday of  every month: to nvieu 
newsletter content and design. 

5.  Carolyn and Ken also agree to be open to h e a ~ g  each other's ideas and to share 
their perspective skiiis. talents and creativity in the production of the newsletter. - 

6. The parties also agree that if they have problems with this agreement, they will 
contact Mediation Services. A Commwity Resource for Conflict Resolution (924- 
3410). 

Dated this 14" day of September, 1995, in Winnipeg. Manitoba. 

Signatures of the parties: Witnesses : 

Mediaiion Sentices. Winnipeg, MB 
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Appendix D 

The Trainee's Package in Ukrainian 



Onuc ~ypcy :  

Kypc O ~ H ~ E O M H T ~  cnyxaqie 3 ~ o a ~ e n u i e m  po3a'n3aam K O H @ ~ ~ K T ~ B  Ta 

npouecoiir nocepenHiiaTsa - yHisepcamamr cnocoBo~ s ~ a x o , ~ p ~ e ~ ~ x  

BMXOJY 3 KOH@II~KTHIM ~EIwa~lifi. 

Kypc n p w ~ a s e ~ u r i  dJ7x npaui~awris 3amaia couianhsoi' csry;rc&i, 

o p r a ~ i a  nepxaaaoï afiuiaicrpar$, a ~aicox uriiporcoro Kona 

n p e a c ~ a e ~ m i e  ypmoswx i Heypmoekix opraaisauifi. 



15:LCS - 17:OO 
Q>opyw nocepenmwea 
C ~ a r r i ~  1. Bc-cyrr 
Pomoaa rpa 



1O:lS - IL30 
Pomosa rpa. 06roeope~nri1 

12:30 - 13:OO 
OGiam nepepea 

i3:OO - 14:15 
Ponboea rpa. 06rosopeam 

l3:3O - l6:OO 
Crarria 4 . 3 a ~ p ~ i - t ~ ~  
a o n o ~ o r a  y swoaaqenai onrwManrHoro eapiamy swpiuream nmawi 
K O X H O ~  ~a-reropïi 
XPUUHIZTTR yrOAEf (YCHO~ 9H y I ~ K c ~ M o B ~ ~ ~  @oPM~). Hasmm Ta B M ~ H M .  

Ko~c~pyrrrws~e oasepuretmn npouecy 
Poaboea rpa. OGroeopewm 





1. ,Qonocepennsru~~o 
II. IIocepegnnuarcl~ii @ o p y ~  

IIepma maah: IIpencrawe~mx (Cnira~a nepeopicxrauh i 
no~oikle~icm).  

y a :  B m a a q e ~ m  rca~eropiii nmana 
Tpe~rr mais: B~rcsixzeanx npmosanHx irrrepeci~. 
Y e ~ s e p ~ a  crmh: 3 a r t i ~ s e ~ ~ s r .  O ~ ~ O B O ~ ~ H U  npouecy. 



&[+ziorpa@iwi n w m m r ,  TOOTO IUIT~RHII CTOCOBHO 3 6 o p y  OCHOBHO? î~t$op~a~~iY, 
B U ~ R ~ ~ I ~ E O ~ C I I  mnohc nocepemmrma, m e  smraramcx, ~anp~marr, L I P O M ~ O K  

qaCy. BnpOXOBX IIKOrO JUOLar iIPi1LIK)BiLZE Pâ30M ( ~ [ H c I I ~ ~  CTOCOBHO ~ 0 6 0 ~ ~ ) ;  B k  

zi-refi (nrnmw~ 3a.wcry *eU). Twn nocepemwma r a ~  c a ~ o  B m a a w n  ~ o m p e - m i  
ia@opxrani&i n m m .  npo~e,  ic~7o-s ne~Ri K O H C ~ ~ E ~ ~ ,  rxeBHa i.@op~rnix, m a  
no-rpio'rra y rcra&ice B C ~ X  c q a u k ,  moO A O ~ I O M O ~ ~ H  BmHaw-nx r o ~ o ~ a i c n  i 
r c p m a ~ ~ i c n  nocepemEiIETBa ZM: npouecy mut mpiinemm c,vnepewa, M o m a  T~KEM 

WEEOM cKjiam CIMCOK  ma^. 







Yonrprr c-rmiï IIocepen~~uarcoro moppcy 











c ~ i . x o s u i t r  r r o ~ e m i a r r o s c  roeopm nepuIom. I i m o  m6ip  HS e O ~ ~ O B ' I U K O B ~ [ ,  BEL 

hroxere sarrirram y g a c d ~  npo Te, XTO nowe r o e o p m  nepmm. 

~ h b 0 6 U Ü  ~ U C ~ M O K  

Ha norarhy n o c e p e m m c  npearrassütc ne-rams~fi 3eoporrriii swr.mz 
TOTO. LLlO KOXGKà 0~06i1 CKiUa' Ia  CBO% ~ O S ~ ~ T K O B ~ ~  Y [ ~ @ ~ p b f ; t ~ [ i ~ .  US - B ~ - M ~ W B H E  
s p o ~  - npocieci o 6 ' e n ~ a ~ w c  3 pacHmam. 

K i ~ u e 8 l r f i  ~ ~ X ) X O K  TaK0;K BEfKOHyC EtKy @_wKu~EO: CnOHyKaTH KOXHO f O 

y%iCKlfKa i I 0 ~ l - ï   HUY 0 ~ 0 6 ~  qepe3 rO=tOC Tpe~boï H~ETEXI~HO~ O C O ~ E ~ .  - 
a r o - x x r s i c - r b  z. .  n o c e p e m r r h - a  nsper;rna);rrr c n p a e w  y MSHUI ~ ~ a i m ~ ~ n i i  i B L x m  
u i r r s c n p n s r o ~ a s a t i  cnoci6. U<: x e x i r c a ~ ~ a  cnpam Bâjt im~o ni1  .tac nepeQpa3ysa~Hx 
~3Tsropifi iïElTûHb H e  3MiHZITi1 ~ . \ L ~ c T  f BePzXeHHR ! J ~ ~ C H U K ~ B  qCpt23 TC3, U10 U r  MOXX 

s r r ~ m h - a - r ~ r  ~ i ~ 1 v y r r ~ .  U[O BH ~e noryarr ïx. 





IIepepo6i-m  osc ce ma pi t f t m o ~  ~eihpa-r~~oro nepe@paysarrm 91 

nepeocsmc~TeaIut. Hanpa~ma, m o  xrocb r0BopK-m: '-1 BoHa 
sirr).myra opemm npo MOLK airefi, po6.m~~~ 3 ce6e meny.", sa 
310xe~e nepeapa3yani Kobremap, roeop-: "BK poxrpoeai  TOM^, 
uro BoHa roBopma peni, mi, RK BK zpcacret H e  ~i~~11osha~0-m 
icTKEIi". 
ïioctxpmihe yyacmKa\I: ~OBOPHTR npo kiuw~[em a60 rrp06m~y 
Tamm waobr, moi5 H e  o6paxam  HIL LIE CC mozeR, îaqmeamc 30 
nocepemMIETsa 





Cnpr~rrnn~t npouecy: ninrprisly~a~rr~ sroaremy 













c x m ~ i c n  noAmam n o m i  .ra c K a p r y  pm ~ C ~ ~ Y H X  oprakauiii  crrpo6pa~m 
HWaBaTH I T o c ~ ~ ~ A ? ~ H U ~ I C ~  ïIûCJïyïHN A M ~ ~ H K U I C ~ K ~  Ap6irpax~a A C O G ~  
(American Arbitration Association) nowna pospo6nm-r~ OCHOBH~ nanprrum ra 
npoaonmw rrimo~osqr nnrr s a m o c y ~ a ~ m  y3ronmyeana~~x npouenyp, 
nocepenHHursa ~a ap6i~paxa y ~o~@niicrax ~k menaMW ~ O M ~ L [ I I ,  C m x m a Y a M H  

-ra rneHam c i~" ï -  Iipo+ecio~an~ 3 #UA Ta aenepanbnm q m 6  nocepemmma .ra 
npirMIipeHm (Federal Mediation and Conciliation Services) B C m  cepen. ~ I X I H X  

opra~imuiE, m o p m  TOB~PHCTBO CneuianicriB y Bqinrenrii KOH@~~KTHHX. 
Cmyauiti (Society of Professionals in Dispute ResoIutions), 406 c n p m  
s i i~opizcra~m " ~ e M p a m m  moneii" npH B M P ~ U I ~ H H ~  B C ~ X  BHL(~B K O H ~ J I ~ ~ B .  

Hanpnmaa, Acouiauk Ci~er'r~enc Ta ~ ~ ~ B M ~ I O H ) S H X  Cyxi~  (The 
Association of Family and Conciliation Courts), s a c ~ o a a ~ a  y 1963 p- 4.m cnpiurmrx 
no~"sr3a~m 3 CYAOM npHmipeHb cibreii, norana nponarysam ~mop~cramur  
nocepenHkcrrrea HIC ana.repHamy c y a o ~ o ~ y  swpime~mo cùiefimx K O H ~ J I ~ K ~ ~ B -  

nocepenmur~o n p ~  e q i r n e ~ ~ i  c i ~ e h m c  npo6ne~  ocrarmina nacm cran0 
ûKniBHOI0 TaJIY33iû Xl&lHBaTIioï ïipaKmKH i BHKJIHKaJiO BHHHKHeHHIC  HO^ 
~ a u i o ~ m ~ o ï  oprhauiï,  F a d y  Mediation Canada- 6i~11micrra n p o ~ i ~ u i l  ~a 

~epwropiii ~ O ~ H I U ~  CBOT npo+ecifi~i opras&au;iï arur C~IPMHHR PO~BH~KY 
nOCepeAHH4TBa Ta iTpOBeneEIHII I T o c ~ ~ ~ A K ~ ~ ~ ~ K o ~  &JI~HO& Ha M ~ C U ~ B O M Y  P ~ B H ~  



Ic~y-e nyixce 6ara~o ni-repxyp~r 3 man supiure~Eix ~ o ~ @ x - i m y  i 
nocepemHma. Or-- xi-repa).p~, cnpmoamril Ka ocaosni ~ H T ~ H H X ,  nos'maai 3 

EocepemwumoM (B lades, 1984; Moore, 1986; Fisher & Brown, 1988; Parson, 199 1; 
Bush & Foiger, 1994; Cummings & Davis, 1994; Emery, 1994; Kostiuk & Zurawsky, 
1996; Ury, 1999; Anderson, Tunaiey & Walker, 2000; bfadiation Sem-ces, Winnipeg, 
MB, 2000 ) npono~-e  H a q z H e :  



C~aili ï  npouecy nocepemnursa 
C+aE rrpouecy rroceperarmxna rrorrt~.racrr H a  asi senw~i ~a-reropiï: 

rronepeinur c-razk, m a  nepesye noqa-rq cniiram syc-rpiseti, i npouec, 
po3no~a~cx, mc 6 m m  rxocepezmK sanoqa-as o+iaiiirri neperosopn- 

nosa-ro~ r x o c e p e ~ ~ ~ o ï  3ycrpini, smaase~~ur npo6nesrs i crcranamxsz 
rrporpm~ niti, P O S K ~ ~ I E  C ~ ~ W ~ C O B ~ ~ I H I (  imeprci~ ysac~mcis, rno eoporyron, 
s~po0xemur i o u h n o a ~ ~  amTepaaTHe nmx sirpimemtrr, ocra~owi neperoBopH i 
iIOcIIlneHHsr ot$inian~oro ~ ~ p i r n e ~ m  - ue c r d  npouecy nocepenHima- 



~ Y X H  B I I P O B ~ ~ X ~ H ~  ~ X ~ T ~ P H ~ T H B A ~  M+IILRU~\IH B E I P ~ U ~ H M  KOH@.T~III~B, qaff0 3â 

hreHrrry sapricrb i 3 B ~ - T E I ~ S L  amemoxt Ha C I I L T ~ H ~  BEIP~LU~HHR IIPOOIISMZI- 5 w a ~ 0  
c@ep noaHosaxeHs amraramn 3apa3, a6a miemis ix~opxya-nr  i a6w BOHH 

rrpoxomw npoaec rzoceps;?HErma y s~os i , v rw ' c  strna3Ka.x nepea m c ,  ILIC 

L ~ O J ~ W ~ T K C X  30 KïO30By- 
A m o ~ a m  ;Iii~ok; ~~o~ilii7;KYBan~ apoueca, nKi eem n o c e p e m ,  - IM 

BOHK 6aw.izz.i noilpyxacs PUOM. a we ouiamaam KojKHoro yuacairrta orcpesro nepen 
TEIM, Ra BRP~LWTH m BOHH ~ [ o - ~ y f b  B e m  neperoeopH nK p i ~ ~ i  napmepH-  ni 
z~c~iixxcemix O y  K ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ T O P O J I  LLW ~aiio'i;lbu~ ~ H ~ Y H H X  B L ~ H  y mcepe-~i B 

cisr '1 3a OCT~KHE i l e c m ~ r r x .  
IHCTH~T c i ~ ' ï  rxpofirnos Yepes neKimica sajicms~ic eso~inoaiit- Cyqac~ i  

3ZiKOEïEI C ~ L ' Y  B ~ J T B O ~ ~ O E O T ~  3Mi~y y C O U ~ ~ H O ~ ~  C T ~ B X H H ~  20 pO3meHHR- Boaa 
~&3ep~arnoe ~omemrim,  u o  rropocni n o s r d  6y-m ~ L i b ~ m f ~ t  s~ i5~pa- ru  
3amrmamcrr p a î o ~  sw pos .~~; imca-  i ipoama 6iicbme H e  e -OM ~IIIJ~ 

s m r a r m  po3.-rynen~1ir, i nirrrpmt~a i OU~KYHCTBO 6L~bme He ~r rxop~cro~ymncr r  rnc 
qacrma C O U ~ ~ ~ K O L  C~EUUJZ npom p o s q m e m .  Ypm noc ras~m nepen npoi%esroro, 
XKKX SHHO~I ~aHKpame sacskurm re, uro rrpo g ~ e i i  noc l iko  mKINK>ncri, 
T C H X ~ H ~ ~ ~  cnpmcoeymnca H a  6L.mHii ~ o q o - i  3 6 o ~ y  6 a ~ b i c i ~  i sreame 
a-rpyqawwx 3 O O K ~  LOPHXXHOL CHcresm, K P ~ M  npo6zesr clrocos~o CKpmxxeHm, 
3 & l X K y m H X  a60 cepfi03EI0~ HCP~BRO& CKX ~ ¶ ~ C R H K ~ B -  ~ B ~ Z C H  i 3p0ClZIOM k e p e c  
20 nocepeaHama y ciarefiam npo6newau mc cnLmiaoro, HacHm-yrororo, mswrucoro 
s ~ 6 o p y  ai cbreki, mi ~ H ~ L Y O ~ C ~  y maair p03rl)ne~m- 

ITocepen~~xx-rBo y cbrei&ixx rrpo6neicra~ i ncaxorepanix ~rammi C ~ L ~ H ~ C I .  
~CTOPKWEEC nonepemmci~, xoga KoxeH 3 HHX me p b ~ y  Teopemwy MW- B roii 
qac, RK c i~ re iba  ncmo~epaniR E npouecohr, xmfi mrrosrarae ~ i > r ' ~ c  ~ a r c ~ r u u m c ~  
pa3osr, nocepeaHsmo y cibreiimrx npo6newcu e npouecosr, ~ ~ i r t i  ~ono~*ra.ra~ C~SC-IL\I, 

B Oyxo IIP@HXTO pimemu POSJ-CR. 



Poab nocepenasma a npamsui couiillmoi p060-r~ 
Couiaiib~i ~ P U ~ B H H K H  ~a10-m HaBa- i 3 ~ a p q  m Tora,  OH c m  

rrocepemmcaxrii qepe3 Te! 40 BOHH Bxe ~ ~ E H O  B H K O H ~ B ~ T ~ H  UIO pom nia Sac 
npo@ciihoro B - ~ ~ ~ T ~ H H R  y npammi coaiam~oï  po6om. Teopemwrom 6aom m 
poni nocepemma e teopia K O H @ I ~ ~ .  C u c t e ~ ~ a  ~eopix  BIrcTynae reope-mworo 
6aom IIP~KTMKH couia.m~oï p060m- CTH?~~Y-'ILOB~EIHIL ~ 3 a a 0 ~ 1 ï i  ~ix ctrcre.rLaixm, 
raKu.crH aK ~HIMB~DI i rpynir, oprairhauïi i rpowua H e  O ~ O B ' Z I ~ K O B O  na€ ~3aewEurji 
pe3ymTa-r. 3a~r inb  Toro, xroxe cramcri uoaamuririi WCK 3 6 o ~ y  6 h u r  ~ O ~ M H O L  
CACTeMH H a  AIeHIII CELibHY. B A ~ H ~ ~ H H I [  K O H @ I ~ ~  i ick  CEïCTeM&MH npOKOHy€ 
KOHLeKC?: ZIIIE P O Z ~  ïiOCepeIHHKri, 

LTocepem~~ cnpwce npmmpearno, yperymsaHHm, ~o~npohr icy  s~ 

P O ~ J O C ~ H H I O  Mi'XC LTBOSIlt 9H 6i,lbKII~ K O H $ ~ ~ S ~ I ~ [ W  PaCHWKiLMC. PO.% 
nocepemma rrpsnycrcae, ruo npouec nocepezH~uTsa c-r~opme srr6ip, a c a ~ e ,  II&I'~I 
YfIHOM R K ~ C T ~  'rKEITTII ~ ~ C H W K ~ B  SIOXHa 3HaWO nOKpâIiIKïlf- C T ~ C ~ J U O B ~ H A E L  i 
iIOZeïiiKeHH5I B H ~ ~ U ~ H H R  rrpo6i~e'crir yWlCHHK&VH, Lü0 IIepe6)WUOTb y K O H $ I I ~ ~  - Ue 
npoaeci3se B ~ ~ I ~ H H S I  i3 3 6 e p e x e ~ m c  esepriï- IJe sro-ma q a m y ~ a m  r r ~  
npo@eci~'rne B - r p y a ~ ~ r r  3 enesrecrrabiir HacHaxeHEur. Epouec nocepemmrsa hrac 
xapameptrcTmar HacHaxeHmr, x i  npacymi y 6ara~box c-rparerim pirnea~rr 
KOH@T~KT~B, ~ . Z H ~ € H )  3 HZIX € fior0 HaBlrZibHa UpHpOLIa. YS~CHHK~B BlraTb BH3tfaWiTH 

kxi n o ~ p e o ~ ,  i ~ ~ e p e c ~ ~  i pirne~~sr i npezmasmm ix i m o n q  yrïacHmy. n o c e p e a ~ ~ ~  
Haeqac yuacmrci~ secm neperoeopii, a06 ~ ~ O B O J I L H R T W  c ~ o ï  noq&ii. Ue 
~IIi.!!bHElfi 3a'(irCï, 3â L [ O ~ O M O ~ O f O  RKOTO ~0~imbHWfi K ~ W ~ B H W K  ïXpOCyBû€ i ~ ~ e p e c ~  
KOIHOTO _V4âCHZIKa. IHUIOH) pEICOH) HâCHâXeHHR P O ~ I ~  ïIOCepe3HKKa € akiL[eHT H a  

sriac~iw simosixa=rb~oc~i Koxnoro )=ZIacmKa LUOJO n p ~ i i ~ m s t  p i r u e ~ ~ a  i iioro 
pe3yJ7bTâv. 

Ponb coui ;~~moro  nparrisa~r~a nxc noceprrrsma ae E npocm po.z.m 
o 6 ' ~ r c r ~ r ~ ~ o r o .  ~ e 3 a u i ~ a s ~ e ~ o  ro. 6e3cropo~moro Tperboro yracrima. a~srti 
~ ~ ~ R C H E O C  rtpo@eciti~e B ~ P ~ ~ H H R ,  a po;?,'~m, ma npHsHareHa irortohrara-rw 3i6panr 
rtpo6=re~~c LTII O O C O B O ~ ~ H H I  33 CTOJOSL nepero~opie i c n p r r ~ ~ a  c ~ ~ T K ~ ~ H H ~ ~  m e  
sexe no p i r r r e ~ ~ ~ c  B pa..~h;ax U ~ H H ~ C H O ~  U I K ~ X I  rrpo~ecïi couia.rbaa po6ora. Mma i 
lricue rrocepe~srru-rea y srrpitrre~~i npo6.resctr e ~esirr'ear~trsrir wrHHmcahrH y 
B ~ ~ ~ H ; L Y ~ H H ~  iTprihTW3 C O U ~ Z T ~ H O ~ '  p060TH. Aonouora C6[CKeJ~ûM ~ c ' ~ ~ € H T ; I  Ha6pk1. 
CKXC i H X K i i K Z H H K  LU06 BeCTII Cit2pÇTOBOPH LIEI B I I P ~ U I ~ H H R  CIp06,leMtl. € 

~ e 0 6 x i 3 ~ 0 t o  cTpa~eTi€EO. C K ~ p O B a H O f O  H 3  HûCHaXeHHR R P ; ~ K T ~ I U ~  C O U ~ X ~ ~ H O ~  

~ u G o ~ i r -  
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flxepe~70: 
A - x o k  Y imro~, B ~ R M  Y  LOT. I m e p n e p c o ~ a i ~ &  KO H@,X~KT 

(Wilmot, J. & Wilmot, W. (1978). Intemersonal Conflict.) 



Po3naz c n i n ~ y s a ~ m  cnpmimrinxir ~ ~ ~ H O M ~ H ~ T H H M E I  Qa~~opasrir. A m  
c n i n ~ y s a ~ ~ n  ~ i x  OCO~ZICTOCTIIMII ~ O ~ ~ M U [ E T ~ C S I  ~â 3 C K I I ~ ~ ( O B ~  3a p i ~ ~ e l r  
srrrrwsy H a  nepwasmr i o-rpmry~a~m nosiirolrsre~b @-p. A.mOep~ 
Mexpaoia~, UCLA). 















M ~ H ~ M ~ T I ~ H O E O  B ~ L ~ O B ~ L ~ ~ H ~ C T H )  IIOCepe-a € 

3a6e311eqe~~x r a p d i  TOTO, wo ygacmmz H e  B E I E ~ ~ ~ T L  3 

npoqecy n o c e p e w B a  B 6im111 CKJIWH~M am ce6e 
c m y a ~ ï i  B nopi~mumi 3 T ~ I  MoMemobf, K O ~  BOAH Gym 
s a q m e ~ i  ~o qboro npoqecy. 



C~eposykile oo'roeope~m H a  ' c p ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ y  npo P O ~ B ~ I I ~ ~ H H R " ,  a H e  Ha 

"poîsroey npo r1p06ne~1~". 








